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IN 7ROD UCTION
The Carab idae , or ground beetles, are one of the
best know n and most popular famili es of beetles
As presently recognised , they includ e the tiger
beetles, which were formerly sepa rated into the
Cicindelidae. To date, 350 spe cies have be en
recorded in Britain and Ireland.
Th is family of beetles is usually one of the first to
be noticed and col ected by aspiring coleop terists,
and the earliest monograph on the British fauna
w as by Dawson in 1854. Notes on the distribu tion
of species in Britain were included bo th in that
vo lume, and in the standard works by Fowler
(1887) and Fow ler and Donisthorpe (1913); the
Irish species were included in Johnson and Halbert
(1902) . The checklist of the British species was
upd ated by Andrewes (1939) and formed the
ba sis for the carabid section of Kloet and Hincks
(1945); this was amended by Moore (1957a).
Subsequently, Moo re (1957b) pub lished a table of
county distributions of each species in England
and Wales, based largely on records in the Victoria
Co unty History series published around the tu rn of
th e century. In this paper, Scottish records were
simply grouped into four regions, and only
presence/ absence was noted from Ireland . Some
of these county records have since proved to be
erroneous (Eyre & Luf 1987). An updated
ch ecklist of the Irish Carabidae was given by
Speigh t, Anderson and Luf (1982), which has now
been superseded by a ne w checklist of all Irish
Co leoptera (Anderson, Nash & O'Connor, 1997).
Ident ifi cat ion
Curren t knowledge of the Carabidae of Britain and
Ireland is based on the checklists in Pope (1977)
and Speight et a l. (1982), and on identification
using primarily the Royal Entomological Society's
Handbook (Lindro th 1974). Further information on
the species in the Handbook was given in
Lindroth (1972).
Since the pub lication of Lindroth's (1974)
Handbook, the most useful detailed account of
the family is that in the Scandinavian faunal series
(Lindroth 1985- 86) , which gives more detailed
biological in formation . However, the
nomenclature used , following Silfverberg (1977):
sometimes dif ers from that curren tly accepted in
Britain . Such dif erences are mentioned in the text
of the relevant species in this Atlas. Critical no tes
on the identification of some British species have
also be en publi shed (Luf 1981a, b ; Houston & Luf
1983) and a general account of the family, with
keys to common species , is published in the
Naturali sts' Handboo k series (Forsythe 1987) . Keys
to the larvae of individual carabid tribes are being
published (eg Luf 1985) and a vo lum e covering
the larvae of the who le family was published
recently (Luf 1993). There are also larval keys, to
species, in Arndt (1991).
Additions, extinctions and revisions
.Seve n species have been added , by the fol owing
autho rs, to the British list since the publication of
the Handbook (Lindroth 1974):
• Bembidion b umerale Sturm (Crossley & Norris
1975) ;
• As ap bid ion cu n urn (Heyden) and A . st ierlin i
(Heyden) (Speight, Martinez & Luf 1986) ;
• Pterostich us rbaeticus Heer (Luf 1990) ;
• Ca latbus cin ctus Motschulsky (Aukema 1990 ;
Anderson & Luf 1994) ;
• M icrolestes tnin utu lus (Goe ze) (Eversham &
Collier 1997);
• Cymind is rnacula ris (Fischer vo n Waldhe im)
(Hammond 1982) .
A further species, Ag on u m lugen s (Dufischmid),
has been added from Ireland bu t is not known in
Britain (Anderson 1985, 1996) . I have also seen a
specimen from the Cha nnel Islands.
Some spe cies have no t occurred in Britain or
Ireland this century, or are apparen tly now extinct .
The fol owing species are not therefore includ ed in
this Atlas:
• Bernbidion ca llosu rn Mister ;
• Tack ys biscu lcatus Nicolai;
• T. quad risignatus Du ftschn id;
• A ba r p arallelus Duftschmid;
• Agon um sahlberg i (Chaudott);
• D iach ro m us germ a n us (L.);
• Lebia ma rgin ata (Fourcroy) ;
• L. scap ula ris (Fou rcroy) .
Brach in us sclop eta (F.). has occu rred only once
this century with certainty, on the English south
coast (Allen 1985) and is also excluded .
Known introd uction s, such as Carabus a u ratus L.,
have also be en excluded from this Atlas, bu t
species that have beco me estab lishe d and have
spread widely naturally, such as Le istus
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ruf oma tg in atus (Duftschmid) and A ma ra
m ontivaga Sturm, are includ ed .
The species previously known as Pterostich us
mg rita is now recogn ised as co mprising two species
in this region, namely the true n ig rita (Payku ll) and
the closely related P. rbaet icus He er (Luf 1990) .
As mo st records were already re ce ived before
publication of the distinction between these two
species , a map for n ig rita sens u la to is given , as
well as interim separate map s. Similarly, the map for
Calath us mela n ocep ba lus agg . may include records
of the recently recognised C. cin ctus Motschu lsky.
Protection and threat stat us
Although no British carabid species is currently listed
for protection under United King dom legislation ,
European Union directives or inte rnational
conventions, many species are regarded as be ing
nationally thre ate ned or scarce . The Insect vo lume
of the B rit ish Red Da ta B ooks (RDB) (Shirt 1987)
listed nearly 40 sp ecies of ground beetles classifi ed
as Endangered , Vulnerable or Rare , or for which
there were no post-1970 reco rds , includ ing some
species believed to be extinct in Britain . These
assessments were rev ised and upda ted , an d
extended to in clude Nationally Scarce species, in
the Coleoptera Review (Hyman & Parsons 1992) ,
prepared for the Jo int Nature Conse rvation
Committee. Of the 75 species of Coleoptera listed
in B iod iversity : th e UK Steeri ng Gro up Rep ort,
vo lu m e 2 (1995) , for action as a result of the UK
Biodiversity Action Plan pub lished in 1994, 33
species are carabids . These sp ecies are listed under
Protection and threat status  as 'BAP (1995)' . MI
such lists of threa tened and important species are
subject to revisio n , but the sta tuses li sted here are
from the most up-to-date p u blished sou rces.
T he Recording Scheme
The present Atlas summarises the results of the
Ground Beetle Recording Scheme , which started in
1971. Data from the Sche me have been comp iled
in the national database at the Biological Reco rds
Centre (BRC) since the early 1980s and the total
dataset now held at BRC amo unts to more than 140
000 reco rds. It is managed , together with data for
many other groups of invertebrates , plants and
vertebrates, using the ORACLE da tabase
management system.
Maps o f selected species were published as a
preliminary atlas (Luff 1982), based on ove r
52 000 records, but the present work is the first to
cover the distribu tion of all the resident species.
Some local atlases have been published , eg Eyre,
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Luf and Ball (1986), Forsythe (1997) and Whitton
an d Campbell (1991).
In the following maps, Recording Scheme data from
1970 onwards are indicated as M ed circles. Many
pre-1970 records (indicated by open circles) are
also included, mainly derived from museum
collections and literature records . The maps do no t,
however, include records prior to 1900. Many pre-
1970 records in Hyman and Parsons (1992) refer to
19th cen tury records in Fowler (1887) or even
earlier, and are not included in the present maps .
Records from post-1990 county lists (such as Duf
1993) or atlases have been included on ly if they
add signifi cantly to , or confi rm, recent records of the
distribution of the species concerned .
Ecology
As the ir common name suggests, Carabidae are
active primarily on the ground surface, although a
feW British species, particularly in the genus
D romius , are arboreal and some others are
subterran ean . Although many spe cies can fly, the
normal mode of activity and dispersal is on the
ground by walking or running. Individuals tend to
be relatively long-lived , breeding primarily either in
the spring , with larvae in summer and adults
overwintering, or in the autumn, with larvae
overwintering. In both cases, adults especially of
the larger species, may overwinter to breed in a
second or even subsequent season . The majority
are preda tory and often polyphagous. However,
many Amarini have partly plant-feeding adults bu t
carnivorous larvae, whilst Za bru s tenebrioides
(Goeze) and most Harpalini are largely or entirely
phytophagous as larvae, and sometimes also as
adults.
Thiele (1977) and den Boer (1977) review mu ch of
the literature on carabid ecology up to that da te ,
with particular reference to habitat selection , the
timing of life cycles and dispersal powers. It is a
me asure of the popu larity of ground beetles that
there are regular symposia devoted to research into
carabidology; the published volumes from these
symposia also provide useful data on the biology
and ecology of the group (eg Stork 1990; Desender
et a l. 1994) .
Distribution patterns
Data on the wider distribution of Carabidae in
continental Europe were rust summarised in the
three-volume study of Lindroth (1945- 49, trans lated
and reprinted 1992). This information has been
used in the species accoun ts in this Atlas, together
with data from the following sources:
• European checklists of Turin (1981) and Turin  et  shown are still only provisional, and will suf er from
a l. (1993); both omissions and inaccuracies, for which I take full
• Russian  list  of Kryzhanovskij  et  al.  (1995) ; ic nsibility.
• regional atlases for Th e Netherlands (Turin,
Haeck & Hengeveld 1977) and Belgium
(Desender 1986) ;
• mo nographs of Jeannel (1941- 42) for France
and Freude , Harde and Lohse (1976) for central
Europe;
• rece nt accounts by Lind roth (1985- 86) for
Scandinavia and Denmark, and Hurka (1996) for
the Czech and Slovak Republics.
The records received for this Atlas are sufi cient to
give a reasonable coverage of much of Britain,
although parts of East Anglia , the south-west and
Scotland are under-recorded . Coverage of Ireland  is
still poor, especially in the Republic, so tha t the
maps do not include Ireland . However, comments
on the occurrence of each spe cies in Ireland are
included where appropriate . It  is  clear that, although
some species are widesp read throughout Britain and
Ireland , occurring wherever there is suitable habitat,
many of our carabids have localised distribu tions .
There are numerous sp ecies restricted to the
extreme south of England and sou th Wales; several
of these appear to have retracted the ir range
rece ntly. However, other characteristic distribution
patterns are seen in many species and these are
commented on in the individual species accounts.
Almost every part of Britain and Ireland has, to
some extent, its own characteristic carabid fauna .
With their dependence on soil properties, especially
moisture, it  is  no t surprising tha t ground beetles
have potential for use  as  indicators of environmental
quality and of distu rbance (se e for examp le papers
by Holmes, Boyce and Reed (1993), Luf , Eyre and
Rush ton (1989, 1992) and Rushton , Luff and Eyre
(1989, 1991)) . A protocol and examp les of using
carabids in environmental assessment are ou tlined in
Luf (1996c) .
Comparison with available records from the past
century reveals that many species, especially those
associated with wetlands , and those found now only
in the extreme south , ap pear to have retracted the ir
ranges. We need more detailed analyses, possibly
based on the data presented here, in order to
examine the possible roles of habitat loss and
climate change in causing these changes. It is
hoped that the data p resented in th is Atlas , and the
more detailed database which it summarises, will
both stimulate further work on the causes of the
distributions of British carabids and provide useful
baseline data for such environmental assessments. It
shou ld be stressed , how ever, that the distributions
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R Bo oth , Mr D Boyce , Mr J Bratto n , Mr M
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Brow n , Dr J Bullo ck , Mr A Burnett , Dr A Buse , Dr
J Bu tte rfie ld , Mr S W Campbe ll, Mr R Carr, Mr I
Carter , Mr P Case ment , Mr L Chr istie , Mr H F
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Darb y, Mr M Dav idson , Mr D Dav ies , Dr L Dav ies ,
Dr B N K Davis, Dr K Day , Mr J Day , Mr P
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S YS7EMA TIC LIST OF GENERA MAPPED
Ma p n um bers are give n fo r each ge nus .
CICIN D ELINAE
2- 6 Cicind ela
OMO PHRONINAE
7 Ornop bro n
CA RA BINAE
Cychrini
8  Cy chn is
Carab ini
9- 18 Carabus
19-20 Calc6orna
Nebriin i
2 1- 26 Leis tus
2 7 Pelop hila
28-33 Nebria
34- 41 Notiop h ilus
Elap hrini
42 Blethisa
43- 46 Elap hrus
Lorice rini
4 7 Loricera
Scaritini
48 -58 Dyschirius
59-60 Clivina
Broscini
61 Broscus
62 Miscodera
Patrobini
63- 65 Pa trobus
Trech ini
66 Pertilep tus
6 7-68 Aep us
69 Th alassop hilus
70- 78 Trech us
Bembidiini
79-83 Asap hidion
84- 140 Bernbid ion
141- 146 Tact ys
Pogonin i
14 7-149 Pogon us
Ptero stichini
150 Stom is
15 1- 172 Pterosticbus
173 Abax
174- 181 Calatbus
182 Sp hodrus
183- 184 Laem osten us
185 Platy derus
186 Sy nuchus
18 7 Olistbop us
188 -208 Agon urn
Perigonin i
209 Peng ona
Ama rini
210-240 Ama nti
Zabrini
241 Za brus
Harpalin i
242- 2 74 Hin p alus
2 75- 2 77 A nisod ac ty lus
2 78 Scy balicus
2 79-280 Dicheirotrichus
28 1- 282 Trichocellus
283- 289 Brady cellus
290- 292 Stenolop h us
293- 3 00 A cup alp us
Licin in i
301- 3 02 Licin us
303-3 09 Bad ister
Panagaeini
3 10-3 11 Pa naga eus
Chlaeniini
3 12- 3 15 Chlaenius
3 16 Cal listus
Ood in i
3 1 7 Oodes
Oda canthin i
3 18 Odacantha
Masore in i
3 19 Masoreus
Lebiini
320-3 22 Lebia
323-325 Demetrias
326- 33 7 Drnm ius
338- 339 Microlestes
340-3 42 Metabletus
3 43 Liony chus
344-3 46 Cy mind is
Zuphiin i
3 4 7 Polist icbus
Dryptin i
348 Dtyp ta
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Map 3
Cic ind ela g e r ma nica Linn aeu s , 1758
RDB3 Shirt ( 1987), Hyman and Parsons (1992)
BAP (1995)
This species is now found only on the so uth coast
of England, where it occu rs on bare san d or silt near
damp coastal flush es . Recent records are confmed
to Dorse t and the Isle of Wight, alth ough older
records indicate th at its range formerly extended
from East Kent to Carm arthen . Full details of all
known British records of C.gen nanica are given by
Else (1993). Adults occur in mid/ late su mm er, the
species overwin tering as larvae in burrows. Unlike
othe r tiger beetles , Cicindela germa nica se ldo m
fl ies . It occurs acro ss inland Europe eastwards to
Asia, reach ing the northern limit of its range in
Britain .
Map 2
Cic ind ela ca mp es tr is Lin na eus , 1758
Th is species , the common green tige r beetle , is
widespread on open, dry heaths an d moors
throughout Britain and probably also in Ireland
(where it is the o nly cicindelid) . It is an annual
species , bree ding ea rly in the sp ring , th e lar vae
inha biting ve rt ical burrows in the soil. The adult
bee tles take to fl ight ex tremely read ily. This
sp ecies ' distribution extends throughout Europe to
North Africa and the Middle East
Maps and species account s 9
Map 4
Cic ind e la by br ida Lin naeus , 17 58
RDB3 Shirt (1987)
RDB2 Hyman and Parsons (1992)
BA P (1995)
This sp ecie s is cu rrently kn own only from the north-
west coast of England from southern Lancas hire to
Cumbria , altho ugh there are pre-1970 records from
the south-west pen insula , Wales and Norfolk, w hich
ma y in fac t be C.  rna ri tima .  There is  a  doubtful
19th ce ntury Sco ttish re co rd from Fife , in Fow ler
(1887) . C.  by brida  is  found on dunes and similar
san dy so ils , usually on the coast but occasionally
som e d is tance in land . It is an active fl ier that breeds
in th e su mm er. Its ran ge ex tends throughout
Europe , except th e far north .
n .
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Map 5
Cicinde la ma r it ima Lat re il e  & Dejean , 18 22
Nationally Scarce (B) Hyman and Parsons (1992)
BAP (1995)
In Britain this is a co astal sp ecies , occurring only in
the south of the country, where it inh ab its dun es ,
the drift lin e and in tertida l are as . Most mo dem
records are from Wale s and north Devon , but it has
re cently re-occurre d in Norfolk (Key 1996a). There
is a 19th century reco rd from th e R Seve rn in
Glo ucestershire (Atty 1983) C  ma ri tima  is a
sp ring/ summer-breed ing sp ecies that fl ies readily
In mainland Euro pe (where its distribu tion is not
exclusively coastal) , it is widesp read but local.
4, 9
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Map 7
Om op b r o n timb a l-um  (Fab riciu s ,  1777 )
RDB I  Shirt  ( 1987),  Hyman and Parsons  (1992)
This distin ctive species is kn ow n in recent times
only from a restricted area of the sandy margins of
fl ood ed gravel p its at Rye an d Dungeness on the
Kent/ Sussex border, where it was firs t recorded in
1969 (Farrow & Lew is 1971). Fow ler (1887) stated
that it w as 'once rep uted as British ', but no 19th
century specime ns have yet been located . Unlike
most carabids ,  0 . Umba tu m  does not seem to have
any particular breed ing period , bo th adults and
larvae occurring all year round . Found throughout
central an d southe rn Europe, this species is w inged ,
and probab ly recolonised England by fl ight. 4
Map 6
Cicind e la sy lv a t i ca  Lin nae us , 17 58
Nat ionally Scarc e  (A) Hyrnan and Parsons  (1992)
This species , th e wood tige r bee tle , is now confmed
to dry, sandy hea ths in a na rrow str ip from Surrey to
Dorset . Its Britis h ran ge w as formerly more
ex tensive until 1926 it occurred on Manton
Common in north Lincolnshire (Anon 1927), the re
are 19th centur y re cords from Cambridgeshire and
wes t Glouceste rsh ire (Atty 1983) , an d a specimen
label ed from Ken t is kept in the Sunderland
Museum . C.  sy lva tica is  a spring breed er, w ith
active d ispersal by fligh t. Its range extends
th roughout Europ e except the far north and the
Mediterranean reg ions .
Maps and species acco unt s I
Map 8
Cy cbr us car aboides Lin n aeus , 1758
Th is w ide sp read species is found mainly in
wood land , but also in dam p moo rland and grassland
at high er altitudes . It is usually fou nd singly, an d is
a sp ecialist mollusc-feeder. C. caraboides is an
au tumn bree der, the ch aracte ristic onisciform larvae
occurrin g in th e au tumn and winte r. The adult is
brachyp terous , w ith fused elytra . Th is sp ecie s is
found throughout Euro pe , British an d Irish
p opulatio ns belo nging to su bsp ecie s rostratus
Lin nae us , this be ing the sp ec ifi c name by w hich th e
species w as fom ierly kn own in Britain.
e• 0
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Map 9
Car abus ar vensis He rb s t,  17 8 4
•
This is p rimarily a species of open heaths and
m oorland , commonest in the upland and wetter
p arts of Britain , but also found regularly in southe m
heaths such as tho se in Dorset and Hampshire.
Despite the small number of records from Ire land , it
is probab ly widesp read on h igher ground there .
Continental au tho rs oft en refe r to this species as
C. arcensis . This species is a sp ring b ree der, with
su mmer larvae that comp lete their development in
one year . The wings are reduced . C. arvensis
occ urs throughout north ern and central Europe
except th e Arctic; the form occurring in Britain and
Ire land is subspecies silvaticus Dejean .
sth"
Map 11
Ca r a b u s g la b r a t us  Pay ka la, 17 9 0
This  is  an exclusively montane species in Britain
and Irelan d, found in both open and shaded
hab itats. Though recorded most frequently from
Yorkshire northwards , there are a few records from
N Wale s and the southe rn Pennines . In Ireland it
probab ly occurs in most mountainous regions .
C. g labra tus  b ree ds in summer, the overwintering
larvae giving rise to adults tha t do not bree d until
the fol owing year , so tha t the life cycle is biennial
(Houston 1981). The ad ults have fused elytra , an d
so cannot fl y. The species occurs througho ut
central an d northern Europe, ind uding the Arctic,
rea ch ing its western limit in Ireland . The form
occurring in Britain and Ireland is subspecies
lapp onicus  Bo rn . Surp ris ingly, in The Neth erlands ,
C. g labratus is  found at low altitudes (Turin  et aL
1977) .
6 Map 10
r Ca r a b us cla t r a tus  Lin naeus , 17 6 1
Na t iona lly Scarce (A) Hyman and Parso ns  ( 1992)
This sp ecies (usually sp elt incorrectly  as
C clatb ratus) is  now restricted to Ire lan d and the
nonh-west of Sco tlan d . It  is  found ma inly in peaty
bogs and lakesides , particulady on moorland . Th ere
are refe ren ces to very o ld records fro m Halvergate
Marshes, Fast Suf olk (Lind roth 1974) and Norfolk
(Fowler 1887), but these have not been ve rifi ed ;
there is also an un da ted specimen in the Tolson
Museum, Huddersfield, labelled 'Snowdon'. Turin  et
a l.  (1993) include the south coast of England in its
former range , but this  is  p robably an erro r arising from
the sam e unsubstantiated Halvergate record , with
'Sussex' rather than 'Suf olk ' recorded as the county of
origin . C  clatratus is  a sp ring/ summer breeder, with
su mmer larvae and overw inter ing ad ults It  is  wing-
dimorphic , with winged in dividuals able to fl y. In
contrast to its western d istribution in Britain and
Irelan d , in Europe th is  is  mainly an easte rn species , its
range extending in to central Asia.
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Map 12
Ca r a b u s g r a nu la tu s Linnaeus , 1758
This very hygrophilou s species is found only in
marsh es and fen s in Britain, but is widespread in
many hab itats in Irelan d , where (as subspecies
bibern icus  Lindro th) it  is  the com monest  Ca rabus
sp ecies . Th ere are few est re co rds (an d none
re ce ntly) from th e eastern High lands of Scotlan d .
Large overwintering aggregations sometimes occur
un der bark in hab itats subject to w in ter fl ooding .
C g ra n ulato r is  an annual, sp ring-breeding species ,
w ith summe r larvae . In Europe it is wing-
d imo rphic, but flight is unknown in Britain and
Ire land . Its ran ge ex ten ds from northern Spain
acro ss th e whole of Europe exce pt the far north an d
south .
a  .
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Map 13
Ca r ab u s int r ic a tus  Lin naeu s , 17 6 1
RD B 1Shirt (1987), Hyman and Parsons ( 1992)
BAP (1995)
This large and conspicuous species has consistently
been res tricte d in Britain to the extreme south -west
in Devon and Cornwall, although a sp ecimen
co llected in 1950 from 'peat mo ors' in North
Somerse t has recently bee n ide ntified (Duff 1992) .
In the ab sence of more deta iled locality da ta , this
last reco rd has not be en included on the map . The
sp ecies  is  absent from Ireland . C.  in tricatu s  lives in
and on stumps and logs in damp broad leaved
woodland . Its breed ing cycle is not clea rly
understo od ; adults have been found th roughout th e
year, and full-grow n larvae in mid-summer. In view
of this sp ecies' large size , it may require two years
to comp lete its life cycle in Britain . It is wing less,
and has a mainly southe rn European distribu tion ,
from Denmark south to Italy and the Balkans.
.4,2
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Map 15
Carabus am ora l's  Muel er , 1764
00 0
•
An ab un dant species , C.  nemoralis  is found mainly
at low altitudes in a wide range of habitats, including
urban gardens . It is widespread in Ire land, but
surprisingly little recorded in Wales An annua l
sp ecies , C.  nem oralis  is active exce ptionally early
in the sp ring , an d completes its breed ing by the
summer mo nths . It is flightless, and occurs
throughout weste rn and central Europe except the
far north and the Mediterranean reg ions .
Map 14
Carabus mourn s  Fabr icius, 1792
Nationally Scarce (B) Hyman and Parsons ( 1992)
Th is is a so uthern and mainly easte rn species, which
has declined during this ce ntur y. Nin eteenth
century Sco ttish records ex is t, cited in Fowler
(1887), Moore (1957b) an d Hyman and Parsons
(1992), but the record from Rhum in Luf (1982)  is
eno neo us . There are also old reco rds from Ire land
(Johnson & Halbert 1902); Spe igh t  et a t  ( 1982)
believed tha t the sp ecies is now extinct there , but it
is  on th e recent Irish list (Ande rso n  et at  1997). It
occurs in a varie ty of hab itats in clu ding cultivated
land, ma inly on we ll-draining soils Full-gro wn
larvae have been found in winte r, an d the adults
have a d istinct peak of ab undance in mid-sum mer,
so this sp ecies is prob ably ann ua l w ith summer
bree ding . C  mon th s is  b rachyptero us and has a
ra ther res tricted European distribution , through
Fran ce eastward s to centra l Germany and the Czech
Rep ublic. Britain represents the northernmost limit
of its ran ge .
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Map 16
Ca r a b us n it e ns  Lin na eus , 17 5 8
Nat iona lly Sca rce (B)  Hyman and Parso ns ( 1992)
Th is species inhabits mainly wet, up land heaths
with  Sp hag n u m ,  but  is  also foun d in lowland wet
heaths , bogs (su ch as in Ham psh ire) and wet dune
slacks . In co ntrast to C  a rvens ts,  w hich is a dr ier
heath specie s , C.  n itens  is less w idespread in
Sco tland , an d ap pare ntly ab sent from Wales . It is
ve ry localised in Ire lan d . The sp ecie s is an early-
su mme r breed er with a wel -synchronised , ann ual
life cycle . It  is  fl igh tless , and occurs throughout th e
northern half of Europe .
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Map 17
Ca r ab us p r o b le nsa t ic u s Herbst, 1786
Togethe r with the o the r 'violet gro und beetle ' ,
C. violaceus ,  this  is  one of the co mmonest  Ca rabus
species, and one of the be st known British carabids .
It was formerly kn ow n as C.  ca ten ulatus .  It occurs
in many hab itats, but is especial y frequent in long
grassland , woodland and on heaths . The distribution
is more north erly than that of C.  violaceus ,  with
notably few er records in central England and East
Anglia. Notes on the separa tion of the two sp ecies
are given by Luf (1981a) . C. p roblema tic us  bree ds
in spring/ summer , and can e ithe r complete its
developme nt the same year, or female s may
overwin ter for a se cond time to g ive a bien nial life
cycle, as in C.  g labra tus  (Housto n 1981). Adults
may live for seve ral years , esp ecially where the
species is biennial (Butterfie ld 1986).
C p roblema ticus is  wingless an d occurs throughout
northern and westem Euro pe, with separa te
subspecies in the Arctic. The su bspecies fou nd in
Britain an d Ireland is  gallicus  Gehin.
•f
Map 19
Calo s om a inq u is ito r (Lin n aeus , 17 58)
Nat ionally Scarce  (A) Hyman and Parsons ( 1992)
Most rece nt records of this once widesprea d species
(a summ ary of its pre-w ar d is tribu tion is given by
Coo k 1936) centre on mid- to north Wales an d
north-wes t England, but it has also be en recorded in
weste rn Scotland . It has be come ve ry local in south
and west England, and has not occurred in Ireland
this ce ntury (Spe igh t  et a l.  1982) . It is found in
ancient woo dland , usually associated with oak trees
(Quercus  spp .), and p reys on the larvae of
Lepido ptera. C.  inq uisitor  b reeds in sp ring , w ith
summer larvae . The ad ults fl y read ily. Its ran ge
ex tends throughout Euro pe , except th e far north , to
North Africa.
I  Map 18
r Ca ra bus uio la ceus Lin na eus , 17 58
4
Th is and the prece ding species are the comm on
'vio let ground beetles' . Like the las t, C  violaceu s
is  also abun dan t thro ugho ut much of Britain,
although its d istribution is more southerly. Luf
(1981a) describe s chara cters wh ich can be used to
se parate the two sp ec ies . C  violace us  occurs in a
wide range of ha bitats, but  is  commoner in gard ens
and on ca lcare ous so ils . It is now absent from
Irelan d, despite o ld records to the contrary (see
Speight  et a l.  1982) . In contrast to o ther species of
Ca ra  bu s, this specie s bree ds in the au tumn , with
overwinte ring larvae . Although the life cycle is
an nua l, adults ma y live for, and breed in, mo re tha n
one year. The wings are rudimentary. The species'
ran ge extends th roughout nort hern and ce nua l
Europe, alth oug h so me au thors (eg Turin  et a l.
1993) would say tha t mo re than one spe cies  is
involved , such as p ro p u rascens Fab ricius, which
rep lace s  violaceu s  in Fran ce, The Netherlands ,
Belgium and northern Spain .
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Map 20
Ca lo s o nsa sy cop ha nt a (Linn aeus , 17 58)
Th is is a non-indigenous sp ecies occasion ally found
in Englan d , probab ly fol owing m igration by fl ight
fro m co ntin ental Europe where it is widespread
Th ere is no ev idence of b ree ding in Britain .
Reco rds fo r th is sp ecies , a stro ng fl ier, are scattered ,
an d not necessarily coasta l.
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Map 21
Leis tu s f er r ug ine us (Lin n aeus, 17 58)
This isa  common sp ecies over much of England,
becoming scarcer in th e north and west . It is ve ry
local in Sco tland . It is now absent from Ireland,
although two old Irish localities are recorded and
th ere is one Irish museum specimen still extant
(Speigh t et at 1982) . It is found in wood land an d
grassland , often in dry situations . Like most sp ec ies
of the genus Leistus , this species breeds in the
autumn , and larvae occur throughout the winte r.
The wings are not fully developed , and it is
doubtful whether fl ight ever occurs . Its range
extends througho ut central and north ern Europe .
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Map 23
Lei stu s m o n ta nu s  Ste p he n s ,  18 27
RDI13 Shirt ( 1987)
N at io na lly Sca rce (A) Hyman and Parsons (1992)
•
Th is is a ve ry local montane sp ecies (see Welch
1995), with only a few records from N Wales , the
English La ke District, the Scottish Highlands and the
Wes tern Isles . There are 19th century records from
the Cheviots (see Eyre & Luf 1987) . No post-1970
Irish reco rds have bee n received , although it is on
the Irish list (Speight  et aL  1982) and was recorded
from Croaghpatrick, Co . Mayo , by Johnson and
Halbe rt (1912). As far as is kn own , it occu rs in
free ly draining habitats, su ch as scree slopes and
shingle banks .  L. mon ta nus  is probably an au tumn
bree der, but little is kn own of its habits . On the
Continent it has an alpine d istribu tion , occurring at
high altitudes throughout central and southe rn
Europe .
Map 22
Le is tus f u ltd b a r b is  De jean , 18 2 6
L. f uld barbis  is a widespread sp ecies in both Britain
and Irelan d, found mainly in da mp wood land, but
also in coastal dun es , at least in th e north . Breed ing
occurs mainly in the summer/au tumn , and the
species is ab le to fl y. Its Euro pe an ran ge is mo re
southe rn and western tha n tha t of th e prec ed in g
species .
013  °
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Map 24
Le i s tu s r uf es cens (Fab ricius ,  17 75)
Accord in g to Lind ro th (1985-86) , the name
nif escens is  p re-occup ied by  Ca m bus ruf escens
Stro m , and the co rrect name for this specie s should
be  L. ten nina tus  (Hellw ig) .  L. ruf escens is
widespread and common throughout Brita in and
Ire lan d . It is less frequently recorded than
L. f erru g ineus  in so uth -ea st England , bu t elsewhere
is th e co m mo ner of the two sp ecie s. It is foun d in
al exce p t the driest hab ita ts, esp ecially in long grass
and in woodland . Th is  is  an autumn-breeding
specie s , commones t in su mmer. It is win g-
dimorphic, and its range ex tends throughout
northern Europe .
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Map 25
Le is tus ruf o ma tg ina tu s (Du ftsch mld, 18 12)
A recent in troductio n (Crowson 1942), its early
range ex pansion w as noted by Hammond (1974) .
It has now spread throughout England an d Wales
north to Northumberland, altho ugh it  is  com monest
in the south and east There  is  a single rece nt
Sco ttish record from the Lo thian reg ion (Luf
19966) .  L. ruf om a rgin atus  occurs in both
deciduous and, less frequen tly, conifero us
woo dlands, where it feeds on Collembola, using
specialised mouthparts as a setal trap (Bau er 1985).
It is winged , an d has bee n recorded in fl igh t (Job e
1990) . Its contine ntal distribution  is  also ex panding ,
and now includes most of central and so uthern
Europe , including the southern tip of Scandinavia .
Although a summe r breeder, its larvae overwinter,
as in the au tumn-breeding  Leistus  sp ec ies .
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Map 27
P elop h ila b or ea li s (Paykull, 1790)
RDB3 Hyman and Parsons (1992)
•
With the exception of a single , recently confirmed
mainland population in the Sco ttish Highlands
(MacGowan & Owen 1993) , th is species occurs
only in the north and west of Ireland , and in Orkney
and Shetland . Nineteen th century records from
Englan d and Wales (see Johnso n 1991) can be
discoun ted . It is a strongly hygrop hilo us species ,
found at lake margins and in wet flushes . A spring
breeder with summer larvae , the adults o f th is
species are fully winged, and fl ight has been
observed . Its distribu tion is circumpolar, with Irish
populations rep rese nting the southern limit of its
Europ ean range . 4
Map 26
Le i stus sp ialb a r bis (Pabricius,  1775)
Th is species extends throughout England, but is rare
in the north , with very few Scottis h records . It does
not now occur in Ire lan d, althoug h there are two
19th ce ntury reco rds and a sing le museum examp le
(Spe ight et at 1982) . Like L. f ulvibarbis it is
primarily a woo dland species, but it also occurs on
dunes. L. sp in iba rbis is a summer/ autum n-b ree ding
spe cies , capable of flight. It is found thro ughou t
central and southe rn regions of continen tal Europe
arid N Africa; Britain is the northern limit of its range .
th
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Map 28
Nebri a br ev ico llis ( Fab ric ius , 179 2)
Th is  is  one of the co mm onest Bri tish gro und
bee tles, found in alm ost any hab itat which  is  not
exce ptiona lly dry, or at h igh altitude . Its eco log y has
been w ell studied (e g Greenslade 1964; Penney
1966; Muggleton 1970 ; Ne lema ns 1987a) ; it  is
p red a to ry , mainly on d ipterous larvae , and has a
well-de rmed au tum n breed ing period fo llowing a
su m mer adult diap ause . Lar vae overwinter, but are
active in m ild wea ther on the ground surface .
N. brevicoll is  is  h il -w inged , altho ugh fl igh t is rare
becau se most larvae do not rece ive enough food for
develo pm ent of the fl igh t m uscles in the res ulting
adults (Nelema ns 19876) . Its range extends
th roughout Europe excep t the far north .
dbif
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Map 29
Ne t l es comp la t a ta (Lin naeus , 1767)
N at iona lly Sca rce (A) Hyman and Parsons (1992)
This exclusively co astal species can be fou nd near
the tide line and in beach litter, or less frequen tly on
adjacen t sand dunes . It feeds on Am phipoda (san d-
hoppers) (King & Stab ins 1971) . Records are
restricted to the coasts of Eng land and Wales each
side of the Bristo l Chan nel, and to the east-facing
coast of south-east Ireland . This sp ecies has a
l usitanian ' distribution along the Atlan tic coasts of
France, Spain and Portugal, but also occurs in Italy.
The Irish populations are at the northernm ost limit
of its ran ge. It was form erly p laced in the genus
Euty nebri a .
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Map 3 1
N ebr ia livida  (Lin na eus , 17 58 )
Nat ionally Sca rce  (A) Hyman and Parsons (1992)
Although this sp ecies  is  normally restricted to the
east coast of England, from Yorkshire to Norfolk,
the re are occasional, substantiated records from
inlan d sand pits (Collier 1988; Constantine 1993) .
On the coast it  is  found at the base of boulde r clay
clif s, where it h ides in cracks during the day. This
species ' range includes central and easte rn Europe ,
where it is not resui cted to the coas t. It is near the
western limit of its range in England . It is
macro pterous, and bree ds in the au tumn , with
winter larvae .
6 Map 30
N ebr ta gy l enbali  ( Sch oe nherr , 180 6)
This no rthern and western species , sometimes
kn own as N.  ruf escens ,  is found ma inly by strea ms
and on moorland at high altitudes, but also along
stony rive r marg ins near the coast. Its d istri bution
ex tends  as far as  the south-west pen ins ula of
England , where it  is  ve ry local. It  is  widesp rea d in
the mountainous regions of Ireland. The form
n if escens  Strem, with red dish e lytra ,  is  o ft en fou nd
alo ngside the normal dark form. On mo untains the
normal form also co-exists with form  balbii  Bonelli,
which has red appen dages. The wings are well
developed .  N. gyllenbali  breeds earlier than
N . salina  and  brevicollis ,  the larvae occurring from
mid-summer th rough to the follow ing spring . This
sp ecies  is  found in moun tainous reg ions throughout
Europe .
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Map 32
N e b r ia n iva li s (Paykult, 1790)
RDB3  Shirt  (1987)
Nat io nally Sca rce  (A) Hyman and Parsons  ( 1992)
Th is is a boreal species, recorded as British only
re la tively recently (Blair 1950) but now kn own from
moun tain su mm its in Wales north-west England and
w idely in Sco tland . It occurs a t low altitude on
Skye .  N . n iva lis  is found under stones on dry
heaths w ith mo sses an d lichens , often near
pe rm an ent snow . It  is  o ften found w ith
N . g yllenhali ,  with which it  is  easily confused : see
Welch (1981) fo r an additional an tennal character
usefu l fo r separating these two species . Breeding
occ urs in the su mmer, but both larvae and adults are
kn ow n to overwinter.  N . niva lis  is macro pterous,
an d its ra nge ex tends thro ugh the moun tains of
Scand inavia to northern Russia .
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Map 33
Neb ria s a u na Fairm air e  & Laboulb en e , 1854
In earlier litera ture  N. salina  is referred to as
N . degen era ta  Schaufuss or  N . iberica  Oliviera . As
N . salin a  was only recogn ised  as  British in 1922
(see Donis thorpe 1931), records of  N . brevicollis
prior to that da te may refer to  sa lina .  Note tha t
only the h ind tarsi are glabrous (Do nisthorpe 1931;
Luf 1981a), not those on all legs as stated in
Lindroth (1974).  N . salin a  is dis trib uted as wide ly
as  N. brevicollis ,  which it closely resembles , but it is
found in less-productive hab ita ts su ch as heaths ,
sand dunes and upland grassland. It  is  espe cially
commo n in the Western Isles , Orkn ey an d Shetland.
This species breeds at the same time as
N . brevicollis  (Gilbert 1946) , an d like that specie s
has well-developed wings . Its continental d istribu-
tion is western , from southe rn pans of Scan dinavia ,
through The Netherlands and Belgium, to France
and Spain .
' G
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Map 35
No tiop b ilu s a q ua t ic us Lin na eus , 17 58
CO
This is a widespread species in Britain , and probab ly
also in Ireland, found on ope n heaths , dunes and
moors  as  well as in sh ort grassland . It is generally
comm oner in the north . This species also includ es
the  N.  strig if rons  o f Joy (1932).  N.  aqua ticu s  is a
spring/ summer bree der, with summ er larvae . It is
wing-dimorp hic and its range ex tends throughout
continen tal Europe .
Map 34
N o t top b ilu s ae s tbu a ns (Motsch uls ky, 1864)
N at io na lly Sca r ce (8 ) Hyman and Parsons (1992)
N.  aestb ua ns  (usually spe lt  as aestua ns) is a loca l
species , most records coming from the Sco ttish
Highlands and the Penn in es, but with scatte red
records from elsew here in Britain . It has rece ntly
been reconded from Slieve Donard , Co . Down, in
Ire land (Alexander 1993) . This species is typ ically
found in dry, rather open habitats, in cluding the
spo il heap s of mines . It  is  macropte rous , b ree d ing
in summer, and its range extends throug ho ut ce ntral
Europe.
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Map 36
Nottop bikes biguttatus (Fabricius, 1779)
This ve ry co mmon an d w idespre ad sp ecies is found
in almost al habita ts, esp ecially woodland, where it
preys upon Collembola and Acari living in the litte r
layer (Anderson 1972) . It  is  diurnal , and is oft en
seen run ning in gardens.  N.  big utta tus  b reeds
prim arily in the sp ring , but larvae have also been
found at the end of the su mmer, which ma y indi-
cate a partial se cond generation . It is wing-dimor-
phic, and its ran ge exte nds throughout contine ntal
Europ e.
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Map 37
N ottop bilus ger tnitty i Fauve l, 1863
Kevan (1949) and Luff (1981b) note the broad ,
unpunctu red reg ion at the base of the head , sepa-
rating this sp ecies from  N. p a lustris .
This species , formerly kn own as  N.  bypocn ta,  is
found on heaths , moors and in dry grassland
throughout Britain, and locally in Ireland . In contrast
to  N.  big utta tus ,  it is an autumn breede r with winter
larvae .  N. gen niny i is  wing -dimo rphic, an d  is  found
through out central and northern Europe .
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Map 39
Nottop lil lus qua d rip u nctatus Dejean , 18 26
Nat ionally Scarce (B) Hyman and Parsons ( 1992)
•
The seven to ten fine ridges on the frons separa te it
from atyp ical  N.  bigutta tus ,  which may have six
coarse ridges (Luf 198 1b) . The elytral str iae are
coarse (as in  bigutta tus) ,  separating it from abe rrant
N.  substria tus  with additiona l elytral punctures.
This is a local species found ma inly in the southe rn
half of England and Wales but with occas ional
records from as far north  as  Cumbria, and a single
Scottish record from Mull. It is absent from Ireland .
It is found on sandy heaths and barely vegeta ted
ground such as grave l p its.  N.  qua d np u ncta tus  has
a southe rn and western distribu tion in continental
Europe, reaching its northern limit in Sco tland . As
far  as is  known, it  is  a wing-d imorp hic , sp ring
breeder . 4
Map 38
Notiop b dus p a lus tr is (Duftsc hm id, 18 12)
N. pa lustris has  a na rrow , unpunctured central
shagre ened are a at the base of the head (Kevan
1949; Luf 1981b) .
Whilst almost as widesp rea d as  N. germ iny i,
N. p alus tris  is co mmoner than tha t sp ecies in the
south-east of England, but rarer in the north . It  is
probab ly local but widespread in Ireland. It gener-
ally prefe rs da mper or mo re shaded ha bitats than  N.
gen niny i,  although the two species often co-exis t.
N. p alustris is  a spring b reeder with summer larvae .
Its continental Europea n distribution  is  similar to  N
germiny i,  bu t it does not extend  as  far no rth in
Scandinavia .
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Map 40
No tiop b ilu s r uf tp e s  Cur tis, 1829
This is a ma inly so uthern species , commonest in th e
so uth -eas t of England , but with a sing le iso lated
record from a w oo dland relict on Hoy, Orkney
(Welch 1993) . Th e d istribu tion is genera lly similar
to N . q u a d np u n cta tu s , but N . rufi p es is mu ch less
local . It is a wood land sp ecies, found especially in
th e litter of decid uous trees. It is a m acropterous ,
spring b reeder, w ith a similar but more extensive
continental European distribution tha n that of
N . q u a d np u n cta tu s .
tzi "
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Notiop b ilu s su bs tr ia tus  Waterhouse, 1833
This species is w idespread throughout Britain and
Ireland , although not as abundant as N . big u tta tus .
It is found on dry so ils with little , or open vege ta-
tion . N . su bstria tus is a ma cropte rous, spring
breeder, occurring through central and southe rn
Europe to Asia Minor.
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Map 43
Elap b r u s cup r eus  Duftsc h m id, 18 12
•
This  is  a common and widesp read species in Britain
and Ire lan d , found in all types of moist, boggy
situations , near stand ing wate r or damp fl ushes on
moo rland .  E. cup reus  breed s in the spring , with
summer larvae . It is an active predato r by day and
can fl y readily (Bauer 1974). It is a ma inly northern
Europea n sp ecies, but its range ex ten ds to southe rn
France. 4
Map 42
Ble tb is a m ult ip u nct a ta  (Linna e us , 17 58 )
Natio nally Scarce (B) Hyman and Parso ns  ( 1992)
A wide ly d istributed but local sp ecies , foun d in wet
sites su ch  as  fens , marshes and la kesides . There are
few post-1970 Scottish records, but the species was
prese nt on the north coas t of Suth erlan d in 1994. It
is a spring breeder with summer larvae . The wings
are well developed , and fl ight ha s be en observed .
The species occurs throughout continenta l Europe
except the far so uth .
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Map 44
E la p b r u s (ap p a l:it-us  Gy l en ha l, 18 10
Nat ionally Scarce (A ) Hyman and Parsons ( 1992)
This is a ve ry local species of montane bo gs and
stream margins . Al re cent records are from the
Sco ttish Highlands, but there are pre-1970 records
from the Oute r Hebrid es , Shetland and northern
Englan d . It is absent from Ireland . E lapp on icus
bre eds in sp ring/ summer , overwinte ring in the adult
stage . It is capab le of fl ight. It has a borea l d istribu-
tion extending through Scandinavia to northern
Russia, Britain rep rese nting the so uthem limit of its
range .
OD •
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E lap b r u s r ip a r ius  ( Lin nae us , 17 58 )
. 1.. ... L,
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• I t This is a widesp read and common sp ecies , found on
bare ground near standing wate r, and with a similar
b iology to E. cup reu s (Bauer 1974) . Compare d
w ith E. cup reus , it is co mmoner in the so uth and
east, and scarce r in the north of Britain , although
both species occur wide ly in Irelan d . E. np a rius
has a similar contin ental European distribution to
th at of E. cup reus .
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Map 47
Lor icera p il ica rnis  (Fab ri c lu s , 17 7 5)
Some continental and North American au tho rs use
the generic name Loro cera Bedel. Th is is an
ex tremely common and wide sp read specie s
throughou t bo th Britain and Ireland. It is found in all
exce pt the driest hab ita ts, especially near water and
in damp grasslands . L. p ilico rn is is an active flier,
breeding in the spring and su mmer. The d iurnal
larvae have spe cialise d mouth parts that act as a
sticky trap to catch Collembola and similar prey
(Bau er & Kredler 1988). The species occurs
thro ughout continental Europe, and in North
America . 4
Map 46
Elap br us ulighlosus  Fab rici us , 17 9 2
Nat iona lly  Scarce (B) Hyman and Parsons (1992)
A local species of oligotrophic, mainly lowland fens
and bogs. All recent reco rds are from the south and
west of England , Wales an d west Sco tland, although
there are o ld records from East Anglia and eastern
Sco tland. It is on the Dish list (Anderso n et a L
1997), although only two precise locality records
have be en rece ived . E. isl ig in osu s is probab ly
capab le of flight , and is found in fens throughout
continental Europe .
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Map 48
Dy s c b ir iu s ae ne u s (Dejean , 18 23)
Th is species occu rs a lmost entire ly in southern and
eastern England , but there are occas ional northern
an d western records . It is ab sent from Sco tlan d and
Ire lan d (w here old reco rds re fer to  D . luedersi — see
Sp eigh t 1977 ; Speigh t  et a l.  1982) . It is found on
(and in) mud or sand near wate r, in similar hab itats
to , but ap parently not associated w ith ,  B led ius  spp .
(Coleopte ra , Staphylin ida e). All  Dysch irius  species
have larvae in the su mme r, living underg round with
th e ad ults .  D . aen eus  is fully winged , an d ex tends
throughout Europ e.
32 Maps and species accounts
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Map 49
Dy s cb ir tus a ng us ta t us Ahre ns , 1830
RDB3 Shin (1987), Hyman and Parsons (1992)
BAP (1995)
This is a rare species , which in the cu rrent century
has been recorde d regu larly only from the Solway
region, where it was 're-d isco vered ' in 1992 (Key
1993). It has also been re corded since 1974 from
the Sussex coast (Parry 1975) and north-east
Scotland (Lyszkowski, Ow en & Sinclair 1994).
There are 19th century records from Hampsh ire,
Kent, Yorkshire and Inverness (Parry 1975). It is
found on bare sand near wate r, usually on the coast,
and probab ly preys upon more than one species of
Bledius  (Coleoptera , Staphylinidae) .  D . a ngu status
has a mainly central European distribution .
Map  S I
Dy s cb ir ius g lo b o s us (Herbst, 1784 )
This is the commo nest species of the ge nus, found
widely in Britain and Ireland on damp , bare or
poo rly vege tated ground , oft en on peat . It is not
associated with Bledius spp . (Coleoptera ,
Staphylinida e) . D. globosus is common throughout
continental Euro pe , and is usually brachypterous.
Map SO
r Dy sc b ir ius ex te ns us Puizeys, 184 5
RDB3  Shirt ( 1987)
RD B I Hyman and Parso ns ( 1992)
The mo st recen t record of this species is from Deal,
Eas t Kent, in 1940, and it may now be ex tin ct in
Britain. Older records are from san dy , coastal sites ,
almost all in so uthern England, where it is asso ciated
with mo re than one species of Bledius (Co leo ptera ,
Stap hylinida e) . It is very local in so uthe rn and
easte rn continental Eu ro pe .
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Map 52
Dy s cb ir ius imp uncUp ennis  D aw so n , 18 54
This  is  a local, usually coastal species, found as far
north as Scotland in the west and Northumberland in
the east, an d in Ire land, inh ab iting sakmarshes w ith
B led ius  sp p . (Coleoptera , Staphylin idae) . Most
re ce nt reco rds are from th e We lsh coast . There are
also 19th century records from north-east Scotland
(Fow ler 1887) .  D . imp u n ctip en n is  is macropte r-
ous, an d is primarily a north-east Europea n sp ecies,
with outlying populations in northern Spain and
ce ntral Europe , where it also occurs inland.
34 Maps and species accounts
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Map 53
Dy s cb ir ius lu e d e r s i  Wag ne r , 19 15
This spec ies occurs both on th e coast and inland in
• • ma rshes and on damp clay soils , where it is no t
dep endent on  B ledius  (Coleo ptera , Staphylin idae ) .
• Most reco rds are from th e south -east of England , but
it ex tends to northern England, south-we st Scotlan d
• f t and the w est of Ireland (Spe ight 1977). Older
re cords of  D . aen eus  ma y refe r to this sp ecies ,
•
which was not describe d until 1915, and not
• recognised as British until some years after that
• (Blair 1933) .  D . lu edersi  is macro pterous, and fl igh t
•Q• has bee n noted . It  is  fou nd throughout central an d
eastern Europe.
Map 55
Dyscbirius obscurus (Gyllenhal, 1827)
RDB I Shirt (1987)
RDB2 Hyman and Parsons (1992)
This species was previously kn own only from the
Lough Neagh region of Ireland , where it still occurs.
Recen tly, additional centres of d istribution have
been found in the east of England , in bare gro und
by wate r in grave l p its (Shephard 1970; Ph ilp &
Side 1973; Collier 1988). D . obscu rus is macropter-
ous , with a no rth-easterly distribution in Europe.
Map 54
Dyscbarius nitidus ( D e jea n, 18 2 5)
Nat ionally Scarce (A) Hyman and Parsons (1992)
A loca l species , found mainly in coasta l sa ltmarshes
w ith Bled iu s (Coleoptera, Staphylinidae) , it occurs
as far north as south-west Scotland. Hyma n and
Parsons (1992) also cite old reco rds from
Lincolnshire , Cheshire and Moray , but the se records
are not ava ilab le for this Atlas. D . n itid u s does not
occur in Ireland. It can fly, and is a main ly so uthern
Euro pean species, extending as far north as south-/
ern Scandinavia.
'
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Map 56
Dy s cb ir iu s p o la us (Deje an , 1823)
This specie s has a scattered distribu tion th roughout
Britain an d Ire land; all Scottish re cords are coastal ,
bu t further south it also occurs in land. It is found in
sandy localities with  B ledius  (Co leo ptera ,
Stap hylin idae) , not always near water.  D . p olitu s  is
a ma cro pte rous , north ern an d eastern Euro pean
sp ecies.
tzi "
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Map 57
Dy s cb ir iu s s a linu s Scha um , 1843
•
0 •
An almost exclusive ly coasta l sp ecies , prev iously
confused with  D . luedersi ,  to which earlier inland
re cords may refe r.  D . salin us  has been recorded
from saltmarshes aro und the British coast north to
ce ntral Scotland, and there  is  one recent Irish record
from Portste wart Strand , Co . Antrim . In Europe the
species occu rs in suitab le coasta l hab itats from
so uthern Sweden to the Med iterranean, and in land
in saline habitats in eastern Euro pe .
ob.
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Map 59
( Tic ino co lia r is (He rbst, 1784)
•
Widesprea d in England and Wales , but more local in
Scotland, this species is found on sandy soils usually
near rivers. Although it was on the Irish list , there
are no records from this century (Spe ight  et a t
1982) and it has been omitted from th e most recent
checklist (Anderson  et a t  1997). Teneral speci-
mens of  C. f ossor  can be confused with this sp ecies .
It is a macro pterous, sp ring bree der, found through-
out mo st of Europe ex cept the far north.
Map 58
Dy s c lufr ius t b o ra c icus Ros si, 179 0
This coasta l species, fo rmerly kn own  as D. a renosus
Stephens, is fou nd very locally on bare sandy shores
throughout Britain  as  far north as central Scotland . It
is on the Irish list (Spe ight  et a t  1982), although no
records have been rece ived.  D . tboracicus is  a
macropterous species , found throughout Europe in
saline hab itats , as w ith  D . salinus .
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Map 60
Cli v ina f os s or  (Lin n ae us ,  1758)
This co mmon and w idespread spec ies is subterra-
nean , living in most so ils throughout Britain and
Ire land , especial y in low land grasslands . It bree ds
thr oughout the year, with a peak in spring , and
larva e occur in the so il with adults . Although it is
p rimarily carnivorous , adults may also damage
young seedlings (see Luf 1987) . C.f ossor is wing -
dimorphic, and fl igh t is probab ly rare . It occurs
th roughout Europe , an d has been introduced to
North America.
0•
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8 Map 61
Broscus cep b a lo te s  (Lin na eus ,  1758)
This large and conspicuous sp ecies is alm ost exclu-
sively coastal, occurring on san dy sho res und er tidal
refuse and on sand dunes all aroun d the coasts of
0 Britain and Ireland . There are also several inland
records from sandy sites, usually fo llowing spells of
••
hot, dry w eath er. B . cep ha lotes is an au tumn
• bree der , overwinterin g in the larval stage . Although
the wings are well deve loped , the elytra do not
open rea dily and it is unlike ly that it can fl y. In
Europe it is widesp read except in the far so uth an d
north , and often occurs inland .
176-
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Map 63
P a t r o b us a s s im ili s Chaudo ir, 1844
This sp ecies occurs north-west of a line from the
Severn to the Hu mb er , usually, but not always , on
hills or mountains . It is found in grassland, moors
and sometimes woods , often co-existing with
P. a troruf us  (see Houston & Luf 1983; Allen
1991) . It is p robab ly widespre ad in Ireland.
P. assim ilis  is a sp ring/ summer bree der whose
larvae e ither complete develo pment the sam e yea r,
or overwin ter w ith the new-genera tion adults. It is
wingless , an d has a notthern , montane distribution in
Europ e. 4
Map 62
M is co d er a a r ct i ca (Pay kul , 1798)
Nationa lly  Scarce (B)  Hyman and Parsons (1992)
This is a local, us ually montane species, recorded
mainly from no rthern England and the Sco ttish
High lands . There are older records from north
Wales , with a recent record from Radnorsh ire, and a
sing le sp ecime n co llected in 1965 from Exmoo r,
Devon , at 130 m altitude .  M. a rctica  has re cently
bee n discovere d on Slieve Don ard in the no rth of
Ire land (Alexan der 1993). It is found on moo rs and
heaths , especially on well-draining moraine so ils ,
reputedly feeding on the p ill bee tle  By rrhus p ilu la
(L.) .  M . arctica  bree ds in the au tumn , with winter
larvae . It is winged , and flight has been recorded
on the Continent. It has a boreo -alp ine distributio n ,
occurring througho ut the mountains of northern
Europe and the Alps.
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Map 64
Patr obus a tr on sfi ts  ( Stro e m , 17 68)
This sp ecies , often re ferred to as  P. ex ca vatus
(Paykull) , is widespread in England and Wales , but
becomes scarcer in Scotland an d Ireland, where
P. assert:ill's  is recorded m ore frequen tly, alth ough
the tw o specie s may co-exist (Houston & Luff
1983) .  P . a troruf us  is found mainly in w oodlan d
an d da mp gra ssland hab itats, often on clay soils . It
is brachyp terous, breeding in the au tumn with
w inte r larvae . It is co mm on in Europe except in
th e far so uth-wes t.
cd9
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Map 65
Patrobus sep tentr i onis  De je an , 18 2 8
Nat ionally Scarce (B) Hyman and Parsons (1992)
This montan e species is found ve ry locally in
northern England and more widely in Scotland ,
including the Outer Isles an d Shetland . According to
Hyman and Parsons (1992), it also occurs in north
Wales , but the record cann ot now be traced . The
species w as first recorded in Ire land from
Carrantuohill, Co . Kerry (Janson & Bonaparte-Wyse
1924) but has not bee n reco rded since (Sp eight  et
aL 1982). It lives near wate r, in moss an d under
sto nes .  P . sep tentrion is  is th e only British me mber
of the genus that is winged and ab le to fl y . Like
P. a troruf us ,  it is an au tumn breeder. Its range is
circumpolar, be ing bo real or alp in e in Euro pe .
ao,
Map 67
A ep us ma r inu s (Stroem, 1783)
Nat ionally Scarce (B)  Hyman and Parso ns  ( 1992)
BAP (1995)
A co asta l species, living in the intertidal zone of
rocky shores , usual y under stones lying on fine
sand or sh ingle , but also in rock crevices . It occurs
locally aroun d the whole of Britain , and probably
also Ireland . Its life cycle is unce rtain . The species
is wingless, w ith a restricted d istribution extending
from southe rn Norway along the English Channel to
northern Brittany.
Map 66
Peri lep tu s a r eola tu s (Creutzer , 1799)
Nationally Scarce (A) Hyman and Parsons  ( 1992)
SAP (1995)
Although th ere are ea rly records from easte rn
England, south Scotland an d Ireland, and a sing le
1997 Sco ttish reco rd , this species has been recorded
recently ma inly from Wale s and th e Welsh bo rde r
counties of England. It lives in fi n e sand and shingle
by rivers . P . a reola tu s is a spring breeder, and is
kn ow n to be able to fl y . It has a primarily so uthern
European distribution , extending as far north as
southern Scandinavia .
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Map 68
Aep u s r ob ini  (Lab ou lb en e , 184 9)
Nat iona lly Scarce ( B) Hyman and Parsons ( 1992)
Th is coasta l species (sometimes p laced in the
sep ara te genus A ep op sis, and often spelt robin i0 is
wid ely d istributed but local. It is app arently absent
from the northern part of Sco tla nd . A . robi n t can
co-e xis t with A ma rin us but th e cu rrent spe cies
sh ows a greater tendency to inhabit dee p , sand- or
silt-fi lled roc k crevice s , usually w ith the co llembo lan
A n u rid a ma rit ima , on which it probably feeds .
Dif erence s in the micr o-ha bitat an d mo rphology of
th ese two species are outlin ed by King, Fordy and
El io t (1982). Both ad u lts an d larvae have been
found toge ther in ea rly sp ring suggesting that the
specie s may bree d at any time . A . rob tn i has a
wider and mo re southerly Europe an distribution
th an A . m a rin us , ex tending from Britain an d Ire land
so uth alo ng the Atlan tic coas t o f Fran ce to Spain ,
Portugal and the Mediterranean .
• • •
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Map 69
Tb ala s sop b ilu s lo ng ico r nis  (Sturm , 18 25)
This is a ve ry local specie s (some tim es inc luded in
the genus Trech us) , w ith a few recent records from
Wales , one from Northumberland and two from
west Scotland. Flyman an d Parsons (1992) also
me ntion pre- 1970 records from East Kent, Shrop-
shire and Roxburghshire . It has not bee n found in
Ire land. Like Perilep tu s , T long icorn is lives in fin e
river shingle , but is sub terranean . It is ab le to fly,
and occurs throughout central and southe rn Europ e .
oMap 7 1
Trecb u s f ulvu s Dejean , 1831
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N at io na lly Scarce ( B) Hyman and Parsons (1992)
•
•
This coastal species (fo rmerly known as  T.
lap idosus  Dawson) is found on both sandy and
rocky shorelines aro und Britain and Ireland, living
under stones near the h igh wate r ma rk near to
freshwater sp rings or seepages. A recent Isle of Man
record  is  from a sea cave . According to Flyman and
Parsons ( 1992), it also occurs in the West Midland s
reg ion . It  is  comm onest in the south and west of
Britain, but occurs as far no rth as Orkn ey and
Shetland . Its life cyc le is unce rtain ; th e species is
apterous , and it has a 'Lusitanian' distribution ex-
tending from southern Norway to Spain, where
cavemicolous forms occur.
6 Map 70
• Trec bu s d i scu s (Fah r ic i u s , 1792)
N at ional ly Scarce (B) Hyman and Parsons (1992)
This is a widespread but local species in England
and Wales, very loca l in Irelan d. Some w orks have
it in the genus  La siour chus.  It li ves nea r wate r on
fine silt or mud, and adults burrow in to crevices in
the substrate .  T. d iscus  is win ged and flies read ily.
It is probab ly an au tumn breeder with a central
European d istribution .
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Map 72
Trecbus m icros (Herbst, 1784)
Th is sp ecies (sometimes put in the genus
Trecb oblem us)  is gen erally d istributed throughout
Brita in except northern Sco tland , and is probab ly
also w idespread in Ireland . It is usually found near
water, but also in dam p gra ssland, possibly associ-
ated w ith th e runs of small ma mmals. Unlike other
species of  Trech us ,  it is prima rily a sp ring/ summer
bre ede r, but ad ults can be found at all times of year.
It is winged , an d can fly.  T. m icros  occurs through-
out most of Europe .
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Map 73
Trecbus obtusus Erichson, 1837
Th is is a ve ry common and widespread species,
found in mos t non-wooded habitats throughout
Britain and Ireland. In compariso n with the related
T qua dristria tus ,  it has a more northerly d istribu -
tion in Britain and is th e commoner of the two
species in Ire land .  T. obtusus  is brachyp terous in
Britain and Ireland, but wing-dimorphic on the
Contine nt (see den Boe r 1965) . It b reed s in
au tumn and into early winte r, an d occu rs throughout
Europe .
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RD B I Shirt (1987)
RD B3 Hyman andParsons  (1992)
Map 75
Trecb us r ivu la r is  (Gylle n ha l, 18 10)
op
•
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This rare species was formerly known only from
East Anglia and Yorkshire (Shirt 1987) , but has
recently been recorded from widely separated
localities in Wales, northern England, Scotland and
Nor thern Ire land (Day 1987; Anderso n & Meharg
1989; Ho lmes  et a l.  1990; Luff & Wardle 1991; Luf
1996b) . It lives in both lowland fens and upland
omb rotrophic mires an d mosses.  T. riuu laris  is an
autumn breeder; it is wing-dimorp hic , and restricted
to northern and eastern Europe .
Map 74
Trecb us qua cir is tr ia tus  (Sc h rank , 17 81)
Like  T. obtusus ,  this species (the forme r  T rnin u tus
(Fabricius))  is  commo n an d widesprea d in both
Britain and Ireland , altho ugh the cu rrent species has
a mo re southe rly and eas te rly d istribu tion in England
and Sco tland. Dif erences between the two spe cies
are outlined by den Boe r (1965) .  T. qua d ristria tus
li ves in most open habitats, includ ing agricultural
land . It  is  a late-au tum n breeder which can fly
readily, and large au tumn swarms are so me times
reported , especially in eas tem England. These ma y
rep resent wind-blow n migrations from the Conti-
nen t, where it  is  widesprea d.
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Map 76
Tr ecb us r ub ens  (Fab rici us , 179 2)
Nat ionally Scarce (B) Hyman and Parsons (1992)
T.  ru bens is a local, p rimarily no rthe rn sp ecies ,
found usually in co niferous woodlan d , oft en near
streams . Th ere are two recent Irish re cords , an d it
w as added to the Isle of Man list in 1995 (Luf
1996a) . The spec ies is ful -w inged , and fl ies at
n igh t . It is an au tumn bree der with winter larvae .
The w ide r distribu tion  is  circumpolar , throughout
northern Eu ro p e an d also in North America .
•
•
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Map 77
Tr ecbus s ec a lis  (Pay kul l, 17 90)
•
This species has a marked ly eastern distribution in
England and southern Scotland, with a single site
fu rther north (Walsh & Smith 1992) . There are few
We lsh records and it is absent from Ireland . It is
found in damp , unmanaged grasslands  as  well as in
woo dlan d, usual y at low altitudes .  T. seca lis  is an
apterous, au tum n/ win ter bree der, sim ilar to
T. obtusus .  It occurs th roughout Europe except the
extreme south and west; in Sweden it is regularly
found with  T qua d ristria tus  in arable fi elds .
8GO
6 Map 78
• Trecbus subnota tus De je an , 18 3 1
RD B  I Shirt  ( 1987),  Hyman and Parsons  ( 1992)
This species has probably been in tro duce d to Britain
and Ire land on more tha n one occasion . It is now
established , but not ap parently sp read ing , at three
iso lated sites in Yorkshire, Devon and near Dublin
(Allen 1950a; 0 1Mahony 1940) . The spec ies has no
evident preferred habitat, and has bee n found in
compost, p lant litter and rubble .  T.  subnotatus is
wingless, which may explain its in ab ility to spread
further in Britain and Ireland. It originated from the
Mediterranea n region .
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Map 79
A s ap h id tonfl a v ip e s agg.
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Asap bid ionf lavip es  (L.), as recogn ised in Britain ,
has re ce ntly been sh own to co mp rise three sp ecies
(Sp e igh t  et a l.  1986) , so th at only re cent records are
ce rta inly th e true  f lamp es.  Th e th re e species are
mapp ed togeth er, b ut in itial co m ments on ea ch are
given , toge the r w ith in te rim separate maps.
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Map 80
As ap httlio n cu rtu m
Hey den , 187 0
A . cu rtu m  ha s a
wider distribution
than that of
A .;fl avip es;  it tends
to occur more
specifi cally on sand
and fine silt near
water. Othe r fea-
ture s of its b iology
are probab ly similar
to those of
A . j lamp es.
Map 8 1
As ap hidio n
f la vip e s ( Lin n aeu s ,
1761)
The ind ications are
th at the true
A.fl a vip es is less
generally d istributed
in Britain and prob-
ab ly Irelan d than  A .
cun utn , being fou nd
in da mp but ope n
situations , oft en near
water. It is ab le to
fly, b ree ds in sp ring ,
and occurs com-
monly throughout
Europe .
Map 82
Asap hid io n s tie r tini
Hey de n , 18 80
Although al three can
co-ex ist, th is sp ecie s
is mo re restr icted to
the east of Eng lan d
th an  A . cu n u m ;  it
has not ye t been
found in Ire lan d. It is
found in drier habitats
including sand and
chalk p its. De tailed
biological in formation
is lacking.
•0: : •
Map 84
Bembielion aeneum  Germar , 1824
This species  is  found throughout most of Britain, but
is comm onest in the central and eastern reg ions of
England , with only two records from northern
Sco tland . It occurs in Ireland . It is found on damp ,
clay soils, oft en am ongst estuarine vegetation in the
south, but in woodland and grassland on heavy soils
furthe r north , especially near temporary wate r.
B. aeneum  is  a sprin g b ree der . It is wing-dimor-
phic, and the winged form can certain ly fly. It has a
mainly northern European distribu tion , with isolated
populations further south .
I  Map 83
• Asap hidion p atlipes  (Duftschmid, 1812)
4
Nat iona lly Scarce (8 ) Hyman and Parso ns  ( 1992)
This is a local species with a rather sca ttered distri-
bution from th e Scottish Highlands to more so uth-
erly English coastal localities , as well  as  in Ireland . It
lives on fi ne , bare san d or silt be side streams and
rivers, in sand pits or on the coast .
A. p alispes is a summer/ autumn breeder with winte r
larvae . It can fly, and its distribution exte nds
throughout northern and eastern Euro pe .
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Map 85
Be m td d io n a nd r eae (Fah ric iu s , 1787)
This species occurs in sand and fine gravel on river
margins , often at moderate altitudes. Many of its
low land sites are coastal, particularly where streams
cross sandy beaches. It has a wide but scattered
distribution in Britain and probably also in Ireland .
The form generally recogn ised as occurring in
Britain is subspecies  bualei  du Val (synonymo us
with  ang licanum  Sharp) , which is an up land form in
continenta l Europe . It is po ssible that British
specime ns from coastal localities may represent a
dif erent subspe cies.  B . and reae is  an active fl ier,
sp ring-breeding , with a wide but scattere d European
distribu tion.
3
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Map 86
Be m bid lon a rg enteo lu m Ah re n s , 18 12
' Insuf ic ient ly know n' Hyrnan and Parsons (1992)
•
This species was formerly known only from old
records at Lough Neagh , Ireland, but Speight  et al.
(1982) now reg ard it as extinct there . A single
recent occurrence from Dungeness in Ken t in 1987
(Mende l 1991) probably resulted from immigration
across the Channel from Belgium or The
Netherlands , where it is widesp read (Desender
1986; Tur in  et al  1977) . Its usual habitat  is  bare
sand near water, bo th on the coast and inland .
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Map 88
Be mb id ion as s imile  Gy l len ha l, 18 10
This species is found in marshes and swamps in the
sou thern half of Britain , the Isle of Man and Ireland ,
inhabiting dense vegetation and reed beds . In
Wales it is predominantly coastal, found in the
upper sections of saltmarshes. B . a ssim de is a
sp ring-breeding species, often but no t always
brachyp terous. It extends throughout most of
Europe except the extreme north .
Map 87
Be mb ieli o n a tt ic:d a tum  (Panze r, 179 5)
This species is restricted to the south and east o f
Britain , only just exte nd ing into Yorkshire and
Wales . It is absent from Ireland . Its habitat is bare
clay or mu d near water, where the be etle often
li ves in cracks in the substrate , but it is seldo m
found on the coast. B . a rticulatu m is a winged
spring/ summer bree der that occurs acro ss Europe
and the palaearctic zone to Japan .
3
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Map 89
Bentb id io n a tr oc o e r uleu m  Ste p h ens , 1828
Th is is an upland species fou nd at the margins of
stre ams in northern and weste rn Britain and in
mountainous regio ns of Ireland . It is mo re
w idespread than B . p rasin u m , and occurs in coarser
sh ingle . Separation of B . a trocoe ru leu m from the
re lated B . tibia le an d B . g e n ic u la tu m can be
difficult. It is a w inged , sp ring breeder, with a west
European montane d istribution , extending across
southern and west central Europe , but absent from
the nordic countries .
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Map 90
Be ntbid io n big ut ta tu m  (Fahricius , 17 79)
A common species in most of England , it becomes
local further north and west, and very local in
Scotland . It is absent from Ireland. It is found on
open ground near water, or in damp grassland ,
sometimes with B . a eneu m . A spring-breeding
species, B . b ig u tta tu m is winged and can fl y
readily. Its range extends throughout central and
mid-northern Europe.
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Map 92
Bernbidi on bruxetlense Wesinael, 1835
This species, oft en referred to as B . rup estre, is
wide ly distributed and moderate ly common
throughout Britain and Ireland , occurring on sand
an d gravel at the margins of both still and running
water , as well as sometimes in damp grassland . It
is a winged, sp ring breeder, found over most of
Europe except the far south .
Map 9 1
Bembidian bipunctatum (Lin n ae u s , 17 6 1)
Nationally Scarce (B)  Hyman and Parsons  (1992)
More local than the relate d B . p u n ctu la tu m , this
species is found on fine sand or grave l ne ar both
still and runn ing water. A prima rily northern
species , B . bip u n cta tu m lives near stre ams and
rivers in the north of its range ; howeve r, there are
records from the ma rgins of rese rvoirs in Eng land ,
west Wales and western Ireland . B . b ip u n cta tu m
is macropterous, spring-breeding, and is
distribu ted throughout Europe.
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Map 93
Bemb id io n cla r k i  (Daw so n , 1849)
Nat iona lly Sca rce (B) Hyman and Parsons (1992)
This sp ecies has a predominantly southern and
eastern d istribution , bu t with scattered records
from Ireland and one from south Scotland . It is
foun d , usually inland , at the margins of shaded
ponds an d lakes. B. cla rk i is  usually wingless,
an d breeds in the sp ring . It is a western
European species, occu rring from southern
Scandinavia through the coastal countries to
Spain .
ee
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se Bem bid ion de co n a n  (Zen ker in Pan ze r, 1800)
A species of sand, gravel and shingle banks by
w ater, with a less northerly distribution than many
other species of this habitat, it is recorded
frequently in Wales and the sou th-west of
England as well as in some sou th-eastern sites . It
is widesp read in Ireland . B . decorum is  a spring
breeder . It fl ies readily, and occurs throughout
central and southern Europ e , Scotland being the
northern limit of its range .
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Map 96
Be mb id io n d or is (Panzer, 1796)
This species, widespread bu t local throughout both
Britain and Ireland, is found in habitats which are
constantly wet, such as swamps, marshes and
Sp hag n u m bogs . It is winged , breeds in the spring,
and is found throughout Europe .
Map 95
Be m bid ion dent enu m (Thunbe rg, 1787)
This is a pred om inantly southern species (formerly
called B . f la m m ulatu m Cla irville), common
throughout England and Wales except in the north
of tho se countries . It is very seldo m recorded from
Scotland (the single confirmed recent record is from
Loch Venachar, West Perth) or Ireland . It is found in
marshy sites near standing or running water .
B . den tellu m is a rnacropterous sp ring breeder
whose range extends throughout northern and
central Europe .
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Map 97
Be mbid io n ep hipp ium (Mars hatn, 18 02)
Nat iona lly Sca rce (A) Hyman and Parsons  (1992)
All recent records for this coasta l species are from
the east , its British ran ge extending from southern
England north to Lincolnshire. It does not occu r
in Ire land . It lives at the base of sa ltmarsh
vegetation and in litter. It is a macropterous,
sp ring breeder, fou nd in Europe along the co ast
from Denmark south to the Mediterranean and
North Africa.
d o
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M ap 98
Bem bid ionf emo r atu m  Sturm , 18 25
This species is widespread in England and Wales,
mo re local in Scotland and Ireland but extend ing
north to Shetland . It is often coastal, bu t also
occurs in sand p its and other disturbed areas,
inhabiting op en , often da mp so ils, not necessarily
near wate r.  B . f emoratu m  is macropterous, and
breeds in the sp ring. It is found throughout
Europe .
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Map 100
Bembidionf unzigatum  (Duf tschmid, 1812)
Nat ionally Scarce (B) Hyman and Parsons (1992)
This easterly species is found as far no rth as
Yorksh ire, is very local in south Wales and the
west of England , and has a single Irish locality at
Lough Bunny, Co . Clare (Anderson 1981). It
inhabits well-vegetated , marshy areas such as
fens, usually on clay soils estuaries and
saltmarshes. B. f u m igatum is a winged sp ring-
breeding species , found mainly on the coast,
throughout Europe except the far north .
Map  99
Bembidionf luvia tile  Dejean, 1831
Nat ionally Scarce (B) Hyman and Parsons ( 1992)
This very local species, which lives in clayish river
banks, see ms now to be restricted to Wales ,
central and northern England, and the extreme
sou th of Scotland, although there are more
widespread olde r records . It is absent from
Ireland . B . f luv ia tile is winged , breeds in the
spring , and has a localised distribution in cen tral
arid southern Europe, reaching its north ern most
limit in Britain .
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Map 10 1
B e rnb id io n g ene t  Ku es te r, 1847
Th is is a southe rn and eastern species; no Scottish
reco rds have been received , bu t there is a single
Irish record from the east co ast at Wexford in
1980 (Speight et a l. 1982) . if g en ei occurs on
mois t, open clay or sand near water, often near
the se a. This is a macropterous, sp ring-breeding
sp ecies , occurring througho ut much of Europe
exce pt the extre me nor th . The form found in
Britain and the north of Europe is subspecies
ill ig er i Neto litsky, forme rly referred to in British
w orks as B . q uad rtg u tta tu m sensu Illige r.
tzi —
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Map 102
Be mb idion g enie rd a t u m  He er, 18 38
Th is species , oft en referred to as B . red tenba ch eri
Daniel, is closely related to B . a trocoeru leu m, but
has a more restri cted and northerly d istribution in
Britain, be ing recorded regu larly only from the
Pen nines. It is local in Wales and Scotland, and
there is a single recent Irish record from a
stre amside at Glenariff, Antrim (Speight et a l.
1982). Its habitat and biology are similar to those
of B . atrocoe ru leu m , with which it is easily
confused . The European range is similar, but
mo re easterly.
et
Map 103
Bembuil on gthdp es Sturm, 1825
Nat iona lly Scar ce (B) Hyman and Parsons  (1992)
This is a southern and mainly eastern sp ecies, not
recorded from Scotland , and with only a single
Irish record . It is found on mo ist, clay so ils in
shad ed marshy habitats , including woo ds. The
sp ecies is wing-dimorphic, and bree ds very early
in the sp ring . Its range extends throughout mo st
of central and eastern Europe .
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Map 104
Bembtd ionguttula (Fabricius , 1792)
This sp ecies is comm on and widespread in most of
Britain and Ireland excep t in northern Scotland. It
lives in most habitats which are not excessively dry,
including woods, grassland , arable land and gardens,
bu t is most abundant near water. B. guttu la is
usually fully winged and able to fl y, but apterous
examples occur which are difi cult to distinguish
from B.  ma nnerheitn i. It is a sp ring breeder,
occurring throughout Europe and much of Asia, and
has been in troduced to North America.
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Map 105
Be m b id io n b a rp a lo id e s  Serv il e , 1821
This be etle (formerly kn own as B . ruf escens and
oft en pu t, with B . qu inqu estria tu m , in the genus
Ocy s) is common and widespread except in the
northe rn part of the Scottish mainland, although
there are records from the Hebrides and St Kilda .
It occu rs in Ireland . It is found in woodland ,
main ly under the bark of logs and dead trees, but
also under stones on the ground in more open
localities . B . ha tp a lmii es is p robably fu lly winged ,
and breeds in the sp ring/ summer. It has a
weste rn d istribution , south to North Africa , and is
at the no rthern limit of its range in Britain .
o
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Map 106
Be mbid io n b umerale  Sturm , 18 25
RD B I Shirt ( 1987), Hyman and Parsons (1992)
BAP(1995)
This spe cies was discovered in Britain only recently
(Crossley & Norris 1975) being known only from
Thome and Hatfi eld Moors in Yorkshire . It lives on
mo ist, partly bare peat in lowland oligo trophic bogs.
B . hu tnerale is a winged , p resumably spring-
breeding , central European species at its northern
li mit in Britain and sou thern Scandinavia . There are
fossil reco rds of the species in Britain as far south as
Somerse t (Duf 1993) , ind icating that it may be a
relict species, rather than an in troduction. There
are no Irish records .
L4
Map 108
Bembidion la mp ros  (H erbst,  1784)
This is the most frequently recorded Bembielion
species, found in open , sunn y sites, including
arable fields , throughout Britain and Ireland . Blue
forms occur, but have not been named (in
contrast to those of B. p n9perans) .  It is a wing-
dimorphic, spring breeder that is common
throughout Europe into Asia. The separation of
th is species from the more local B. p roperans is
discussed by Luf (19816) .
Map 107
Bembidion tr icolor  Bedel, 1879
This is a species of coastal and estuarine
sakmarshes , where it lives under plant litter and
seaweed. It is found around the English and
Welsh coasts , and occasionally so me way inland .
It is abse nt from Scotland and Ireland . The
spec ies is full-winge d , sp ring-breed ing, an d
occurs in Europe alon g the coasts from Denmark
to Portugal and North Africa; it is at its northern
li mit in England .
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Map 109
Bembidion later ale (Sam ouelle, 1819)
Nat ionally Scarce (B) Hyman and Parsons ( 1992)
A characte ristic species found exclusively in tidal
saltmarshes, it occu rrs locally in su itab le habitat al
round the coast of Britain , and probably also in
Ireland , although no recent Irish records have
been rece ived . It is often p laced in the separate
ge nus Cillen us. B . la tera le is active by day ,
h id ing in cracks in the mu d whe n no t active, and
at high tide . It is normally brachypterous,
although w inged examp les have been recorded in
Europe . Its European d istribution extends from
De nma rk south and w est along the coasts of
north -west Europe to North Africa . Britain
represents the northern limit of its distribution .
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Map 110
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 Bembid ion Utorale (Olivier , 1790)•
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This species, with B . a rgen teolu m, used to be
referred to the genus Bracteon, now the subgenus
a tysobracteon of Bem bid ion . It is a northern
and western species in Britain , recorded in a band
from Somerset and south Wales northwards , with
localised centres of distribution in northern
England and Scotland . It is not found in Ireland .
It can be found during the day runn ing on sand
banks and fme shingle beds on river and stream
margins , and rarely by standing water. B . litorale
is a summer breeder, and fl ies readily It occu rs
throughout Europe.
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Map 112
Bembidion lunula tum (Fo urcroy , 17 85)
This southern (rather than south-eastern) species
was formerly known as B . np a riu m (Olivier).
Reaching its limit in the extreme north of England ,
it is absent from Scotland , with on ly a single
confirmed Irish record from near Dublin in 1976
(Speight et a l. 1982) . It occu rs on damp , partly-
vegetated ground near water and on the coast.
B. lu n ulatu m fl ies well, and spring swarms have
been observed on the coast, prior to breeding. It is
predominantly a central and southern European
species, near its northern limit in Britain .
6  riapil l
• Bembidion lunatum (Duft sch m icl, 18 12)
Nat ionally Scarce (B) Hyman and Parsons ( 1992)
A species with a wide bu t rather localised
distribution, occurring on river banks often near
the coast, or by lowland streams and rivers. It is
commonest in the Severn and Humbe r bas ins .
There is a single rece nt Irish record from Co . Derry
(Speigh t et a l. 1982) and an old record from
north-west Scotland (Fow ler & Do nisthorpe 1913).
B . lu na tu rn is unusual among Bem bid ion species
in that it b reeds in the autumn, overwinte ring as
larvae . Its range extends through central and
eastern Europe into Asia.
6ce--cul
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Map 113
Bembidion ma nner beft ni  Sah lb en ,  18 27
This is the common B . un icolor Chaud . of Lind roth
(1974) . It is a wide ly distributed species in bo th
Britain and Ireland , found in damp but not wet,
sha ded situations such as woods , upland grassland
and moorland , and some bogs. It is almost
invariably wingless, and breeds in the spring. The
distr ibution extends over most of Europe .
0
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Map 114
Bembidion mor d-I:num  Ste phens , 18 35
This is essentially a coastal and estuarine species,
se ldom found far inland , although there are old
records from the Thames val ey. Older records
often refer to it as B . concinnurn. It is no t
uncommon around the English and Welsh coasts ,
but very localised in southern Scotland and
Ireland . Its preferred habitat is mud , fine sand or
gravel by moving water. B . ma ritim u m is a
sp ring breeder that flies readily . In Europe it is
restricted to the coasts from Denma rk to weste rn
France , and is at its northe rn limit in south
Scotland and northern Ireland .
to
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Map 116
Bembidion monticola  Stur m, 1825
• ••\ .
—0 0
Nat ionally Scarce (B) Hyman and Parsons (1992)
This spe cies inhabits river gravel, being commonest
in northern England , but with scattered records in
southern England and south Wales . It appears to be
very local in Scotland and Ireland . B . m onticola is a
winged sp ring breeder, with a cen tral and south -
eastern European distribution.
Map 115
Bembidion minimum (Fabricius, 1792)
This species is common in coastal localities
throughout most of Britain (occas iona lly occurring
inland) , be coming scarcer in the north . Only a
single record from Northern Ireland has been
rece ived , although Johnson and Halbert (1902)
indicate that it was probably widespread in
Ireland in the last century. B. m in im u m lives in
mo ist situations such as saltmarshes , and under
tida l debris. It is diurnal, spring/ summer-breeding
and macropterous . The distribution extends along
mo st European coasts .
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Map 117
Bem b id io n nig r ico r ne Gyl enb al , 1827
Nat ionally Scarce (B) Hyman and Parsons ( 1992)
This species has a scattered distribution , being
comm onest on the North York Moo rs, bu t
recorded from north/ central Scotland south to
Hampsh ire and Dorset. It lives on dry, sandy
heaths and mo ors , where it is invariably
asso ciated with heather (t a llu na) . It p robably
does not occur in Ire lan d (Spe igh t et al. 1982) .
The species is wing-dimorphic, and probably a
sp ring breeder. It exte nds east in a rather narrow
latitud ina l ban d from Britain through Scandinavia
to the Baltic countries.
176-
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Map 118
0 Bembid io n nig r op iceu m (Marsham, 1802)
Nat ionally Scarce (A) Hyrnan and Parsons (1992)
BA P (1995)
This local species , put in the genus Limna eu rn by
Joy (1932), is confined to stony or sandy coastal
localities in southern England, with a single recent
record from south Wales. Is is absent from Ireland .
Little is known of its ecology; it is probably
wingless, and occurs spora dically on both sides of
the English Chan nel, and in the Mediterranean.
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Map 120
Be mbid io n no n na nnum  Deje an, 18 31
• •
•
Very similar in its habitat requirements to
B . m in im u m, with which it can co-exist, this
saltmarsh species has a more localised distribution ,
being found commonly on ly on th e east and south
coasts of England , although it extends north to the
Solway in the west. There are records from both the
east and west coasts of Ireland . The biology and
continental distribution are similar to those of
B . min im um.
Map 119
Be mbidi on niti d ulum  (Marshan t, 1802)
This spe cies, referred to as B. deletu m Audinet-
Servil e by Hansen (1996), is a common and
widespread species in England and Wales , bu t
apparently more local in Ireland and Scotland . It
is found in damp , rather shaded situations , often
in woodland, usually near trickling water. As
w ith mo st Bem bid ion, it is winged and spring-
breeding . The European distribution extends
south to the Mediterranean.
co
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Map 12 1
Bembid ion obli quum Sturm , 18 25
Nat ionally Scarce (B) Hyman and Parsons (1992)
This local, predominantly eastern species is
recorded mo st frequently from England , especially
Yorksh ire , extending south-westwards as far as
Devon . It is not recorded from Scotland or
Ireland . It is found at the edges of standing
freshw ate r on acid so ils. It is w inged, spring-
bree d ing , and is found throughout eastern
Europe , w ith the English populations being at the
weste rn limit of its range .
•r
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Map 122
Bembidion obtusum Se rvi ne , 18 2 1
•
This species is common in the south and east ,
becoming rarer in the north and west. It is very
local in Scotland , Wales and Ireland . It occurs on
open soil in dry situations, especially cultivated
ground . B . obtusu m is wing-dimorphic, and is
active during mild spells in the winter and early
spring, when it breeds before mo st other
Betnbid ion species. It has a primarily central
European distribution .
Map 124
Be m bid ion p a tlid ip enne  ( Eiger, 18 02)
N at ionally Scarce  (B) Hyman and Parsons (1992) 
This species is mostly coastal, occurring on bare
sand by freshwater springs or fl ushes, but also
inland on the edges of lakes and gravel pits. It is
found locally throughout Britain, and probably
also th roughout Ireland . B . pallidip en ne  is
macropterous, and occurs from Spain north to
southern Scandinavia .
6 Map 123
Be mb id io n oc to nta culat um  (Goeze,  1777)
RD B  A p p e n d ix  Shirt ( 1987)
' ex t inc t '  Hyman and Parsons (1992)
This species (once known  as B . sturm i  (Panzer)),
which inhabits the margins of standing freshwater,
was until recently presumed extinct in Britain
(Hyman & Parsons 1992). It was su bsequently
red iscovered beside a rese rvoir in East Sliscex
(Jones 1992) and has now also been recorded from
East Anglia (where it was recorded from Wicken
Fen in 1926) , and West Kent (Hodge 1997) within
fl igh t ran ge of its main Sussex locality There are
pre-1900 records from Surrey, the Isle of Wight and
West Sussex , discussed in Jones (1992). It does no t
occur in Ireland . B . octotnaculatu m  is winged ,
sp ring-breeding, and occurs throughout most of
continenta l Europe, but  is  almost at its northern limit
in England , extending slightly further north only in
the Baltic countries. It  is  likely that the present
English populations are th e result of recent
immigration .
•-‘1'4,0
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Map 125
Beinb id io np r as inu m  (Du ftsch m id, 18 12)
This is a northern and western species in Britain ,
which is found in fi ne shingle at the edges of
stre ams and rivers, usually in the uplands . It is
quite wide ly d istributed , bu t rather local. It is no t
found in Ireland . B . p ra sin um fl ies read ily,
breeds in the sp ring, and has a boreo-mo ntane
distribu tion in Europe , being widespread in the
north , but restricted to mounta ins in the south .
r e '
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Map 126
Be mb id ion p r op era ns (Steph ens , 1828)
In contrast to the related B . la mp ros, this species
(formerly know n as B . ve lox by British authors) is
almost confined to England and Wales, with a
single Scottish record from Dundee. It is absent
from Ireland . Like B . la mp ros, it occurs in open,
sunny situations . It has several named blue
varieties which can occur with the usual, bronze
form. Luff (19816) details feature s separating
p rop era ns and la mp ros. B . p rop era ns is a wing-
dimorphic sp ring breeder, found throughout
Europe except the far south and north .
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Map 128
Bem bid ion qu ad rima cula tu m (Lin nae us , 1761)
This is a very common spe cies in most of Eng land ,
becoming more local in the west and north , and
limited to southern , often coastal localities in
Scotland . It is not known from Ireland .
B. qua d ri tna cu latu m is found on open, dry soils,
including amble fi elds , where it may be the
dominant species . There has been some confusion
among the names of this subgenus (B em bid ion
s .str ., also known as Lop ha Steph .) ; the present
species is the B . quad rigu tta tu m (Fabricius, nec
Olivier) of early works. The species is a
macropterous spring breeder, found throughout
Europe except the far north .
Map 127
Be m bi di on p a nd a/a lu m Drap ie z, 18 2 1
This is a northern and western species in Britain and
Ireland , found on Fme shingle near rivers and
streams It is active in the day, and fully winged .
B . p u nc tu latu m is a sp ring breeder, occurring
throughout Europe .
Q
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Map 129
Bembidion quadr ip ustuk num Ser vil e, 1821
Nationally Scarce (B) Hyman and Parsons (1992)
This local species has a south-easte rly distribution ,
and few recent records . It is absent from the
extreme north of England , as well as from Scotland
and Ireland . It lives on damp , bare sand or mud at
margins of standing and running water . This species
is the B . qua d ng u natu m (Olivier, nec Fabricius) of
early works . B . qua d np ustu la tu m is w inged ,
spring-breeding, and has a sou the rn European
distribution , with its no rthe rn limit in England .
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Bembidi on quinquestr imum Gyl enhal, 1810
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This species has a widely scattered distribution in
Britain. The only two Irish records rece ived are
from the extreme north -east of the coun try, but it
is thought that the species may nevertheless be
widesp read there It is usually associated with
man, occurring in cellars, and on walls at nigh t.
The species is winged; it probably breeds in the
autumn/ winter, as most adults are recorded in the
autumn, and adu lt activity is known very early in
the spring. It has a central European distribution .
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Map 132
Be mbicli o n s cb u ep p eli Dejean , 1831
•
Nationally Scarce (A)  Hyman and Parsons  (1992)
This species is almost restri cted to the counties
around the border o f England and Scotland,
where it is found on well-vegetated sand and fme
grave l at the edge of streams and rivers (see Reid
& Eyre 1985). Most recent records are from the
more easte rly part o f its range . B . sch uepp eli is
wing-d imorphic, bu t probably usually
brachyp terous in Britain . It is abse nt from Ireland .
B . schu epp eli is main ly spring-breeding, and has a
discontinu ous boreo-montane distribution in
Europe , being found in Scandinavia, the Pyrenees
and the Alps.
Map 13 1
Be ntb id ion s ax a ti le Gyl enhal, 1827
Nationally Scarce (B)  Hyman and Parso ns  ( 1992)
This species, which has both spotted and da rk
forms , occurs locally on sand and gravel by wate r,
oft en at the base of clif s on the coast where it
may occur in similar places to B . a nd reae. There
are only a few records from northern Scotland
and Ireland , showing a westerly bias . B . sax a tde
is a winged , spring breeder, with a northern and
easte rn European distribu tion .
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Map 133
B e m b id io n s e tn ip u nc ta tu m Do n ovan , 18 06
N at io nally Sca rce (A) Hyman and Parsons ( 1992)
Formerly known as B . ad ustu m Schaum , this is a
very local species whose mo dem distribution is
cen tred on the Severn and south ern Welsh borde r
co unties, but which is also recorded from the
Suf olk coast and East Anglia. Pre-1900 records
give a distribu tion exte nd ing to Durham in the
north and Glamo rgan in the west. It does not
occu r in Ireland . The usual habitat is fine sand on
river margins . It is a winged , sp ring-breed ing
sp ecies , found in central and southern Europe as
far as the Mediterranean region .
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Map 134
Bentb td io n s tep b ens i Cro tch , 18 7 1
This is a scattered but w idesp read species (formerly
called B . aff irm Stephens) , found throughout most
of Brita in and Ireland except the extreme north of
Scotland . It occurs on bare clayish soil near water,
both on the coast and by rivers inland . B . step hensi
fl ies readily, and breeds in the sp ring . It is a cen tral
European species, at its northern limit in Scotland .
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Map 136
Bembidion testaceum (Duf tschm id, 1812)
Nat ionally Scarce (B) Hyman and Parsons ( 1992)
BA P (1995)
This sp ecies is ve ry local an d se ldo m re corded . Of
the four 10 km square s for which rece nt records
have be en received, two are in north ern England ,
one in south Wale s and one in the Welsh borders .
There are o ld records from East Ang lia (Fowler &
Do nisthorpe 1913) and south-west Scotland (Fow ler
1887) , although no Sco ttish records have been
rece ived . It is not on the Irish list . It lives on fine
sand and grave l by slow -running or standing w ater.
It is a macropterous, sp ring bree der, whose range
ex tends south and east through ce ntral Europe to
the eastern Med iterranean . England and Wales
re present th e northern and western lim its of its
d is tribution , resp ectively .
Map 135
Betnbid ion stontoides D ejean , 1831
Nationally Scarce (B) Hyman and Parsons (1992)
This sp ec ies is referre d to as  B. atroviolaceumin
so me w orks an d on th e Scheme reco rd ing card .
It is alm ost entire ly restricted to north ern England,
w here it is fou nd at th e stony marg ins of rive rs,
although th ere are scatte red additional records
from south-wes t Englan d , Wales and so uth ern
Sco tland . It is not re cord ed from Ire lan d. It is a
w inged , spring breeder, w ith a mo ntane
dis trib ution in ce ntral Europe fro m the Pyrenees
eastwards thro ugh th e Alp s to th e Black Sea.
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Map 137
Betnb id io n tetra c o la m  Say , 18 23
This is one of the co mmonest sp ecies of
B em bid ion , found widely throughout all the areas
cove red by th is Atlas and in Ireland . It occurs on
all typ es of open , not too dry so ils, includ ing
arab le land , as well as near low land streams and
rive rs and by coastal fl ushes . In earlier works it
w as called B . ustu la tu rn or B . littora le, which has
led to erroneous reco rds of B . lite ra te (0 0 .
B . tetra co lu m is a sp ring breeder, like mo st
Bembid ion , but is wing-dimorphic ; most individuals
are brachypterous, so tha t fl igh t is very unusual,
desp ite the species' w ide distribution . It is found
throughout Europe and has been introduced into
North America.
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Map 138
Be mbid io n UHa le  (Duf tsc hm id, 18 12)
•
•
B . t ibia le is the commonest of a closely related
group (subgenus Bernbid ion etolitskya) of mainly
upland shingle- and gravel-inh abiting Bem bid ion
species . It is fou nd locally by rivers throughout
Britain and Ireland , although it is commone r in
the north and west. It is a spring-breeding
species which fl ies readily It occurs in montane
areas throughout most of central Europe ,
although , surpris ingly , it is extremely rare in
Scandinavia .
3RDB I Shirt ( 1987)
RDB3 Hyman and Parsons ( 1992)
Map 140
Bem b id ion Wrens  Gyl le n ba l, 18 27
B . virens occurs in only a limited number of sites in
the central and western Highlands of Scotland . For
a long time it was know n only from the shore of
Loch Maree, until recorded in Easter Ross by Owen
(1984) and more recently at the southern bounda ry
of Westerness . It does no t occur in Ireland . It is
found in shingle by lakes and estuaries , and may
have been overlooked in the past because of its
similarity to the closely related B .p rasinu tn. The
life cycle is prob ably similar to tha t of B .p ra sin um.
B . virens has a borea l distribution, occurring only in
the northernmo st European countries, east into
Russia.
Map 139
Bem bid ion va r fu m  (Olivier, 179 5)
This species is quite widespread in England and
Wales, with only occasional reco rds from Ireland
and sou thern Scotland. Records are mo st frequent
from the sa lunarshes of south-eas t Englan d , from
Essex to Suf olk , bu t it also occurs frequently
inland. It is found on partly bare grou nd near
water . Like its close relatives , the species fl ies
readily, and is a spring breed er. It extends
throughout much of Euro pe except the extre me
north , to the Mediterranean, North Africa and the
Middle East.
Ed-
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Map 14 1
Ta c by s bis tr ia tus Du ft sch m id , 18 12
Nat ionally Scarce (B) Hyman and Parsons ( 1992)
This is a local species, apparently now restricted to
the sou th of Eng land and commonest along the
south coast. There is a single recent record from
East Anglia, with older records extending nor th to
Yorksh ire and into south Wales . N o memb ers of
the genus occur in Ireland . T. bistria tus lives in
da mp sand or clay by freshwate r. It is winged ,
pro bably spring-breeding , and has a south ern and
central European d istribution .
7 8 Maps  and species accounts
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Map 142
Ta cby s ed mo ncts i Mo o re , 19 56
RDB3(5) Shirt ( 1987)
RDB3 Endemic Hyman and Parsons ( 1992)
BAP (1995)
This is the only endemic British carab id beetle,
described (as T. p iceus Edmonds) from Sp hag nu m
bogs in the New Forest , Hamp shire (Edmonds
1934), but renamed by Moore (1956) who also
provides distinguishing features from T. bis tria tus.
There are no recent records, the last possibly being
by A M Massee in 1936. T ed m ontisi is wing-
dimorphic . The breeding cycle is not known.
Map 144
Tacbys p arvulus (Dejean, 1831)
RDB3 Shirt  ( 1987)
Na t io na lly  Scarce (B) Hyman and Parso ns  ( 1992)
Populations of this species are quite widely
dispersed in sou thern England , the species also
being recorded from south Lancashire and more
recently from Wales , leading to the suggestion that
the species may be spreading. T. p a rvu lus has
been found in sandy and gravel y soils, in old walls
and cracked paths, seeming often to be associated
with human habitation (Welch 1992). Records from
north-west England are of a larger and more spotted
form. T. p a rvu lus is winged , spring-breeding , and
primarily a western and sou thern European species .
Map 143
Tacbys m icros (Fischer von  Wal dh e irn,  1828)
RDB3 Shirt  ( 1987)
N at ional ly Scarce (A ) Hyman and Parsons  ( 1992)
BAP  (1995)
T. m icros is restricted to areas of damp sand at the
base of coas tal cliffs along the south coast of
England from Dorset to Sussex, except for a sing le
recent Welsh record from the south coast of the
Lleyn Penins ula. Th is is a spring-breeding species ,
apparently winged in Eng land , although in France
the ma les are wingless (Jeannel 1941). It is a
southern European spe cies also found in North
Africa.
1
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Map 145
Tacby s scutel ar is Step hen s, 18 28
RD B3 Shirt ( 1987)
N at ionally Scarce (A ) Hyman and Parsons (1992)
This is a coastal species associa ted with sa ltmarshes
or brackish water. It is found locally from Norfolk to
north Devon in muddy substrates. Hyman and
Parsons (1992) indicate an old record from North
Lincolnshire, but no details are available .
T. scu tella ris is probably a summer breeder, and
occurs around the coasts of weste rn and southern
Europe, including the Mediterranean .
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Map 146
Tacbys walkerianus Sh arp, 1913
RDB I Hyman and Parsons ( 1992)
This species, for which there are only three post-
1970 records , was known on ly from the New Forest
region (Hampsh ire) and Surrey, until a recent urban
occurrence was recorded by Williams (1997).
There are subfossil records from Somerset (Duf
1993) . Like T. ed m ond si, it lives in wet Sp hag n u m .
T. wa lken a n us is otherwise known on ly from a few
localities in France and the Czech Republic, and its
life cycle is not known.
1:0
Map 148
Pogonus M or el ia (Ltuf tsch m id, 1812)
Nationally Scarce (B) Hyman and Parsons ( 1992)
1
P. littora lis (o ft e n a ils -s p e ft litora lis) occupies a
similar habitat to P. chalceus, but is more restricted
geographically, be ing found in coastal habitats ,
pan icularly saltmarshes, from Linco lnshire to south
Wales. It is on the Irish list , bu t no records have
been received. Its Eu ro p e a n distribution is similar to
that of P. chalceu s.
Map 147
Pogonus  cb a k eus (Marsham, 1802)
This is the commonest species of its genus, all of
which inh abit littoral environments. It occurs
commonly in sakmarshes in Eng land , Wales ,
south Scotland and at least the east of Ireland ,
being found under litter and vegetation at the
edge of the water. P. chalceus is winged , and
breeds in the spring and summer; it extends from
Denmark along most of the coasts of southern
and western Europe , and is at its northern limit in
Britain .
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Map 14 9
P og o nu s tu r id ip ennis  (Ge rm ar, 1822)
RD B3 Hyman and Parsons (1992)
This, the rarest of the three British species of
Pogon a s, occurs locally in coastal habitats,
particu larly saltmarshes, from Lincolnshire to the
Severn estuary, where it also occu rs on tidal reaches
in land . It is o ft en found alongside other species of
the genus, but does not occu r in Ireland .
P . lu rid ip en n is is winged , spring-breeding, and has
a scattered distribution at bo th coastal and inland
saline sites thro ughout central and southern Europe .
1=5"
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Sto ntts p um ica tus  (Panz er, 17 95)
S. p u mica tus is a widespread species, commonest
in sou th and east England , bu t occurring locally in
Wales , Scotland (except the extreme north -west)
and Ireland. It is found in damp , shaded habitats
such as woodland , unmanaged grasslands , and
also in rivers ide vegetation . It is wingless,
p robably spring-breed ing and extends throughout
Europe excep t the extreme north .
•e
Map 152
P ter o st ic b us a etb iop s  (Panze r,  1796)
Nat ionally Scarce (B) Hyman and Parsons ( 1992)
This is a montane species, occurring from the moors
of south-west England to the southern Highlands of
Scotland . It prefers damp, shaded habitats, such as
woodland . Although not on the Irish lists of Speight
et a t (1982) and Anderson et al. (1997), one Irish
reco rd has been received from near Dungarvan ,
Wate rford ; it has also been found recently on the
Isle of Man (Luf 1989) . P. aeth iop s is probably a
summer breeder, with winter larvae, and cannot fly.
On the Continent it is a northern and eastern forest
species.
6 Map 1.5 1
r P tero s t ic bus gu i s tr ic tus  Eschs ch o ltz , 18 23
Th is is a northe rn montane species formerly know n
as P. virreus (Dejean) , found from the Welsh
mountains to the Scottish Highlands . There are a
few Irish records It usua lly occu rs on relatively
well-draining heaths and moors. P. adut ictus is
winged and can fl y, sometimes turning up in more
lowland localities. It is a spring/ summer bree der,
with a bo real, circumpolar distribu tion across
northern Europe , Iceland and North America.
• •
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Map 153
P te ro s t icb u s a ng u s ta tus (Duft sch mid, 1812)
Nat ionally Scarce (8 ) Hyman and Parsons  ( 1992)
This sp ecies is be lieved to have been in troduced to
Britain near the beginning of this century. Early
records are cen tred on two regions , around London
and in sou th Yorkshire , but the species now occurs
throughout eastern England , and is spread ing into
Wales and nor thwards in Scotland . It is not know n
from Ireland . It is said to be typ ically found on
burnt ground , but recent records are often from
unb umt heaths on sandy or peaty soils, woodlands
or wetlands . P. a ng usta tus is a spring breede r that
emerge s in the autumn , when a synchronised
disp ersal fl ight occurs . It is distributed throughout
central and eastern Europe and is known to be
extend ing its range in Scand inavia , where Lindroth
(1985- 86) refers to it as P. qu ad nf oveo la tus
Letzner.
th
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Map 154
P teros t icb u s a ntb r ac inu s ( Panzer , 1795)
Nat ionally Scarce (8) Hyman and Parsons  (1992)
This species is found locally in England , south Wales
and Ireland in damp , shaded habitats such as well-
vegetated marshes with a good lit er layer, the
margins of ponds , gravel pits and rivers, and in fens
and carrs. There is a single record from sou th-west
Scotland, where it was previously recorded by
Moore (1957b) . P. a nth rac in us breeds in the
sp ring/ summer and is wing-dimorphic. Its range
extends through central and eastern Europe.
tz(
Map 156
P tero s ticb u s cr is ta tus  (Du fo u r, 18 20)
N at io na lly Sca r ce ( B) Hyman and Parsons  (1992)
The distribution of this species is mainly centred on
north-east England , with a second centre in the
north-west, extending south to Lancashire and north
to the Scottish Highlands. It does no t occur in
Ireland . It is found in woodland, usua lly where there
is moderate leaf litter , and in gardens . P. crista tus
is a flightless, autumn breeder. In Europe it occurs
in a narrow longitudinal zone, sou th through France
and adjacen t countries to Italy. The British
specimens are subspecies p a ru mp uncta tus Germar,
and probably originate from an introduction in the
last cen tury.
Map 155
r P ter on ic b us a te rr imu s  (Herb st, 1784 )
RDB  I Shirt  (1987),  Hyman and Parsons  ( 1992)
BA P (1495)
This species was once known in Englan d only from
the fens of East Anglia, Cambridgeshire and
Huntingdonshire, where it has no t been recorded
since 1910. The only rece nt British occurren ce was
in Hampshire , where it could be found in a
Sp bag n u m bog from 1969 to 1973 (Appleton
1970) . There are two recent and wide ly separated
Irish localities (MacKechnie Jarvis 1972; Speight et
a t 1982). It has since occurred in fi ve sites in
Armagh and Co. Down in 1997. It occurs at the
edge of acid lakes and ponds . P. a terrim us is
winged , spring-breed ing, and has a wide European
distribution from Spain to Russia . There are
subfossil records from Somerset (Duf 1993).
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Map 157
P te r o s t i c b u s cup r e u s (Lin naeus , 1758)
This species is common in southern Britain, but
mu ch more local in the north and in Ireland . It is
found in open , mo derately dry and warm habitats
such as short grass and agricultural fi elds .
Together with the other metallic-coloured British
Pterostich us species , it is oft en put in the separate
ge nus Poecilus. A black form (sometimes with
red legs) also occurs (var af in is (Sturm)) .
P. cup reus is a macropterous , sp ring breeder,
occurring throughout Europe ; in eastern Europe, in
particular, it can be one of the dominant carabids of
cultivated land .
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Map 158
P te r o s t icb us d ilig ens (Sturm , 1824)
8 •ir Iry
This is a widespread and common inhabitant of wet ,
shaded habitats throughout Britain and Ireland . In
the uplands it occurs in grassland and heaths , whilst
lower down it is found in marshes. P. d iligens is
usually brachyp terous bu t occasional winged
spe cimens are found . It is a sp ring breeder,
common throughout central and northern Europe.
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Map 160
Pterosticbus kugela nni  (Pan zer ,  17 97)
This rare species , formerly known as P.  di mith a tus
(Olivier), is recorded recently only from south
Hampshire , although there are older records
extending north to the English Midlands and sou th
Wales. It is not know n in Ireland . P. kugela n n i is
found on sandy heaths and banks, and sand pits.
The species is winged , and breeds in the sp ring. It
has a southern and western European range.
Nat ionally Scarce (B)  Hyman and Parsons  ( 1992)
41 : P. g racilis is a local but widesp read species in
England (except the extreme north) , Wales and
Ireland . Although no records have been received
from Scotland , it is reputed to occur in the east
Highlands (Fowler 1887) , and in the south-east
F. an d south -west of the country (Hyman & Parsons
1992). Details of these records are now
apparently lost. It is found in wet, wel -vegetated
habitats near water, usua lly on clay soils .
U P. g racilis is a winged, spring breede r. It occurs
over most of Europe except the extreme north .
Map 159
Pter osticb us g r acilis  ( De) ea n ,  1828)
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Map 16 1
P te r o s t ic b us lep id u s (Le s ke , 17 8 5)
Nat io nally Sc arc e (B) Hyman and Parsons (1992)
Th is is a species typ ical o f dry, exposed heaths with
Callu na . It has a discontinuous distribution, being
record ed frequently only from the southern heaths
from Dorset to Surrey , and the North York Moors.
There are other records from scattered British
localities, but none from Ireland . P . lep iclus is
primarily a summer/autumn breeder, with
ove rwintering larvae ; how ever, a proportion of
adults also ove rwinter , breeding the following
sp ring . It is wing-d imorphic, but fl ight seldom, if
eve r, oc curs. It is found throughout Europe except
the far so uth and west.
tzi "
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Map 162
P terost icb us lo ng ica l is (D uf tsc h m id, 18 12)
Nat ionally Scarce ( B) Hyman and Parsons (1992)
This local, southern species extends northwards
only as far as Newark , Nottinghamshire and Spurn
Head, Yorkshire , although Hyman and Parsons
(1992) also mention a record from north Wales . It
has not been recorded from Scotland or Ireland .
P. long icollis lives on bare ground near
freshwater, often on limesto ne or chalk. In earlier
works it was known as P. ina equa lis (Marsharn) .
P . long icollis is a macropterous, sp ring breeder,
found in a rather limited region of central Europe
from Fran ce to the Balkans. Britain is at the
northernmost limit of its rarige .
szi"
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Map 164
Pter osticbus magl id us (Fabriclus ,  17 75)
P.  m ad id us is the most frequently recorded of all
the Carab idae in this Atlas. It occurs throughout
Brita in, becoming less common in northern
Scotland , with no records at all from Orkney or
Shetland . There are surprisingly few Irish records .
It occu rs in almost all habitats, but is especially
abundant in woodland and gardens , and in
grassland on dry substrates. It is a wingless,
• autumn -breeding species, some adults
ove rwintering to breed again in the following
spring/ summer (Luf 1973). At higher altitudes all
adults overwinter before breeding, so that the life
cycle is bienn ial. The species exists in two forms ,
one with the legs all black, the othe r with legs red
basally (form concin nus Sturm). The b lack form is
commo ner where the climate is mo re continenta l,
and the red where it is more atlantic (Terrell-Nield
1990) , but the mechanism of leg colour
determination is unknown. In Europe, P. mad id us
has a d istinctly western range, and is scarce or
abse nt in central and eastern countries.
Map 163
Pterosti cbus rna cer (Mars ham , 18 02)
This species (the P. p icim a nus of ear lier autho rs) is
commonest in the east of England , becoming more
local in the north and west (including Wales), where
it is only found near the coast. It w as de leted from
the Irish list by Spe ight et a l. (1982) . It usu ally
occurs on clay, in hab itats ranging from coastal
saltmarshes to open grass land , sheltering by day in
cracks in the so il. P. ma ce r is a winged , sp ring
breeder, found throughout eastern and central
Europe. Britain is ne ar the western limit of its
range .
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Map 165
P ter os tic b u s nw la na r tus ( il l ig er , 17 9 8 )
This is a widesp read and common species
th roughout Britain and Ireland , sometimes
re ferred to as P. vu lga ris. It prefers mo re open
habitats than P. m ad id us, and is commoner in
non-basic grasslands and cultivated fields , where
it can often be the dom inant species (Luff 1987) .
Its life cycle is similar to that of P. ma d id us.
Winged ind ividu als do occu r, but only ve ry rarely.
P. mela na riu s is found throughout Europe except
the far south .
2 •
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Map 166
P ter os ttcb us  mino r (Gy lle n hal,  18 27)
•
•
This is a marsh species found in vegetated sites
near standing water throughout most of Britain
and Ireland , except the north of Scotland .
P. m in or is wing-polymorphic, and it is no t known
how often fl ight occurs in the region . Breeding
takes p lace in the sp ring/ summer. The species
occurs throughout most of Europe excep t the far
south-west.
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Map 168
P ter o s ticb us nig r ita agg .
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As exp lained in the introduction , the sibling species
n ig rita (Paykull 1790) and rhaet icus Heer 1837
(see Luf 1990) are mappe d as one . Available
information on the two comp onent species suggests
that bo th are widespread in the British Isles and
probably also Ireland . P. n igrita sensu stricto
inhabits wet, we ll-vegetated marshes , river banks
and damp woodland , whereas P. rhaet icus is
usually found in more open habitats, especially
upland grassland and moorland . However, both
species frequently co-exist. In Ireland , a form of
n ig rita with yellow femora ( ruf tf emoratus
Step hens) occurs (discussed by Anderson 1993) ,
and is probably widespread . P. rhaeticus has been
recorded from Teal Lough , Co . Deny (Lot &
Meharg 1989). As far as is known, both species are
spring breeders, and can fl y . The n igrita comp lex
is widespread in Europe , with a third sibling species
in Russia (Koch 1986). 4
Map 167
P ter o s ti cb us nig e r (Schaller,  1783)
This species is common throughout Britain, with
most Irish records co ming from the north-east of
the country. It is found in wo od land and damp
grassland, and on upland moors . It is particularly
abundant in the Hebrides, Orkney and Shetland ,
compared with the other two large, common
species, P. mad iclus and P. mela na rius. P. n iger
is macro pterous , although it probably does no t fl y
(den Boer 1977). It is an autumn breede r, whose
range extends over most of Europe .
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Map 169
Pter osticbus oblongop uncta tus  (Fabr icius, 1787)
Nat ionally Scarce (B) Hyman and Parsons ( 1992)
This species inhabits woodland and forests, occurring
over much of Britain . It has also been recorded from
Ireland . Its distribution is rather patchy, with four or
fi ve apparent centres of distribution , and it is very local
in Ire land . It generally show s a preference for rather
open w oods on dry so ils. P . oblongop u n cta tus is a
winge d , sp ring breeder, that is found ove r most of
Europe .
CO
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Map 170
Pterosticbus strenuus (Panzer , 1796)
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P . stren u us is a common and widespread species ,
found in most habitats which are no t too dry,
including lowland grassland, gard ens and woods .
It is probably widespread in Ireland . On northern
hills it is usually replaced by P. d iligen s (see
Rushton , Luf & Eyre 1991 for habitat characteristics
of this and related species) . P. strenuu s is a wing-
dimorphic, spring breede r, occurring throughout
most of Eu ro pe .
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Map 172
P te r o s ti cb us ver s ico lo r (Sturm,  1824)
Although generally distributed in both Britain and
Ireland, this species is especially common in the
wetter, western areas . It is found in open habitats
such as grassland (including up land moors) and
amble land, especially if either near water or with
high rainfall. It is oft en know n as P. caetu lescens
(mis-spelt coerulescens in Joy 1932) .
The species is day-active, and breeds in the
spring/ summer. The wings are wel develop ed ,
bu t p robably not functional. It occurs throughout
Europe.
Map 171
P te r o s ttc b u s v er na ll y (Panzer,  1795)
This species, referred to as P. crena tu s
(Duftschmid) by Hansen (1996) , is common and
widesp read in bo th Britain (except the northern
half of Scotland) and Ireland . It is a typ ical
species of damp gra ssland with some litter, oft en
near water, bu t it is less hygrophilous than
P. minor or P. d iligen s, an d, un like the latter
species , does not occur at high altitudes (Rushton
et a l. 1991). This species is a wing-d imorphic ,
spring breeder . It is found throughout Europe
excep t the far nor th , extending south to North
Africa.
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Map 173
Abax p ar ail d ep ip edus (Piller & Mitterpacher, 1783)
This species, often referred to as A .  ater (Villers) , is
common and widespread throughout Britain and
Ireland , although records show a westerly bias in the
north of Scotland . It is found in woods and also , in the
north and west, on open moorland with long
vege tation . It preys upon soft-bod ied invertebrates
such as slugs and earthw orms. Both spring- and
summer-b reeding ind ividuals occur within the same
population . A wingless species, A . parallelep pedus is
found throughout central and south ern Europe, being
at the northern limit of its range in Britain .
•
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Map 174
Calotbus ambig uus  (Paykul l , 1790
Nationally Scarce (B) Hyman and Parsons (1992)
This is a local species in England and Wales,
formerly known as C. f uscus Fabricius . It is known
in Scotland only from th e Western Isles, where it
was last reco rded on Barra in 1936 and not
confirmed (Waterston et al: 198 1) . It has not be en
found in Ireland . It occurs in lit le-vegetated sandy
localities, both on the coast and in land in sand pits.
C. a mbtg uus is a winged , autumn breeder, but
some adults also overwinter to breed again . It
occurs throughout Europe except the far north .
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Map 176
Ca la tb us er r a tus (Sahlberg,  1827)
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This species (sometimes known as  C fl avipes
(Duft.)) is widespread throughout Brita in . Only
three Ir ish records have been received , most early
records th ere referring to C.  moth s.  It lives in dry
sandy localities , both on coastal dunes and inland
on heaths. C.  erratus  is wing-d imorphic, and
breeds in the autumn. It is found throughout
Europe except the extreme south .
Map 175
Ca la t b us c inc t us Motschulsk y, 1850
Previously known  as  the subspecies  ety throderus
Gautier of C  mollis  Marsham, the status of this
spec ies has been clarifi ed by Aukema (1990) and
its occurrence in Britain and Ireland  is  discussed
by Anderson and Luf (1994). C.  cinctus  is more
easily confuse d with C  melanocep ba lus  than with
C mollis.  It has been recorded from coastal sand
dunes and lowland heaths  as  far north  as  sou th
Scotland , and in the Isle of Man and Ireland . It is
likely that some , if no t most, of the records of
C melanocep halus  from such localities may in fact
refer to C.  cin ctus.  The species  is  wing-d imorphic ,
and autumn-breeding . It is know n from most parts
of Europe except the far north .
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Map 177
Cala tbus f usd p es (Goeze,  1777)
A comm on and w idesp read species throughout
Britain , but there are relatively few records from
Ireland . It is fou nd in open habitats w ith well-
dra ining so il, including gardens , grassland and
cultivated land . It was formerly known  as
C. cisteloides  (Panzer) . Forms occu r with eithe r
pale or dark appendages; two b lack-legged
specimens from Lincolnshire have lacked the outer
row of elytral punctures, and key out to the
lusitan ian species C.  luctuosus Latreil e .  However ,
the aedeagus of the male appears indistinguishable
from that of typ ical  j uscip es  and they are presumed
to be aberrant examp les of that species . The
species is brachypterous , autumn-breeding , and
occu rs over mo st of Europe except the far nor th .
4
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Calatbus melanocep balus  (Linnaeus, 1758)
This is a widely distributed species in Britain and
Ireland , although some records may in fact refer
to the recen tly recognised C.  cin ctus  (see Aukema
1990; An derson & Luf 1994) . C  melanocep ba lus
is found in ope n habitats ranging from coastal
dunes and lowland heaths (where previous
records are most likely to refer to C.  cinctus)  to
upland grassland and moors. Upland specimens
may have a dark prono tum and appe nda ges, and
are referred to the form  nubigena  Haliday .
C. melanocep ba lus is  usually brachypterous, and  is
an autumn breeder, many individu als overwintering
to breed again . It  is  found throughout Europe .
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Map 180
Cala tbus motlis  (Mars h am ,  1802)
This species is almost exclusively coastal, be ing
found commonly in sand dunes around the whole
of Britain and Ireland . Although it is apparently
occasionally found in sand p its, some of the
inland records may in fact refer to C. cin ctus (see
Auke rna 1990; Anderson & Luf 1994). The
species is fully winged , and autumn-breeding . Its
ran ge extends throughout western Europe and
around the Mediterrane an .
Map 179
Cala tbus nticr op ten ts  (Duft sch nil d, 18 12)
A northern and possibly eastern species, although
there are a numb er of records from Wales . It is
found in shaded , upland localities, such as
coniferous forests and dense Callu na . It is
apparen tly very local in Ireland . C m icrop ten ts is
wingless, breeds main ly in autumn , and is
distribu ted throughout northern, central and
eastern Europe.
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Map 18 1
Cala tbus p iceus (Marshall' , 18 02)
A widely distribu ted species in Britain, and probably
also in Ireland , it is found almost exclusively in
woodland , but also sometimes on coastal dunes. It
is referred to in some older lite rature, as well as by
Lindroth (1985- 86), as C.  rotu ndicollis  Dejean . It is
a w ing-dimorphic, autumn breeder, found in the
west of Europe, Britain being the northern limit of
its range .
3
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Map 182
Sp bodr us leucop btbabnus  (Lin na eus , 17 58)
This very large species was prob ably an
in troduction ; it is found exclusively in bu ildings,
particularly cellars and other da mp , dark
locations, where it is believed to prey on cellar
beetles,  Blap s  sp p . (Tene brion idae). It is now
widely bu t extre mely se ldo m recorded , there
being old records from England north to
Yorkshire , and south Wales . It is also on the
Scottish and Irish li sts , bu t no records have been
received from those countries . Its occurrence in
Ireland is 'high ly questionable but unresolved'
(R. Nash, pers . comm .), but it is included on the
recent Irish checklist (Anderson  et al.  1997) .
leucop htba lm us is  winged , although flight seems
unlikely in th e reg ion on account of its size . It is an
autumn breeder, and , although it occurs throughout
much of Europe except the extreme north , it has
recently become scarce or extinct in most or all
northern European coun tries.
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Map 184
Laem o stenu s ter r ico la (Herb st, 17 8 4)
• •
This species is qu ite widespread in Britain north to
Orkney (Sadler 1993), and is also found in Ireland .
L. terricola occurs in a variety of habitats , both
indoors and in woods and ope n country, where it
may be associated w ith the underground runs of
smal mammals and especially rabbits (Oty ctolag us
cu n icu lus) . L. tetr icola is a wingless, autumn-
breeding species, occurring th roughout most of
Europe except the far north .
6  Map 183
r La e mo stenu s co mp la na tus (Deje an , 18 28 )
In ea rlier literature, the genus l a emosten us is
some times included in Pristony cb us.
L. co mp lana tus is an introduced spe cies, occurring
mainly on the coast near major po rts in both Britain
and Ireland , where it is found in shore litter. There
are some inland records, although confusion with
L. terricola is a possibility. L. comp la na tus
originates from Nort h Africa, but has been sp rea d by
commerce to po rts all ove r the world . It is winged ,
and probably breeds throughout the yea r when
conditions become warm enough .
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Map 185
Pla ty der us ruf tcolli s ( Mars h am , 18 0 2)
Nat io nally Scarce (B) Hyman and Parsons (1992)
P. n tf icollis  is a so u th e rn and eas te rn specie s in
Brita in , extending no rth wards to north -eas t
England , and with a s ing le o ld (1924) Irish re co rd
fro m near Dublin (Sp e igh t  et a L  1982) . It is found
o n dry , sa ndy or ch a lky so ils, in open situations .
The sp ecies is pro b ably w inged , an d au tumn-
b re ed ing . It occu rs only in th e more w este rn
co u ntries of Europ e , w he re it is oft en montane ,
Br ita in re p resenting its north ern limit.
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Map 186
Sy nuchus nitwits (Pan z e r,  1797)
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Th is sp ec ies , desp ite its sp ecific name (w hich
sho uld , acco rdin g to Lind ro th (1985- 86) , be
viva lis  (Illiger)) , is w idespread th roughout Brita in,
and probab ly also Ire lan d . Th e gen eric name was
o riginally  Tap hria .  It is found in a wide variety of
o pen but not too dry hab itats , inc lud ing gard ens ,
grassland , arable land and open woodland .
S. n ivalis  is usually winged ; it b reed s in th e au tumn,
an d has subte rranean w inter larvae . It occurs
th rough out mo st of Europe .
•NO
Map 188
Ag onu m altrip es (Fabrici us , 1796)
This extremely common and widesp read species is
found at the margins of running water from stony
up land streams and rivers to coastal fl ushes. It also
occurs at the edges of lakes. Earlier works refer to
this species as A . rufi corn e (Goeze) . The species
is winged , and primarily a spring breeder, although
some winter larvae also occur, p resumably from
autumn eggs. Its range extends throughout Europe
except the far north , into North Africa and As ia.
Map 187
Oli stb op u s ro tunda t us (Paykull, 1790)
Th is species is widesp read in Britain and Ireland ,
although most Irish records are coastal. Earlier
records pu t the species in the genus Odon tonyx
The typical habitat is rather dry heath with
Callu na , but it is also found in dry grassland and
on dunes . 0 . rotu nd a tus is wing-dimorphic (but
usually winged) , and autumn-breeding . The
European range is mainly western and southern .
•
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Map 189
Agonum assimde  (Payk ul , 1790)
This is a widespre ad species, more local in Scotland
and possibly Ireland , that lives in woodland habitats,
often near water. It is commonly found
overwintering unde r the bark of logs or dead trees.
It is a sp ring breeder, capable of fl ight, found
th rough out Europe except the far so uth .
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Map 190
Agonum dor sale  (Po n to p p id an ,  1763)
This widespread species in England , Wales and
Ireland is becoming more local and largely eastern
in the northern half of Scotland . It is found in dry,
open habitats such as grasslands , gardens and amble
land, especially on chalky so ils. In cereal fi elds it
ove rwinters in fi eld margins (often in large
aggregations) , and migrates in to the fi elds in the
sp ring, where it is a useful predator on aphids
(Coombes & Sotherton 1986) . Much continenta l
work on this and related species refers to the genus
Platy n us Bonelli (- A n ch omen us in Joy 1932).
A . dorsa le is winged , and breeds in the spring . It is
found throughout Europe except the far north , but
is possibly extending its run e northwards .
•0 •
Map 192
Ag o nu m f ulig ino s u m  (Pan zer , 18 09 )
Th is, the commonest species of the sub genus
Eu nap h ilus Chaudoir (sometimes given generic
statu s) , is found throughout bo th Britain and
Ireland . It occurs at the margins of freshwater in
bogs, and especially in the north and west, in
open grassland and moors with high rainfall.
Although A . f u lig in osu m is usually brachyp terous,
occasional winged ind ividuals have be en found in
Brita in (Reid 1981) , and also Ireland. This means
tha t brachyptery may not be used as a specifi c
character, as in the key of Lindroth (1974) . It is a
sp ring-bree ding species, found throughout
nor thern Europe . 4
Map 19 1
Ag o nu m  er iceti  (Pa nze r , 18 09)
Nat ional ly Sca rce (B) Hyman and Parso ns ( 1992)
This spe cies is extremely hygrophilous , being found
in both lowland and up land acid peat bogs with
Sp hagn u m. Rather surprisingly, it is not known
from Ireland , but it occurs throughout Britain ,
although it is extremely local in the south . There
are subfossil specimens from Somerset, although it
is not now found in that county (Duf 1993) .
A . ert en is brachypterous , and breeds in sp ring/
summer, when it can be found ru nning on bare ,
peaty ground in sunshine . It has a scattered
distribution in northern and central Europe , and is
known to be at risk from fragmentation of its we t
heath habitats (de Vries & den Boer 1990).
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Map 193
Ag o nu m g rac ik Sturm, 1824
This species has a wide d istribution like that of the
relate d A . f ulig in osu m , but occu rs more locally,
except in Wales, the no rth of England and possibly
Ireland . It lives in Sp hag nu m bogs, on shaded
margins of freshwater lakes, and in damp , acid
upland grasslands . It is a winged, sp ring breeder,
occurring throughout northern Eu ro p e .
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Map 194
Ag a nu m g rac ilip es (Duft sch mid, 1812)
Nat iona lly Scarc e (A) Hyman and Parso ns ( 1992)
This is a migran t species , recorded from Britain only
when fl ying individuals are blown from the
Continent. Its status as a British resident was
reviewed by Nash (1983) . Most records are from
the east coast, bu t it has also been found on the
coast of Wales (Fowles & Boyce 1992) and on Ailsa
Craig in south-west Scotland (Crowson 1980). It
was deleted from the Irish list by Allen (1977) .
A . g racilip es is a sp ring breeder, which seems to be
decreasing in main land Eu ro p e , where it occurs in a
central band east to Russia.
•s
Map 196
Ag o nu m ma rg in a tu m (Lin n ae us , 1758)
This beetle is widespread in much of England, sou th
Wales and Ireland . In north Wales, northern
England and Scotland it is more local, usually
restricted to lowlands , often near the coast. It
occurs in wet clay or sandy habitats with little
vegetation, usually close to standing water. It is a
fu ll-winged, spring breeder, and is found throughout
Europe (except the far no rth) , the Mediterranean
region and north Africa.
Map 195
Ag o nu m live ns (Gyllen h al, 18 10)
Nat ionally Scarce (B)  Hyman and Parsons  (1992)
This is a local, sou thern and eastern species in
f t En glan d , but there are Irish records from Galway
(Spe ight 1976a) an d Co . a are (Anderso n 1997) .
The record in Hyma n and Parsons (1992) from
'north-west England' is in fact from near Doncaster,
South Yorkshire . It is found in lowland marshes,
cans and damp woodland , and oft en hibe rnates
under bark. There is a subfossil record from
Somerset (Duf 1993) . It is a winged , sp ring
breeder, occurring throughout cen tral and eastern
Europe .
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Map 197
Ag o nu m mica ns  NIco la l, 18 22
A widely distributed but local species in England
and Wales, it is ap parently very local in Scotland
and Ireland . The preferre d hab itat is muddy
edges of ponds and lakes, also carrs and winter-
flooded woods . It is a winged , sp ring breeder,
the adults hibernating under bark . Its range
extends across central, no rthern and eastern
Euro pe . 
-e
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e n Ag o nu m mo es tu m  (Duf tsch m id , 18 12)
This species, which inhabits well-vegetated marshes
and water margins , appears to be common at low
altitudes throughout England , Wales and Ireland , and
has also recently been found in western Scotland
(Ribera , McCracken & Luf 1996, who overlooked a
known but unpublished record from eastern
Scotland) . The taxonomy of the m oestu m/ v id u u m
group has recen tly been revised by Schmidt (1994),
according to which A . m oes tu m should be renamed
A . d uf tsch m id i Schmid; this species is apparently
not British and our A . m oes tu m is in fact A . af ru m
(Duftschmid) . Early records of A . tnoest u m may
also refer to A , vid u u m . The species is winged , and
breeds in the sp ring . Its range covers most of
Europe except the far north .
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Map 200
Ag o nu m nig r um Dejean, 1828
N at io na lly Sca rce (B) Hyman and Parso ns  ( 1992)
A local species, formerly known as A . a tratum and
A . dabli, it inhabits vege tation-rich marshes
(includ ing saltrnarshes) , and the edges of lakes and
oth er stand ing freshw ater. Most records are from the
coasts of England and Wales from East Anglia to
Cumbria and south -west Scotland , but there are
scattered inland records nort h to Yorksh ire . It is on
the Irish list , and was recorded from Clare Island by
Johnson and Halbert (1912). A . nig ru m is a south-
and west-European species at its nor thern limit in
Britain, whose range extends south around the
Mediterrane an to the Middle East It is a
macropterous , spring breeder.
Map 199
Ag o nu m m ueller t (Herbs t, 1784)
This species (formerly A . p aru mp un cta tu m ) is
found commonly throughout Britain and Ireland
in many open habitats that are neither too wet
nor too dry, such as gardens, arab le fi elds if
clayish , grasslands , even open woodlan d, and
dunes near freshwater. Altho ugh A . m ue lleri is
usual y metallic-coloured , black individuals are
sometimes found , and can be mistaken for
A . sablberg i (see Lind roth 1960 for a discussion of
th is species) or dark forms of A . ericeti The
consistently pale first antennal segment is a useful
distinguishing feature in such specimens . The
species is active in the sunshin e, fl ies quite
readily, and breeds in the spring . It occurs
throughout Europe south of the Arctic circle .
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Map 20 1
Ag o nu m o bs cu r u m  (He rb st, 17 84)
This species is widely distributed in south-east
Eng land , be coming more local northwards, and ,
apart from its occu rrence on the Isle of Man , it is
apparently restricted to the area east of the
Penn ine s north of the Humb er—Mersey line . It is
local but scattered in Wales and Ireland , and
ab sent from Scotland . This species inhabits da mp
woodland and well-vegetated marshes , where
there is a good litter laye r. It sometimes
overwinters in large nu mbers in hair-grass
(Descha mp sia) tusso cks at the edge of win ter
ponds . The ecology of this and related marsh
species of Ag on u m is de scribed by Dawson
(1965) . A . obscu ru m is usually brachyp terous and
spring-bree ding, although both winged
ind ividuals and autumn breeding have been
reported . It occu rs th roughout the cen tral
latitudes of Europe .
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Map 20 2
Ag o nu m p iceum  (Lin n aeus , 1758)
This rather local species occurs in scattered localities
throughout Britain and Ireland, inhabiting clayish
so ils with rich vegetation close to water. It has
recently been adde d to the Manx list (Luff 1996a) .
A . p iceu m is winged , sp ring-breeding, and found
throughout north and central Europe.
ci
Map 204
Ag o nu m s c itu lu m  Deje an , 18 28
Na t iona lly Sca rce (A) Hyman and Parsons ( 1992)
This is a ve ry loca l sp ecie s inhab iting shaded
marshy hab itats and can s. It is easily confused with
A . m icans, with which it may co-exist . Only a few
reco rds have bee n re ce ived , the se coming from
so uthern and easte rn England and west Wales .
Rece nt records rece ived from northe rn Ire land are
probab ly A . tnicans, as A . sc itu lu m is not in cluded
on th e latest Irish checklist (Anderso n et al. 1997) .
A . sc itu lu m is probab ly a winged , sp ring-bree ding
species . It has a limite d d istribution in northern and
ce ntral Europe , and is everywhere rare .
Map 203
Ag o nu m q ua d r ip u ncta tu m (Degeer, 1774)
RDB I  Hyman and Parsons  ( 1992)
Th is is a ma inly so uthern species , recorded recently
only from Berkshire , alth ough th ere are o ld records
from northern England an d Sco tland . It is not
kn own from Ire lan d. It is accu cia ted with burn t
ground , especially tha t created by hea th or fore st
fi re s . It is also fou nd u nd er bark . Hyman an d
Parso ns (199 2) regard A . quad np u ncta tum as an
es tablished immigrant, but the pre sent map
sugges ts tha t its co ntinued existe nce in Britain is at
risk . It fl ies re ad ily an d breed s in the spring . On
the Continent it occurs throughout north ern and
eastern Euro pe , and th rou gh Russia to North
Am erica .
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Map 205
Ag o nu m s e xp u nc ia t u m (Lin n aeus, 1758)
Nat ionally Scarce (A) Hyman and Parsons (1992)
This brightly colou red , diurnally active species  is
fou nd locally on mo ist , mossy ground near water,
w here there is little or no tall vegetation , often in
damp patches on otherwise sandy heaths. Recent
records come from England  as  far north as South
Yorkshire , but there are p re-1970 records from
Cumb ria. It  is  no t known from Scotland or Ireland
Th e species is winged and breeds in the sp ring. It
occu rs throughout most of Europe .
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Map 206
Ag o nu m tb o r ey i Deje an, 18 28
•
This species is commo n in well-vegetated marshes,
fens and reed beds in England, Wales and Ireland ,
but it  is  local in Scotland , where it is usual y found in
coastal lowland sites . The type form has pale
elytra, bu t a darker form, p uellum  Dejean , also
occurs, which is commoner in the north of the
species' range . It is a winged sp ring/ summer
breeder, found throughout most of Europe.
aMap 208
Ag o nu m v id uu m (Panzer, 1796)
:de
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This species has a southern and western distribution,
not known from north-east England , but widespread
in Wales and Ireland . It lives in marshes and at the
edges of freshwater where there is abundant
vegetatio n , sometimes co-existing with the closely
related A . moestu m, with which it was confused in
earlier records . Dif eren ces between the two are
discu ssed by Itibe ra et aL (1996). A .  viduu tn is  a
fully winged species which breeds in the spring. It
occurs over most of Europe except the far south
and west.
Map 207
Ag o nu m ver s utu m Sturm, 1824
Nat ionally Sca rce  (B) Hyman and Parsons  (1992)
A very local species recorded from England, Wales
and Ireland , most recent records come from the
Severn basin . There are subfossil records from
Somerse t (Duf 1993). It is found at the edge of
standing water, on poorly draining, well-vegetated
so ils. The species is a full-winged , spring breede r,
whose range extends to central and eastern Europe .
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Map 209
P e r ig o na nig r icep s (Deje an , 183 1)
This in troduced species was first formally recorded
in Britain by Allen (1950b) , although according to
Hinton (1945) it had been found 'near London ' by
1903. It is found occas ion ally in compost and
vege table refuse he aps o r flying to light, mainly in
southern England and south Wales, although it
appears still to be sp reading and has been found as
far north as Yorkshire. It has not been found in
Ireland . P . n tgriceps is a cosmop olitan species,
originating from south Asia, bu t found in Europe
sin ce 1902; the breeding cycle and larvae are
unknown.
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Map 210
A m a r a a e ne a (Degee r,  17 70
•
CD
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This species, once known as A . trivialis (Gyllenh al),
is common in England and Wales, but more local,
although widely distributed , in Scotland and Ireland .
Inhabiting dry, open and sunny habitats, it is often
seen running on paths and in gardens . It is a
diurnal, winged, spring breeder, occurring
throughout Europe except the far north . Desp ite
considerable superficial variation (including a
striking brigh t-green variety on the Ayres , Isle of
Man), this species may be recognised by the sharp ,
linear pronotal foveae .
Map 2 11
A m a ra alp ina  (Pay kul l, 1790)
Map 2 12
Ama ra a nt im bia  Vil a, 18 33
This species, which occurs on dry, sandy so ils with
little vegetation, was probably introduced in to
England only recently, now being found primarily in
the south , bu t with records extending in a band
north-west to coastal dunes in north La ncashire.
There are no records from Wales, Scotland or
Ireland . It is a macropterous, spring-breeding
species, whose range includes central and sou thern
Europe; England  is  the northern limit of its
distribution.
RDB3  Shirt ( 1987), Hyrnan and Parsons ( 1992 )
BA P ( 1995)
Th is species , which inhabits dry heaths sandy and
gravel y moraines,  is  restricted to high altitudes in
the Scottish Highlands . There  is  a record from
South Rona , Inner Heb rides, in 1933 (Peacock  et a l.
1935, in Welch 1983) but this has no t be en verified .
It  is  absent from Ireland. It often has reduced wings ,
and breeds in the summer, probab ly taking two
years to develop into a breeding adu lt. Its
European distribution  is  bo real, rather than alp ine ; it
extends across northern Scand inavia to northern
Russia, Siberia and the extreme north of America .
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Map 2 13
A m a r a ap ricari a (Paykull, 1790)
A com mo n species throughout the east of England
and Scotland , it is apparently more localised (and
oft en coastal) in the west and in Ireland . It is
found on dry, open and sandy so ils, includ ing
amble land , especially if weedy . A . ap rica na fl ies
read ily, and is oft en take n in light traps. It breeds
in the autumn , with winter larvae . It occu rs
throughout Europe and the Ne ar East .
% • 0
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Map 214
A m a r a a u li ca (Panzer, 1796)
4.1)' 0 t .
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This beetle (the A . sp in ip es Schiodte of ea rlier
authors) is common over most of Britain but local
in Scotland and Ireland , although it seems to be
recorded exceptionally frequently from the
Hebrides. Togethe r w ith related species it was
p laced by Jo y (1932) in the genus Cy rto n otus, a
mis-spelling for the currently accepted subgenus
Cu rton ot us Stephens . It lives in dry, well-
vegetated habitats, where the adults climb plants
at night to feed on th e seed heads of Compositae.
It is winged and breeds in the autumn . A . a u lica
is common throughout Europe , and has also been
introduced into North Am erica .
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Map 2 16
A m a r a co m m unis (Panzer, 17 97)
•
This is a widespread and generally common species
found in mainly open habitats such as grasslands ,
cultivated gardens and open woodlands, which are
not too dry. It can tolerate areas of high rainfall
from which many othe r A ma ra may be absent. It is
a macropterous, spring-breed ing species, found
over much of Europe except the far south and
west. Confusion with A . con vex ior is possible .
Map 215
A m a ra W r e ns (Gyilen h al , 18 10)
A common species in eastern England and the
Scottish lowlands , it is more local, and often
coastal, else where , including Ireland . Like the
last, this is another species which is very
abundant in the Hebrides . It lives on san dy soils
with little vegetation. Earlier works refer to it as
A . liv ida Sch iadte . The species flies well, and
breeds in the autumn. It occurs throughout most
of Europe.
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Map 2 17
Ama r a consu la r is (Duf tsch mid, 1812)
Nat ionally Scarce (B) Hyman and Parsons ( 1992)
A local species , all records for which come from
Englan d (mainly th e south and east) , although it is
inc lud ed on the Scottish and Irish lists Hyman and
Parsons (1992) cite occurrences in south -west and
north-east Scotland , following Fowler (1887) and
Moore (195713) resp ectively. A . cons ula ris lives in
open , o ft en humu s-rich sandy or gravelly soils, and
is o ft en found in gravel pits . It is a winged ,
autumn -breeding species, adults having been found
in the late winter and very early sp ring , possibly
ind icating overwintering . It occurs throughout
Europe excep t the far north .
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Map 218
A m a r a  convex ior Stephens, 1828
0 0
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This species (formerly A . con tin ua Thomso n) has a
southern distribution, becoming rarer in north ern
England . No confirmed Scottish records have been
received . A single old record from Ireland is also
doubtful; it is recorded as Irish by both Moore
(19576) and Lind roth (1974); Speight et a l. (1982)
could fmd no published records or specimens , but
see Nash , Anderson and O'Connor (1997) for its
inclusion on the Irish list of Anderson et a l. (1997).
A . convex ior is found in ope n, sunny sites such as
gravel pits. It is a macropterous, diurnal, spring
breeder, occurring throughout central and eastern
Europe except in the north. This species has been
co nfused with A . co m m u n es in the past .
Map 220
A tna ra cu r s ita ns  (Zim m erm ann , 1832)
This species, which usual y inhabits dry gravelly
soils oft en near human ha bitation, is known in
Britain only from two , presu mably introduced ,
specimens taken in London in the 1950s (Allen
1956) . It has not been found in Ireland . Although
it occurs w idely in central and northern Europe , it
is rare throughout its ran ge . 4
Map 2 19
Ama ra co nv ex iu s cula  (Mars h am , 18 02)
This species is found main ly in the east of Englan d
in saltmarshes and coastal grasslands , and locally on
dry, open sites inland . The re are few Scottish and
Welsh records, and it was deleted from the Ir ish list
by Speight et al. (1982), although included by
Anderson et a t (1997) . A . conva t ius cula fl ies
readily and comes to light traps. It is an autu mn
breeder, occurring along the coasts of nor thern and
eastern Europe and the Black Sea, and at inland
saline localities in central and south-east Europe .
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Map 22 1
A ma r a cu r ia  De jea n , 18 28
N at io na lly Sca rc e (B) Hyman and Parsons (1992)
This ve ry local species is found in dry situations
such as gravel p its , chalk and limestone grassland ,
dunes and heath land over most of England and on
the coasts of north and south Wales. Speigh t  et a t
(1982) deleted th is species from th e Irish list, and
the only known Scottish locality is Ailsa Craig
(Crow son 1980), although it has been recorded
from so uth-east Scotland by Fowler (1887) .
A . cu rta  is a macro pterous, sp ring-breeding species
whose range extends throughout central and
eastern Europe .
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Map 222
A m ara eq ue s tr th  (Duft sch rnid, 18 12)
0 r' s
N at iona lly  Scarce ( B) Hyman and Parsons ( 1992)
This scarce species has been recorded most
frequently from southern England , East Anglia and
the southern half of Wales . There are pre-1900
records (as A .p atricia  (Duftschmid)) from northern
England , Scotland and north Wales (Fowler 1887),
and a single recent record from dune grassland on
the east coast of Scotland . It does not occur in
Ireland . It lives in ope n , dry, sandy or calcareous
situations, and in gravel pits. It is a winged, autumn
breeder, occuring throughout most of cen tral and
sou thern Europ e .
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Map 224
A nu tr a f a me lica Zimmermann, 1832
This rare species of damp areas within dry, sandy
heaths is known on ly from isolated localities, mainly
in south and east England , west to Cornwall and
north to S Yorkshire. It  is  absent from Ireland .
There are only two recent records, from Ashdown
Forest, Sussex, and Strensall Common, Yorkshire . It
is a winged , spring-breeding species with a mainly
eastern European range, at its western limit in
Britain.
Map 223
A ma r a e u ty no ta (Panzer, 1796)
Th is species, formerly known  as A . acuminata
(Paykull) ,  is  widesp read throughout England ,
occurring also in Wales, southern Scotland and
the Hebrides . Very few records have , however,
been received from Ireland. Inhabiting open
ground in dunes and weedy bare so il, A . euty nota
has benefi ted from agricultural cultivation . Adults
are active late into the year, this spe cies having an
exceptional y late breeding pe riod . It fl ies readily
and occurs throughout mo st of Euro pe .
a
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Map 225
A m a r a f a m il ia r is  ( 3uf tsch m id, 1812)
This is a common species in England and Wales , bu t
more local in Scotland except on east coast dune
systems and the machair of the Outer Isles. Very
few Irish records have been rece ived . A .f am iliaris
lives in most ope n , sunny and moderate ly dry
habitats , often alongside A . aenea.  It is winged ,
sp ring-breeding and occurs throughout most of
Europe , except the far nor th .
K.
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Map 226
A ma r a f u lv a  (Muel er ,  1776)
•
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Nationally Scarce (B) Hyman and Parsons (1992)
This species is found locally throughout England and
south Wales in open dry, sandy or gravelly
situations , sometimes ne ar water. In Scotland it is
mo re local, and only th ree Ir ish records (all pre-
1970) have be en received . It is capable of fl ight,
and breeds in the autu mn . It occurs throughout
most of Eu ro p e .
Map 228
Ama ra infi ma  (Duftsc h m id , 18 12)
Nat ionally Scarce (A )  Hyman and Parso ns  ( 1992)
This very local species is recorded only from sandy
heathland and dune sites in the south of England ,
East Anglia and Glamorgan . There are old records
in Moore (1957b) from Bedfordshire and north
Lincolnshire . It is not found in Ireland . It occurs
under Callu na or grasses in dry situations . A . infi ma
breeds in autumn and early winter , and may
sometimes overwinte r in the egg stage. Adults
aestivate in the summer, and may breed in more
than one year. Although winged individuals are
known, the species is usually brachypterous, and
flight rare ly or never occurs, perhaps contributing to
this species' limited distribution . Its range extends
to central and north eastern Europe .
Map 227
A ma ra f us ca  Dejean , 1828
RDB2 Shin (1987)
RDB I  Hyman and Parso ns  ( 1992)
The only record submitted for this species was from
Swanley, Kent, in 1942, until it was discovered in
three West Suf olk sites in 1993 (Tell er & Eversham
1994) . It has bee n found again in one of these
localities in 1997. Pre-1900 reco rds from northern
England and Scotland (Fowler 1887) have no t been
confi rmed , but the species was reliably know n at
th at time from Kent, Sussex and Glamorgan . The
recent record from Co. Durham given by Hyman
and Parsons (1992) is an error, possibly referring to
A . n itida . A .j itsca inhabits sandy or gra velly heaths
and slopes, including dunes. It is absent from
Ireland. It is an autumn-breeding species, probably
capable of fl ight, which has a limited , primarily
coastal distribution in cen tral and southern
Europe.
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Map 229
A ma ra luc ida  (Duft sch nil d , 18 12)
Nat ionally Scarce (B) Hyrnanand Parsons (1992)
A main ly coastal species, found locally in sand
dunes and dry grassland in England and Wales, it
also occurs inland in sandy grassland and heaths,
especially in the Breckland region of East Anglia. It
was recorded from Achill Island in western Ireland
by Johnson and Halbert (1912). No records have
been submitted from Scotland , although it appears
on the Scottish list, Hyman and Parsons (1992)
citing occurrence in north-east Scotland, following
Moo re (1957b). A . lucida  is a winge d, sp ring
breeder, extending th roughout Europe except the
far no rth .
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Map 230
A ma ra lu nico lli s  Sch lo edte , 1837
This beetle (the  A . vulga ds  Panzer of early authors)
is widespread in Britain, and possibly also in Ireland .
It occurs in a range of habitats, includ ing moo rland ,
grassland , some arable land and open woodland,
usually on rather dry sandy or peaty ground . It is a
diurnal, macropterous , spring-breeding species ,
found throughout most of Eu ro p e except the far
south and west.
Map 232
Ama ra nitida Sturm , 18 2 5
:
Nat iona lly Scarce (A ) Hyman and Parsons ( 1992)
Whilst this is a rare species , it is neverthe less widely
distributed in England , also recorded in Wales from
Glamorgan (Hyman & Parsons 1992, details not
located) , Merioneth (Morgan 1974) and from a
specimen collected in Montgomery in 1940 (Duff
1992). It is no longer found at its original locality of
Know le in Warwicksh ire (Forsythe 1997), and does
not occur in Ireland . It has been found in various dry
habitats on wel -draining soils from sand dunes to
coniferous forest . The species is macropterous,
probably spring-breeding, and occurs throughout
central Europe.
6 Map 23 1
Anta ra mo nt ivag a Sturm, 18 2 5
4
This species appears to be a rece nt immigrant, and
was added to the British list by Allen (1950b). The
earliest known spe cimen is from Newquay,
Cornw all, in 1934 (Duf 1992). It ha s since sp read
throughout the south of England and Wales, and
is now more common in the east. In Ireland , it
has been known from Killarney, Kerry, since 1938
(Spe ight 1976c) . According to Lindroth (1974) , it
is know n from Scotland , but no records have
been received , and its occurrence there seems
unlikely in the light of its southern distribution in
England and Wales. Confusion with related
species such as A . ova ta and A . s im ila ta is
possible , as the figure s of pronotal pores in
Lindroth (1974, p89) are misleading (the pores
actually being further in from the lateral margins
than on the drawings) . A . m on tivag a flies readily,
and is found in sandy sites , gravel and chalk pits,
where there is we edy vegetation . It is a spring
breeder, found mainl y in mou ntain ous areas of
central Eu ro p e .
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Map 233
A m a r a o va ta  (Fab ricius , 179 2)
A co mmon species throughout Britain except the
far no rth , it is also widely distributed in Ireland .
It occu rs on open , mo de rately dry ground ,
includ ing arab le fi elds , gardens an d grassland . It
often co-exists with the closely related A . sim ila ta ,
and the two species can be diffi cu lt to separate .
A .ova ta is a macropterous, sp ring bree der, found
all over Europe .
*
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Map 234
A m ara p lebej a  (Gy l en ha l, 1810)
This species , som etimes mis-spelt p lebeta , is the
most frequently recorded A ma ra species , found
throughout Britain (except the far north) and
Ireland . It lives in mo ister situations than most
members of the ge nus , preferring humid ,
vegetated so ils, often near water, bu t is also found
on arable clay so ils and intensively managed
grasslands , where it is common. A . p lebeja fl ies
readily It migrates annually from overwintering
sites, such as fi eld margins and grass tussocks , to
spring breeding site s (van Huizen 1977) and has
been found abunda ntly in set-aside . It occurs
through out Europe except the south .
tzr
A local bu t widely distribu ted species, it is found in
Britain as far north as central Scotland, and on the
coast of Ireland . Some au thors refer to it as
A . ruf oc in cta (Sahlberg). It is found in dry localities
including dunes and chalk grassland, and its
prese nce may ind icate man-made gravel substrates
Gr1 9 such as old railway tracks and reclaimed spoil heaps
(Eyre & Luf 1995) . A . p raeten nissa is a winged ,
autumn breeder, found in central and north-eastern
Europe, and in mou ntains further south .
Map 236
A ma ra q u ens eli  (Schoe nh err, 18 06)
0 0
•
Nationally Scarce (A) Hyman and Parsons ( 1992)
This scarce species is restricted to parts of the
Scottish Highlands and Rhum, where it is found on
sandy sites with little vegetation, such as river
banks, dunes and roadside verges. It is absent from
Ireland . It is a winged spe cies that breeds in the
autumn , possibly taking two years to comp lete its
deve lop ment. On the Continent the re are two
fo rm s : quenseli sensu stricto has a mo ntane
distribution throughout much of Europe (also
occurring in North America), while the form silvicola
Zimmermann occurs on coastal dunes from
Scandinavia south to Belgium .
Map 235
Am a ra p ran erm is s a  (Sah lberg ,  1827)
Nationally Scarce (B) Hyman and Parsons (1992)
tzi"
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Map 237
A ma ra s intila ta  (Gyl e n h al , 18 10)
Although common an d widespread in England and
Wales , A . s im ila ta is recorded only from very few ,
w ide ly scattered localities in Scotland and Ireland . It
is found in open habitats on mo de rately dry soils. It
o ft en co-ex ists with the closely related A . ova ta,
although it is said to be less xerophilous than that
sp ecies , and scarcer in the north . A . sim ila ta is a
w inged , sp ring-breeding species occurring across
Europe and Asia as far as j apan .
i v  3
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Map 238
A ma ra sp r eta  Deje an , 1831
Nationally Scarce (B) Hyrnan and Parsons (1992)
Th is very local species has a mainly coastal
distribution, inhabiting sand dunes and sand pits in
eastern and southern England , and in Wales. There
are 19th century records from south-east Scotland
(Fowler 1887), bu t it does not occur in Ireland . It
prefers areas of loose , shifting sand, and oft en
occurs with Cala th us m oilLs It is winged , breeds in
the spring, and its range extends eastwards across
central Europe to Russia.
3Map 240
A ma ra tib ia& (Paykul l, 1798)
•
This common and widesp read species in both
Britain and Ireland may be found on open , sandy
areas of grass and heath on coastal sand dunes or
inland , especially in the south . A . Ubia lis is
winged and breeds in the sp ring and summer. Its
range extends throughout most of Europe excep t
the far north and south .
6 Map 239
r A m a r a s t r emsa Zim m er m an n , 18 32
RDB3 Hyman and Parsons ( 1992)
Pr ima rily a species of coastal saltrnarshes , A . stren ua
is found only in the extreme south-east of England ,
East Anglia (1995) and around the Bristol Channel.
An inland record from Somerset is doub tful (Duf
1993). Acco rding to Hyman and Parsons (1992),
this spe cies has be en recorded since 1970 in south
Devon, bu t no details are available . It has no t been
found in Ireland . In the last century it occurred
mainly on the Isle of Wight (Fowler 1887) . It lives
in litter and under vegetation . A . st re n ua is
probably w inged , but the life cycle is not clear . It
has a rather restricted continental distribution , from
England and Denmark sou thwards to Austria, where
it is found on river banks .
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Map 24 1
Za br us tene brio id e s  (Goeze, 1777)
Nat ionally Scarce (A) Hyman and Parsons (1992)
Z .  te nebrioid es (w hich has also been known as
Z .  g ib bus (Fabricius)) is restricted to the sou th and
east of England and south Wales , where it is found
in grass and cerea l fields . It is absent from Ireland .
Th e larvae eat emerging shoots of cereals, and the
adults climb vege tatio n to feed on seeds . Even in
Brita in it can ach ieve local pest status after hot, dry
se asons (Basse tt 1978) . The species is winged , an d
autumn-breeding . Its range extends southwards
through central and eastern Europe to central Asia,
w here it is a major cereal pest .
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Map 242
H a rp a lu s afi ni s  (Sch rank ,  1781)
•
This species (referred to in earlier works as
H . aeneus (Fabricius)) is common in England and
Wales, but more local in Scotland . In Ireland it
seems to be restricted to coastal localities . It is a
species o f open , dry soils, common in gardens ,
arable land , dry grassland and coastal dunes. It
occurs in a variety of metallic colours (black
individuals are seldom fou nd), with eithe r red or
black legs . The males are mo re brightly coloured
than the females. H . afi n is fl ies readily, and
breeds ma inly in the sp ring, although some eggs
are laid in summer or au tumn , so that both adults
and larvae overwinter. It occu rs throughout
Europe and the Middle East, as we ll as having
been introduced to North America.
•0:1 e  °0
Map 244
H a rp a lus a rdo s ia cu s  Luts ch n ilc, 19 22
Nat ionally Scarce (B)  Hyrnan and Parsons  (1992)
This so uth ern species, sometimes known as
H . rotu nd icollis or H . d if in is, occurs as far no rth as
the Humb er in the east and sou th Wales in the
west. Most recent records are from the sou th coast
and the Thames estuary. It is absent from Ireland .
H . a rdosiacus lives on chalk or limestone soils and
coastal clay, usually being found under stones , or in
cracks in the substrate . It is probably winged , and
breeds in the autumn . Britain represents the
northern limit of its range , which extends south
through France to the Mediterranean countries , the
Middle East and North Africa.
Map 243
H a rp a lus a nx i u s  (Duftsch m id, 18 12)
This species occurs on coastal san d dunes north to
Cumbria and the Isle of Man, and mo re locally on
inland sandy heaths and in sand pits in southern
England. It has be en found in Ireland . It is a winged ,
sp ring breeder, but like H . af in is some individuals
may breed later in the season . Adults breed twice
or more, over two or more years . Its range extends
across Europe except the far north .
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Map 245
H a rp a lu s a ttenu a tu s  Ste p h ens , 1828
A so uth ern sp ecie s of coas tal dunes and dry, sandy
place s inland , it is fou nd in Britain north to Great
Orm es Head , north Wales and Spu rn Head ,
Yorksh ir e . It w as also known as H . consenta neus
Dejean . Its rep orted occu rre nce in th e Isle of Man
(Fow ler 1887) w as d ou bted by Britten (1943) , but
th e sp ecies w as co nfirm ed from th e Ayres in th e
north o f the isla nd in 1992 (Luf 1996a) .
H . a tte n uatus  has not b een recorded from Ireland .
The sp ecies is macro pterous and sp ring
-breeding ,
with a w este rn Eu ro p ean distribution extending
sou th to No rth Afric a .
G
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Map 24 6
H a rp a lus az u r eus  (Fabriciu s , 17 75)
•
q .
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•
Nat ionally  Scarce (B) Hyman and Parsons (1992)
•
This species occurs south of a line from Lincolnshire
to the Mersey, often on open, clay sites on th e
coast, but also inla nd on sunn y chaLk or limestone
slopes . It  is not fou nd in Ireland . H . az um us  is
wing-dimorphic, an d breeds mainly in the sp ring .
The species occurs throughout Eu ro pe except th e
far north , an d into the Midd le East The form  sim ilis
Dejean does not have me tallic colou ration .
<0
RDB1  Shir t  (1987),  Hyman and Parsons  (1992)
Th is species was previously known from several
sites on the Isle of Wight , but has no t been
recorded there since 1914, and it is probably now
extinct in Britain . It occurred on arable land and
in field margins . Little is known of its biology; it
is a southern and weste rn species in Europe , and
may have been introduced to Britain in the late
19th century. It has never occurred in Ireland .
Map 24 7
H a tp a tu s co r d a tus  (D uf tsc h m id ,  18 12)
RDB3  Hyman and Parsons  ( 1992)
BAP (1995)
Ail recent records of this species are from the south
coast of England, where it lives in coastal sand
dunes, although th ere are older (unconfirmed)
records from northern England (Hyman & Parsons
1992) . The record from Gloucestershire in Moore's
(1957b) county listings is not repe ated in Any 's
(1983) recent county list , and should be
disregarded . It does no t occur in Ireland .
H . cordatus is a macropte rous, summer/ autumn
breeder, whose range extends across central and
south ern Europe to Asia. It is at its northern limit in
Britain .
Map 24 8
H a rp a lu s cup r eu s  Dejea n ,  1829
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Map 249
H a rp a lu s dimidia tus (Ross1, 1790)
Nat ionally Scarce (A) Hyman and Parsons (1992)
BA P ( 1995)
This ve ry local species occurs only in sou thern
England , being found in dunes and dry sandy or
calcareous grassland , often on the coast. Localities
cite d in Fowler (1887) ind icate that its range was
formerly more extensive , but it has never been
found in Ireland . It was formerly cal ed H . ca sp ius
(von Steven) . H . d im id ia tus is sp ring-breeding, and
probably winged . It occurs across southern Europe ,
with England being its nort hernmo st limit .
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RDB2 Hymanand Parsons ( 1992)
BAP (1995)
Map 250
H arp alus f roeli cbi Stur m , 1818
This rare species is found on coastal dunes, in sandy
grassland and sand p its, and on heaths. All recent
records come from East Anglia. Moo re (1957b)
includes Yorksh ire and Durham in its county
distribution , but the record from Durham is an error
(Eyre et a l. 1986). It does not occur in Ireland .
H . f roelich i flies readily, and has been taken in light
traps. Individuals with in the same population may
breed in either sp ring or autumn. It has an eastern
European distribution within a rather narrow
latitudinal range, England and central France
marking its weste rn limit.
Map 252
H a rp alu s la tus  (Lin n aeus , 17 58 )
This species is common and widesp read throughout
Britain and Ireland , especially in the north . It can be
found in any habitat which is moderately dry but
not too warm, including woodland, up land grassland
and bracken (Pter idiu m aqu ilin u m) , and dry
heaths . H. latus is winged , and breeds throughout
the warmer part of the year. It is found throughout
central and northern Europe, to the Arctic. A red-
headed form (my th rocep halus Fabricius) occurs.
S Map 25 1
r H a rp a lu s b o ne s tu s  (Du ftsch m k t, 18 12)
RDB  I  Shir t ( 1987), Hyman and Parso ns ( 1992)
It seemed unlikely tha t this spe cies (the true
H . (gna vus Duftschmid) had occurred in Britain for
many years , until an apparently valid (fema le)
specimen was collected on the Cumbrian coast near
the port of Whitehaven in 1994. Further.specimens
of both sexes were subsequently found at the same
site in 1996 (Luf , Read & Copestake 1997) . Of
the old records (all from southern England), the
most recent was from Streatley Berkshire , in 1905
(Allen 1965) . Confusion with the related species
H . rufi ta rsis is possible (see Allen 1965; Lindroth
1972) . H . honestus is a southern European
species, at its northern limit in Britain , with no
occurrences in Ireland .
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Map 253
Ha rp a lus me la ncholic us D ejean , 1829
RDB I Hyman and Parsons ( 1992)
Although not recorded in England since 1964, there
is a recent (1992) record of th is rare species from
Stackpole Warren , south Wales (Harrison 1994) .
Old records are thinly scattered in southern England
and East Anglia . It is absent from Scotland and
Ireland . It has been found on coastal sand dunes ,
and similar san dy habitats inland . H . me lanch olic us
is probably a winged , autumn breeder, but spring
breed ing may also occu r. The species is found
co astally over mu ch of Europe except the north ,
and in a few inland localities .
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Map 254
f l a rp alus H eer , 1837
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Nationally Scarce (A) Hyman and Parsons (1992)
Records of this species (under various synonyms;
see Lind roth 1935; Pope 1977) are scattered south
of a line from the Humber to the Severn, where it
inhabits open ground or grass on calcareous or
alluvial soils. It does not occur in Ireland . According
to Lindroth (1985- 86) , the specifi c name shou ld be
spelt melleti t The separa tion of this species from
the related H . p a rallelus Dejean is difi cult (see
Lindroth 1972); useful features of the genitalia of
these and oth er British members of the subgenus
Op hon us are given in Sciaky (1987), who also
includes a key (in English) to all species of the
group . H. m elleti is winged , probably spring-
breeding , and has a patchy distribution throughout
western and central Europe .
rri "
Map 256
H a rp a lu s ob s c ur us (Fabricius , 1792)
RDB I Hyman and Parsons (1992)
BAP (1995)
This species, an inhabitant of chalk and limestone
soils in inland southern and eastern England, has
yielded very few recent records, these coming from
Gloucestershire , Leicestersh ire (including Rutland —
see Phillips & Evans 1996) and Northamptonshire
(Hens on 1997). It is not found in Ireland . Little is
known of its biology, but it is probably a
macropterous, summer breeder. It has a patchy ,
mostly montane distribution across southern Europe
from Spain to the Crimea .
Map 255
H a rp ed:is neg le c tu s S ALvin e , 18 21
This species of coastal sand du nes is found on the
south and west coasts of England and Wales. It
was deleted from the Ir ish list by Speight et a L
(1982) and does not occur in Scotland .
H. neglectus is a wing-dimorphic, mainly spring-
breeding species . Its distribution is coastal in
northern and western Europe , although it occurs
at in land localities further east.
t6 -
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Map 257
H a rp a lu s p a r a lle lu s  Dejeau, 1829
RD B3 Hyman and Parsons  (1992)
BA P ( 1995)
There are few recent records of th is rare species ,
which is found only in the south and east of
England . Hyman and Parsons (1992) cite old
records from Dorset, south Hampshire, East Anglia
and Bedfordshire . It is mostly coastal, found on
open ground on chaLk soils. Separation of the
species from H . m elleti is discussed by Lind roth
(1972) and th e co mp lex sp ecifi c nomenclature of
these two species is outlined by Lindroth (1935) ,
Pop e (1977) and Sciaky (1987) . H . p a ra llelus is a
sp ring-breeding sp ecies, p robably winged . In view
of the taxonomic confusion within the subgenus
Op hon u.s, its European distribu tion is uncertain, but
seems to extend southw ards to Italy (Sciaky 1987) .
13 6 Maps and  species  acco unts
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Map 258
H a rp a lu s p u nc tatu lus  (D uf tsch m id,  1812 )
Nationally Scarce (A ) Hyman and Parsons  (1992)
BA P (1995)
This local species has a south-eastern distribution
very similar to that of H . a rdosiacus, occurring as far
north as the Humber in the east and south Wales in0° °
the west. It does no t occur in Ireland. It is found on
1 dr y, oft en slightly shaded , ground with some humus0
° and moderate vegetation , usually on chalk. The
species is erroneously referred to asp u nctula tus on
03° the Scheme recording card . H. p u ncta tu lus is
a
mainly a spring breeder. It is winged , its range
extending throughout most of Europe except the
north .
176-
Map 260
Harp alus p uncticoUis (Pay kuil ,  17 98)
RD I33 Hyman and Parsons (1992)
Th is rare species has a similar south -eastern
distribu tion to  H . a rd osiacus  an d  H . p un cta tu lus,
except that there are few er records of
H . p u ncticollis  from the English so uth coast All
re puted Irish sp ecim ens have so far proved to be
H . p u nct icep s  o r  H . ruj iba rbis  (Spe ight  et a l.  1982)
and it is not on th e rece nt Irish ch ecklist
(Anderso n  et aL 1997). It is found on dry, chalk
or gravel soils with some vegetation, and in chalk
pits. H. p u ncticollis  is a macro pte rous, sp ring-
breeding sp ecies whose range extends th roughout
Europe except th e north .
Map 259
Ha tp alu s p u nct icep s (Steph en s , 18 28 )
A predominan tly southern species , oft en cited  as
H . a ng usticollis Muller, it o ccurs coasta lly in Wales
and eas tern Ireland, but inland in southern an d
ce ntral Englan d, and south-west Irelan d (Spe ight  et
aL  1982). Its northern lim it  is  on th e Ayres at th e
north ern extre mity o f th e Isle o f Man . It oc curs on
open , wee dy ground on sandy so ils , oft en after
d isturbance or cu ltivation . The larvae fee d o n th e
se eds of Apiacea e (Brandmayr & Brandma yr 1975) .
H . p u nct icep s is  ab le to fl y , and breeds in the
au tumn . It oc curs throughout central an d southe rn
Europe , and has been in troduced in to North
America.
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Map 26 1
H arp alus quadr ip unctatus  Dejean, 1829
N at ionally Scarce (A) Hyrnan and Parsons (1992)
This is a very local species in England , Scotland and
Ireland , all British po st-1970 reco rds coming from
northern , upland sites although the re are older
records from further south (although the Somerset
reco rd is in some doubt, see Duf 1993). It lives in
cool, shaded habitats , including forest and scrub , on
sa ndy o r gravel y soils. The species is
macro pterous, breeding in either spring or autum n,
and OCCUIS across northern Europe to Siberia, as well
as in montane regions further south .
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Map 262
Harpalusrubrip es  (Du ftsch mid ,  1812)
This species is common in the south and east of
England , becoming mo re local in Wales, Scotland
and Ireland It is usually confmed to the coast
tow ards the limits of its geograp hic range . It is
fou nd on dry, sandy soils on arable land ,
grassland , sand pits and dunes. H . ru bnp es
breeds mainly in sp ring . It is full-winged and
occurs th roughout Europe except the far north.
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Map 264
H a rp a lu s n e ip es  (Dege er, 177 4)
8  :01  r .!  • :A .
H . nsfi p es is a very common and widesp read
species throughout much of Britain and Ireland,
becoming more local in the north and west. It is
found in open, dry situations, especially amble
fi elds on sand or chalk, and on waste ground .
The larvae feed on the seeds of many common
weeds . This species can be a local pest of
straw be rries, when it may be referred to as
'strawbe rry seed beetle' (Briggs 1965) . Many
earlier works refer to this species in the genus
Pseudop honus, often as the species p u bescen s
(Muller) or rufi corn is (Fabricius) . H . n sfi p es is
winged, and breeds in th e summer/ autumn . In
northern England the adults do no t breed until
their second year, giving a bienn ial life cycle (Luf
1980) . It is found throughout Europe where it is
the dominant carabid of cultivated land (Luf
1987) , as well as much of Asia and North Africa,
and has been introduced in to North America .
Map 263
H a rp alus ruf th a rb is  (Fabric ius , 1792)
This , the commonest member of the subgenus
Op bon us, is widespre ad in eastern England , but
mo re local in Scotland , Wales an d Ireland . It
occurs in partly shaded habitats on clay soils with
some humus , oft en in gard ens or agricultural land .
H . rufi ba rbis has been variously referred to as
H . su bp u ncta tus (Stephens), H . brevicollis auct.
and H . sela don Schauberger in earlier literature (see
Lindroth 1935; Pope 1977; Sciaky 1987). This
species is winged , and probably breeds main ly, if
not entirely, in the spring . It is found throughout
mo st of Europe except the far north , and has
been in troduced to North America .
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Map 265
H a ip a lu s r uj ita r s is ( 3u f tsc h m id, 18 12)
This species is commo n only in the sou th of
England , but is found locally th roughout the rest
of England , Wales and Ireland . It was previou sly
(incorrectly) referred to as H . ig na vus by British
authorities; acco rding to Lindroth (1985- 86), the
name rufi ta rsis is pre-occu pied , and the species
shou ld be referred to as H . rufi p a lp is Sturm. Like
many Ha ip a lus, it lives on sandy soils, on heaths ,
dunes and in sand p its . H . rufi ta rsis is a winged ,
sp ring breeder, found through out most of Europe
except the north . A sm aller form , decip ien s
Dejean , also occu rs with the typ e form .
•
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Map 266
H a rp a lu s r up ico la Sturm , 18 18
•
Nationally Scarce (B) Hyman and Parsons (1992)
This is a mainly southern species, although Moore
(1957b) includes Yorksh ire and Lancashire within its
range. It is absen t from Ireland . In sou thern England
and East Anglia it can be found locally on ope n,
calcareous soils, although it may also inhabit coastal
shingle and dry saltmarshes. H . rup icola is winged ,
breeds in the spring, and occurs across Europe
sou th-eastwards to the Urals.
•Map 268
Harp alus scb a ub erg er ia nus Puel , 1937
0
This local specie s has a so uthern and mostly easte rn
distribu tion , with no rece nt records from north of
the Humber—Mersey line . There are no Irish
reco rds . It is found in a va riety of dry hab itats , su ch
as chalk or coasta l grass land, sand an d cha lk pits.
Confusion w ith th e related (an d mu ch comm oner)
H . ruf ih arbis  is possible , especia lly as the nam es
brevicollic  an d  rul iba rb is  have bo th also prev iously
bee n used for  H . sch a u be geria n us  (Pope 1977) .
H . scha u bergeria n us is  a w inged , spring-breeding
sp ecies, occurring in central and so uthern Euro pe  as
far north as southern Britain.
Map 267
Harp alus s a bulicola (Pan ze r, 17 9 6)
RDB3 Hyman and Parsons (1992)
H. sabu licola is  a rare sp ec ies, oc curring ma inly in
southern and eastern England . There are o ld
records from Hertfords hire (Moore 1957b) an d
possib ly Glouceste rshire (Atty 1983) . It ha s not
bee n fou nd in Irelan d . It li ves on dr y sandy or
chalk y so ils , usu ally on th e coas t . Th e sp ecie s  is
a win ge d, autumn breeder. Brita in  is  at th e
northern limit of its range , which ex tends south
th rou gh weste rn Euro pe to the Mediterranean .
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Map 269
H a rp a lu s s e r rip e s (Que nsel in Schoe n herr,
1800
Nat ionally Scarce (B)  Hyman and Parsons  (1992)
Th is local species is now apparently confi ned to th e
south coast of England and south Wales bu t there
are older, inland records northwards into East Anglia .
It does no t occur in Ireland . It has been found on
dunes , in shingle , on sea walls and clif s. The beetle
is  a macropterous , sp ring breeder, occurring
throughout cen tral and southern Eu ro pe .
Q
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Map 270
0
H a ip alu s s e rvu s (Duftsc hmid, 1812)
0
Nat iona lly Sca rce (B) Hyman and Parsons  (1992)
This very local species occurs on sand dunes and
sandy heaths in southern England and sou th Wales
and in the Breckland of East Anglia . Nearly al
recent records are from south-east England . It has
never been found in Ireland . H . servus  is a winged ,
spring breeder, whose range extends through
central and eastern Europe, through Asia to China.
s6-
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Map 272
H a rp a lus ta rd us ( Panz er , 17 96)
This species is widespread in eastern England in
fi elds and gardens on dry so ils, but becomes
mainly coastal in the north and west, where it is
common on sand dunes . The few Irish records
rece ived are all from the east coast. H . ta rclus is a
winged , sp ring breeder, common throughout most
of Europe .
6 Map 27 1
H a rp oau s s ma rag d inu s (Du ftsc ha ld, 18 12 )
Nat ionally Scarc e (B)  Hyrnan and Parsons  (1992)
Like many Ha tp alus spe cies, this is a southern and
eastern species , which is absent from Scotland and
Ireland The most northerly recent record is from
Risby Warren , Lincolnshire , although there are older
records from north Wales and Nottingha mshire . It
was formerly known as H . d iscoideus Erichson. It
has been found on heaths , dry grassland and arab le
land , and in sand pits H. srna ragd in us is a long-
li ved species with both sp ring- and autu mn-
breed ing individuals. Its range includes most of
central and eastern Europe .
a
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Map 273
H a tp a lu s tene br o s us Dejean , 1829
Nat ionally Scarce (A)  Hyrnan and Parsons  (1992)
This is a very local, coastal species, found most
often in the south -west from Cornwall to
Hamp shire, bu t with isolated records from south
Wales to Norfolk . It has not been found in Ireland .
The range of vice-counties w ith old reco rds listed
by Hym an and Parsons (1992) suggests that
H . tenebrosus has become more localised since
1970 . The form occuning in Britain is subspecies
cen tralis Schauberger . It is a sp ring-breeding,
winged species , widesp read in southern Europe , but
at its northern limit in Britain .
Nationally Scarce (A)  Hyman and Parsons  (1992)
.a
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Map 274
H a rp a lus ver na lis (Duftsch m id, 1812)
This, the smallest Ha tpalus in the region, is almost
restricted to the Breckland region of East Anglia,
although there are a few records from other parts of
south and central England . According to Hyman and
Parsons (1992), there are old records from Devon
(Fowler 1887) and an unconfmned record from
Glamorgan There are no records from Scotland or
Ireland. It lives on dry, open slopes, usually south-
facing with little vegetation . Lind roth (1985- 86)
refers to this species as H . p um ilus (Sturm), the name
verna ltrhaving been already used . Confusion with
the continenta l species H . p icip en n is Duftschmid
(formerly regarde d as a synonym of vernalis) is
possible, bu t according to Lindroth (1972) that species
does no t occur in Britain . H . verna lis is a spring
breeder, unusual within its genus in that it is wingless.
It has a central and eastern European range , with
Britain at its north-western limit.
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Anisoda cty lus nemor ivagus  (Duf tschmicl, 1812)
Nationally Scarce (A) Hyman and Parsons (1992)
BAP ( 1995)
Apart from a single recent Irish record from the mu ddy
sho re of a reservoir at Macroom in Co. Cork (Mendel
1993) , this very local species is almost comp letely
restri cted to sandy heaths in southe rn England and
Wales, where it has been recorded recently only from
Surrey , south Hampsh ire and south Wiltshire . It is a
winged , spring breede r, found throughout central and
eastern Europe . 4
Map 275
Anisoclactylus binotatus  (Fahricius,  1787)
Th is species is widely distributed in England
(except the northern most counties) , bu t local or
rare in the rest o f Britain and Ireland. It is found
in damp, open habitats, including clayish arable
fi elds, grasslan d near water, and some marshes.
The species is full-w inged , and breeds in the
sp ring . It occu rs through out Europe (except the
far north), Nonh Africa and Asia Minor, and has been
introduced to North America , where it is surprisingly
sfi ccessful in western Canada (Spe nce & Spe nce
1988) .
' 4
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Map 277
Anisodacty lus p oecdoides ( Ste ph en s , 18 28)
RDB3  Hyman and Parsons ( 1992)
BA P ( 1995)
This species is found only in coastal saltmarshes on
the south and east coasts of England , with all recent
records coming from the Thames estuary. The
post-1970 record from West Sussex in Hyman and
Parsons (1992) is now know n to be an error, bu t
Moo re (1957b) includes Cornwall in the species '
distribu tion . It has never been found in Ireland . It
lives amo ngst the roots of vege tation and under
litter an d stones on mu d . A . p oeciloid es is a
winged , sp ring breeder, found on the coasts of
northern Europe from Germany to northern Spain,
and at saline localities inland in south-east Europe.
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Map 278
Sey balicus oblongiusculus ( Deje an , 18 29)
All records for this species are from the south coast
of Dorset, with the last (unsubstantiated) record
from Portland Bil in 1951 (Allen 1989). Before th is ,
it had no t been recorded since 1926, and Shirt
(1987) regards this former introduction as
'p resumed extinct'. On the Continent
S. oblong iusculd s is found only in France , the
Iberian peninsula and the western Mediterranean ,
including North Africa.
•ags
Map 280
D icheirotri chus obsoletus  (Deje an , 18 29)
Nationally Scarce (B) Hyman and Parsons ( 1992)
Like its congene r, D . obsoletus is  a saltmarsh
species, but with a much more restricted distribution
in sou th ern and eastern England, from Cornwall to
Lincolnshire . There are very few inland records . It
does not occur in Wales or Ireland, and no records
have been received from Scotland , although Moore
(1957b) and H y m a n and Parsons (1992) record it
from sou th Scotland , and the latter also from north-
east Scotland , ap parently in error. This species has
a similar biology to D . gustaui, the ir European
ranges overlapping narrowly, as D . obsoletus
extends south from The Netherlands along the
western European coastline and around the
Mediterranean . It is macropterous, and
presumably capable of fl igh t.
Map 279
D icbeir otr icbus gustavi  Crotch , 1871
This common species, formerly called D . p ubescens
(Paykull), is found in saltmarshes all around the
coasts of Britain and Irela nd, where it lives under
vegetation and stones jus t above the high tide
mark. The species is variab le in colou r, with males
being mainly black, females mostly pale brown . It
breeds in summer, with larvae and some adults
overwintering. It can fly readily, possibly
accounting for occasional inland records . It occurs
on the coasts of northern Europe, from the far no rth
to central France , as well as inland at saline lakes in
central and eastern Europe .
cp"
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Map 28 1
Tr ic b o ce flus cog na t us (Gyl en hal, 18 27)
This species is more or less restricted to Callu na
heath , usually on upland sand and pe at . It is
common in the north of Britain, particu larly on
the Pennines and North York Moors, and local in
Wales and Ireland . T. cogna tus is a
macro pterous , winter/ sp ring breeder, foun d on ly
in the north of Euro pe, includ ing Iceland and
arctic Russia.
•
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Map 282
Tr ichoce llu s p la c id us (Gyllenhal, 1827)
In contrast to T. cogna tus , this is mainly a lowland
species, inhabiting marshes , fens and damp
woodlands with abundant litter . It occurs
throughout the United Kingdom , but
predom inantly in the east. The re are su rprisingly
few reco rds from Wales , the sou th-west of
England or Ireland , but it has recently been found
for the first time on the Isle of Man (Luff 1996a) .
Its biology is apparently similar to that of
T cogna tus, but its distribution is wider, covering
most of central and northern Europ e.
er,
This is a mainly north ern species, inhabiting dry
1 :
Ca llu m; heath on sandy or gravel y so ils,
occasionally also found on heaths in the south of
' g l "
England . There are a few scattered records from
Ireland . This species has a summer aestivation
period , laying eggs both before and aft er the
°
win ter, through which it remains active . It isSri..  
usually, but not always, brachyp terous, and is
a
•
found through out most of Europe. It is referredocco•
 
to by Lindroth (1985- 86) as B . ca u casicus
(Chaudoir) .
Map 284
Bra dy cerlus es ikil  Laczo , 19 12
RDB3  Shirt  (1987)
RDB 1  Hyman and Parsons  (1992)
This species, added to the British list by Lindroth
(1972), was known only from a single 19th
century record from Woking , Surrey, until two
recent specimens were col ected at Ipswich , East
Suffolk (Nash 1979) and in 1996 from Lakenheath ,
West Suf olk . This species is wing-dimorphic, but
little is known about its bio logy. The first Suf olk
specimen was found in moss on a heavy, chalky
so il; the second was amongst a nu mb er of dark
B rady cellus specimens occurring on a roads ide
rubble heap at a site where the rare A ma ra j usca
had earlie r been found . B . cs ik ii has a very
restricted cen tral European range , from The
Netherlands to Poland and Hu ngary, but may be
sp reading. It has yet to be found in Ireland .
Map 283
Br a dy cel us co lla r is  (Paykull, 17 98)
'CP
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Map 285
Br a dy ce llu s d is t inctu s  (Dejean , 1829)
N at ionally Scarce (A) Hyman and Parsons (1992)
Recent records for this species are restricted to
sandy co astal sites in south and east Englan d from
Norfolk to Devon , and sou th Lancashire. There
are older records from central southern England ,
south Wales and the west of Ireland, but these
pro bably refer to B . sha tp i, which was formerly
kn ow n as B . d istin ctus (sens u Fowler, see Sharp
1913) . B . d istin ctus is no t inc lud ed on the mo st
recent Irish checklist (Anderson et a l. 1997) . On
the Continent, B . d istin ctus occurs on coasts from
Ge rmany southw ards around mu ch of the
Mediterranean .
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Map 286
Br ady ce tius b a rp atinu s  (Ser vil e, 1821)
This is a com mon species throughout Britain and
Ireland , found in open country on sandy or pe aty
heaths and grassland, and in some woods. It is
wing-dimorp hic, and breeds in late autumn , when
mass fl ights can occur . Its range extends over
most of Euro p e except the far north, and it has
been introduced in to North America.
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Map 288
Br ady ceilus sba rlyi Joy , 1912
r
This species is recorded widely from mo st of
England, Wales , Ireland and the west of Scotland ,
but records are mo st frequent from the south-eas t.
It is found amongst litter in shaded habitats such
as rank , tussocky grassland and woodland , usually
near water. The species was referred to by
Fowler (1887) as B . d istin ctus, causing confusion
with the true d istin ct :is (Dejean) , which was
introduced as British by Sharp (1913). B . sh cop i is
usually brachyp terous, but occasional full-winged
individuals have been found . Th e breeding
biology is not know n. The species has a very
restricted continental distribution , occurring in
northe rn France, Belgium and the sou thern part of
The Netherlands .
Map 287
Br adycetlus r uf icotli s  (Step h e ns ,  1828)
This species inhabits Callu na heaths on mineral or
organic soils in both Britain and Ireland. It occurs
with B . collaris in the north , bu t has a wider and
generally more southerly overall distribution tha n
that species . In earlier wo rks it is referred to as
B . s im ilis (Dejean) . B. rufi collis breeds in autu mn
and very early sp ring, aes tivating in the summer. It
is fully winged, and occurs over most of Europe.
0-
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Map 289
Br a dy ce l u s ve r bas c i  (Duf tsch m id, 18 12)
This is a wide ly distributed beetle in Britain and
Ire land , though commo n only in the southern half
of England . It is usually found on light soils in
open situations, especially on cultivated land .
B . verbasci is a fully winged , autun m-breeding
sp ecies which fl ies at dusk , and is oft en taken at
light traps. Its range extends throughout central
and w estern Euro pe , reaching its northern limit in
Scotland .
00
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Map 290
Steno lop b us mix tus  (Herbst, 17 84)
•
In Britain this is main ly a south-eastern species , with
a few records from the southern half of Wales.
There are also a few scattered records from the
west of Ireland , and it has recently (1993) be en
discovered on the Isle of Man, bu t it does not occu r
in Scotland. In earlier works it is cal ed
S. vesp ertinus (Panzer). S. mixtus lives in mo ist
habitats such as win ter-fl ooded woodland , marshes
and at the edges of ponds , usually on clay . The
species is a spring breeder that fl ies readily at night .
It occurs throughout Europe excep t the far north .
Map 292
Steno lop b us teu to nus  (Schran k, 17 81)
Nat ional ly Scarce ( B)  Hyman and Parso ns ( 1992)
S. teuton us  inhabits damp , rather open ground near
water, such as gravel pits and pond margins . It is
found only in southern England and south Wales,
most recent records coming from Hampshire, Surrey
and Sussex. Hyman and Parsons (1992) also record
it from the east Midlands region, based on the
Victoria County Histo ry record from Madingley,
Cambridgeshire. Like its congeners,  S. teu ton us  is a
winged, sp ring breeder. It  is  found throughout
southern and central Europe, occurring no further
north than England .
6 Map 29 1
r Steno lop bu s s k r tms bir a nus Ste p h e ns , 18 28
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Na t iona lly Scar ce (A ) Hyman and Parso ns ( 1992)
This species is found lor ally in fens , marshes and
well-vegetated lakesides in south ern and eastern
England . Apart from occurrences at Woodwalton
Fen and from a garden pond in South Lincolnshire
(Key 1996b), al recent records come from on or
near the coast.  S.  skti mshiranus  is a winged ,
spring-breed ing species, found in central , sou thern
and weste rn Europe, although abse nt from Ireland
•
•4 )
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Map 293
A cup a lp us b ru nnip es ( Sturm , 18 25)
Nat ionally Scarce (A) Hyman and Parsons ( 1992)
This ve ry local be etle occurs only in southern
England , being recorded recently only from Dorse t.
It does not occur in Ireland . It lives in moss and
litter on mud near wate r, includ ing in saltmarshes.
Separation of A . br u n n ip es from A . d ubius requ ires
close examination , as the dorsal elytral punctures,
lacking in A . bru n n ip es, can be ve ry difi cult to see
in so me exampes of A . d ubius . A . bru n n ip es is a
winge d , sp ring breeder, occurring locally in northern
and western Europe, North Africa and Greece .
Britain is at the northern limit of its range .
154 Maps and species accounts
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Map 294
Acup alp u s co nsp u tus (Du ft sc h m id , 18 12)
Nationally Scarce (B) Hyman and Parsons (1992)
This spe cies, previously placed in the genus
A ntbracus, has a southern and eastern distribution in
Britain , as far north as a line from Yorkshire to south
Wales. There are also three records from Ireland ,
where it was fi rst found in 1980 (Ande rson 1981).
It is found under stones in shaded places on the
edge of standing (usually stagnant) water,
especially if this dries up in the summer, and on the
coast under litter. A . consp utus is winged , breeds
in the spring , and occurs across central and eastern
Europe .
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Map 296
A cup a lp us d ub ius Sc hilsky, 1888
This, the commonest species of the genus , is
freq ue ntly found amongst litter in marshy habitats
as far north as Yorkshire, but seems to be
extremely local or rare further north than this.
The re are very few Irish and Scottish records . It
has often been referred to as A . /u ric/us, and in
Joy (1932) as A . lu teatus Duftschrnid . It is a
winged , spring-breeding species, with a rathe r
mo re localised European distribution than its
congeners, occurring in central northern Europe
and occasional localities further south .
Map 295
A cup alp u s d a r s a lis (Fahric ius , 1787)
This widespread species is found as far north as
sou th-west Scotland, bu t is local th roughout its
range, especial y in the north and west . Although
it is on the Ir ish list (Anderso n et at 1997) , no
reco rds have been received from tha t country; it
has , however, recently be en found for the first
time on the Isle o f Man (Luf 1996a). It occurs in
exposed but da mp lowland habitats on acid,
peaty so ils, usually with abundant vegetation
nearby . A . dorsa lis fl ies very readily, and breeds
in the sp ring. It is a very variable species , and
confusion with related species such as A . elega t s
(see Plant & Drane 1988) and A . f lavicollis can
occur. Its range covers the whole of Europe
except the far north .
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Map 297
A cup atp us e leg a ns ( De je an , 18 29)
RDB I Shirt ( 1987)
'Ext inct' Hyman and Parsons ( 1992)
This species is p robably extinct in Britain. It used to
occu r in coastal saltmarshes, wet fl ushes and
underclif s along the Thames estuary , and was last
fou nd in saltmarshes on the Isle of Grain , north Kent
in 1952 (Whicher 1953) . A possible po pulation on
the south coast of England is now considered to be
a form of A . dorsa lis (Plant & Drane 1988), and all
other recent records are considered to be erroneous
(Hyma n & Parsons 1992) . It has never been found
in Ire land . On the Continent it is restricted to coastal
an d saline habitats , mostly aroun d the
Mediterranean.
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Map 298
Acup alp us ex ig u us Deje an, 18 29
The distribution of this species is generally similar to
that of A . consp utus, although it has been fou nd
slightly further north (Cumbria), and unlike that
species has not be en recorded from Ireland . Deta ils
of the north Wales record in Hyman and Parsons
(1992) cann ot be found . The species occu rs in
shaded marshy sites, usually on clay soils, and is also
found on the coast in strandline debris and in
saltmarshes. It is winged , and probably breeds very
early in the spring , so tha t adults are seldom found
after May. Its range extends across central and
eastern Europe.
E73-
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Acup alp u s merid ia nus  (Lin naeus , 17 61)
This species is common in the sou thern half of
England , bu t very local or absent elsewhere . In
Wales and the south-west it is usually coastal, and
it does not occur north of mid-Yorkshire. It is
absent from Ireland . It is the only member of the
genus not closely tied to water, being found on
op en , sunny ground , especially on clay or peat.
It may occur on heavy arable land , and is
especially frequent in gardens in the Londo n area.
It bree ds in the spring , when it fl ies extremely
readily. The species occurs across Europe except
the far north .
Map 299
Acup a lp us j la vica li s  (Sturm , 182 5)
Nat iona lly Scar ce (A) Hyrnan and Pars ons ( 1992)
A very local species found from Fa st Anglia to
Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly, recent records show
a southerly bias . Records given by Hyman and
Parsons (1992) for South Wiltsh ire and East Sussex
since 1970 cannot be confumed, and the record for
South-west Yorksh ire is an erro r for A . d ubius.
A . f lavicollis is not foun d in Wales Scotland or
Ire land . It lives on river ba nks an d in gravel pits in
fi ne silt-covered sand with sparse vegetation and
some mosses, also sometimes in b ogs. A . f lavicollis
is macropterous spring-breeding, and occurs
throughout central Europe , with Britain near its
western li mit
' 3
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Map 30 1
Lic inus d ep r e ss u s ( Pay k ul l,  1790)
Nat ionally Scarce (B) Hyman and Parsons ( 1992)
This is a pred ominantly south ern and eastern
species, occurring as far north as Du rham , and as far
west as the Gower peninsula on the sou th Wales
co ast. The genus Lic in us does not occu r in
Scotland or Ireland . L. dep ressus is a snail-feeder,
occurring on dry, usually calcareous soils, in
grassland or woodland , also in chalk and gravel p its.
It is brachypterous and autumn-breeding in Britain .
It occurs across Europe except the north and far
south .
176"
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Map 302
Licinu s p u ncta tu lus ( Fabri cius, 1792)
Nationally Scarce (A) Hyman and Parsons (1992)
L. p u nctatu lus has a similar bio logy to L dep ress us,
but is much more restricted in range than tha t
species , now being found only in the south of
England , often on the coast, where the two species
may co-exis t. This species' name was mis-spelt on
the Scheme recording card as p u nctulatus,
following Kloet and Hincks (1945) , and it has also
been known as L. silp hoides (Eabricius) . Older
records extend north to Northamp tonsh ire and
south Lincolnshire (Hyman & Parsons 1992),
although the record from Glamorgan in the same
work is erroneous, referring to L. d ep tr ssus.
L. p u ncta tu lus has a south -western European
distribution , extending to the western
Mediterranean . It reaches its northern limit in
Britain, and does not occur east of Belgium .
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Map 304
Bad is te r b ip us tu la t u s  (Fab r iciu s , 1792)
This is the most widespread member of the genus,
and the only one not associated with water. It
occurs throughout much of Britain and Ireland on
open , dry and oft en sandy soils, usual y at low
altitudes . In Scotland it is almost exclusively coastal,
being found on sand dunes and coastal grasslands
The species fl ies readily, and breeds in the spring.
It occurs all ove r Europe except the far north .
Acco rding to Lindroth (1985- 86) , the species shou ld
be referred to as B. bulla tus (Schrank) . The related
continental B . lacertosus Sturm shou ld perhap s also
be looked out for in Britain (Lindroth 1972); it has a
more truncate front margin to the black elytral
markings, and the elytra are more strongly
iridescent . 4
Map 303
Ba lus te r a no ma lus  (Perris , 18 66)
RDB I  Hyman and Parsons ( 1992)
BA P  ( 1495)
Th is very /a re spe cies is recorded in Britain only
from the south of England from Kent to Dorset,
with no recent records fur ther west than Sussex . In
1993 it was also discovered at Lou gh Gash, Co .
Clare , Ireland. Hanse n (1996) refers to it as
B . colla ris Motschulsky . It occurs at the edges of
water-filled sand and grave l pits, and by shaded
ponds . It is a macropterous , spring breeder, fou nd
locally in north-west Eu ro p e, the Balkans and the
Middle East
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Map 305
Ba d is te r d i ta ta t u s Chaudo lr , 1837
Nat ionally  Scarce (13) Hyman and Parsons (1992)
B. d ila tatus was first recognised as British only in
1927, and records of the closely related and
similarly distributed B. peltatus prior to this date
may in fact refer to the present species. Most
records for B. dilatatusare from the south coast of
England, but there are scattered occurrences north
to Lincolnshire in the east and Anglesey in the west,
and in southern Ireland. It is found on mud or in
lush vegetation beside standing freshwater.
B. d ila tatus is winged and spring-breeding. It
occurs over most of western Europe.
o
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Buett n er mer td io na lis Puel,  1923
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RDBI/ Int er m ediat e Hyman and Parsons ( 1992)
This species was added to the British list (Lindroth
1972) on the basis of three old records, two from
the Oxford area and one from Tewkesbury,
Gloucestershire. There are confi rmatory recent
records from Gloucestershire (Whitehead 1991),
Otmoor in Oxfordshire and the west of Ireland
(Speight 1976b). On the Continent it is found on
open but firm soils near water, but it is less
hygrophilous than B. un ip ustula tus. Its European
distribution is uncertain, but there are scattered
records from a number of central European
countries.
'4. Map 307Bad is te r peltasus (Pan ze r, 1797)
Map 308
Ba d is ter s a chil ic  (Du fts ch m id, 18 12)
This species is widespread in England, more
sp aringly distributed in Wales and Ireland , and in
Scotland restricted to the sou th-west. It is found
in damp areas with abundant litter within
wood land on clay so ils . It is a winged , spring-
breed ing species , found throughout much of
Europ e except the far north .
Nationally Scarce (A) Hyman and Parsons  (1992)
BA P (1995)
Although th is species has a similar southern
distribution and occup ies a similar wet habitat to
B. d ila ta tus, it is more local than that species , with
fewer records throughout the occup ied area. Older
records may we ll refer to B . d ilata tus. B . p eltatus
was confi rmed as present in Ireland by Spe ight
(1977), records suggesting that it is widely
distributed but very local there . On the Continent,
B . p elta tus is more widespread than B . d ila ta tus,
occurring across most of central and eastern Euro pe .
4
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Map 309
Ba d is te r u nip u s tula t u s Bo nelli, 1813
N at io na lly Scarce ( B)  Hyman and Parso ns ( 1992)
This sp ecies occurs in southern and eastern England
as far north as Yorkshire , and in south Wales . The re
are Irish records from Co . Kerry (Speight et a l.
1982) . It occu rs in fen s and wet, marshy
woodlands , usually in litter near standing water or
hibern ating under bark . B . u n ip us tu latus is winged ,
an d possibly breeds in summer, rather later than
other Bad tster sp ecie s . Its ran ge extends across
mo st of Europe .
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P a nag a eus bip us tu la tus (Fabricius , 1775)
N at io na lly S ca rce ( B)  Hyman and Parsons ( 1992)
This is a local species of dry, sandy or calcareous
grasslands and dunes , found also in sand, chalk and
gravel p its. It occurs over most of sou thern
England, sou th Wales and East Anglia, and locally
north to Yorkshire . It is not reco rded from Ireland
or Scotland . This species used also to be called
P . qua d np us tu la tus Sturm . P. bip ustulatu s  is a
winged, spring breeder, occurring across Europe
except the far north and south .
aMap 3 12
Cb la e nius nig r ic or nis (Fabricius, 1787)
Nationally Scarce (B Hyman and Parsons ( 1992)
This  is  a widesp read species in England, Wales and
Ireland , bu t no records have been received from
Scotland . Most recent records have tended to come
from the west of the species' range , especially from
Wales and the Severn region . It lives in marshes,
wet grassland , moorland and mires, and in coastal
litter . There is a red-legged variety,  melanocorra s
Dejean, which occurs alongside the usual form. The
spe cies is a winged , spring breeder, occurring over
most of Europe. 4
Map 3 11
P a na g a e ns c r u x m aJo r (Linnaeus, 1758)
RDB2 Shirt ( 1987)
RDB I Hyman and Parsons (1992)
BA P (1995)
This rare species used to occur locally in marshes
and fens throughout south and east England and in
Ireland, bu t them are only four recent records, from
Galway, western Ireland (Speight  et al.  1982), south
Wales Lincolnshire and Yorkshire . Habitats include
the area around a dune slack pond , and coastal
saltmarsh grassland . As far as is known,
P. cru xmajor is  a winged, spring-breeding species.
It occurs throughout central and southern Europe to
the Midd le East and North Africa, but is known to be
decreasing elsewhere in the north of its range.
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Map 3 13
Clil a e nius ni t id ulu s (Sc hran k, 1781)
RDB  I Shirt  (1987),  Hyman and Parsons  ( 1992)
Th is species (also referred to as C.  scbranki
(Duftschmid)) has been recorded on ly once this
century, from Dorset in 1930 , and is now presumed
to be extinct . It was known in the previous century
from the Isle of Wigh t and Eas t Su ssex (Fow le r
1887) . It o ccu rs over mu ch of Europe north to
southern parts of Scandin avia, be ing found usually
on open , sunny ground near water It has never
be en found in Ireland .
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Map 3 14
Cb ta enius tr is t is (Sc haller,  1783)
RDB  I Shirt  ( 1987),  Hyman and Parsons  ( 1992)
The only record of this endangered species valid for
th is Atlas is from north Wales (Shirt 1987) where it
still occurs (Hodge 1998), although there have also
be en two occurrences in the west of Ireland
(Speight 1977) . There are 19th cen tury records
from the fens and bogs of eastern England , but the
species would now seem to be extinct in that are a.
Subfossil specimens are recorded from Somerset
(Duf 1993). C.  tristis  li ves in dense vegetation ,
mo ss and tussocks on very wet ground . It  is  a
sp ring breeder, and is believed to hibernate far from
water, so presumably dispersal fl ight occurs. It is
found over most of Europe except the far no rth .
Old records refer to it  as C. bolasericeus  (Fabricius) .
oMap 3 16
Ca lli s tus lu na tus  (Fabricius , 177 5)
a
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RDB I Shirt ( 1987), Hyman and Parsons (1992)
Although th is very d istinctive species has been
recorded from chalk dow nland in south-east England
from Ken t to Berksh ire , there has only bee n one
re ce nt re co rd , and th e species may now be extinct .
It has never bee n fou nd in Wales, Scotland or
Ire lan d . It is a macro pterous, sp ring-breeding
sp ecies, occurring throughout central and south ern
Europe.
Map 3 15
Cb la enius ves t tt us  (Paykull , 17 90)
Th is species  is  w idesp read in th e so uth of Englan d
and Wales , but confmed to a few coas tal reco rds
north of the Hu mber, except for a rece nt inland fmd
at Wheldrake Ings, south-east Yorksh ire . It  is
ap pare ntly w idesp read at least in th e wes t o f
Ireland, but it is not kn own from Sco tland . It occurs
in clay or mu d at th e edges of po nds, lake s and
rivers , where it hides in cracks during the day .
C  vestitus is  winged and sp ring-b reed ing . It  is
fou nd th roughout Europe (e xcept th e far north) to
North Africa and the Middle East
1=6"
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Map 3 17
Oo d e s b e lop io ide s (Fab ric lu s 17 9 2)
Nat iona lly Sca rce (B)  Hyman and Parsons  (1992)
This beetle is widesp read but local th roughout
southern England and sou th Wales, becoming rare in
the north . It is not recorded from e ither Scotland or
Ire land . It is found at the margins of well-vegetated
lakes, slow rivers and fens, and is active underwater
as wel as on the margina l mud. 0 .  helop ioides  can
fl y , an d breeds in the sp ring/ summer. Its range
extends throughout Europe except the far north .
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Map 3 18
Od a ca nt b a me la nu r a ( Lin n aeus , 17 6 7)
Nat ionally Scarce (B)  Hyman and Parsons  (1992)
This spe cies occu rs in the sou th of England and
Wales, usually on or near the coast bu t also in inland
fens . It is absent from Scotland and Ireland . It is
associated with ree d be ds and can be found
sheltering in fl oating heaps of dead reeds , or in ree d
stems, where the newly emerged adults overwinter.
0 .  nwlanura  is a winged , sp ring breeder, occurring
th roughout most of Europe sou th of sou thern
Scandinavia.
Map 320
Lebi a cb lo r ocep b a la  (Ho ffman nsegg, 18 03)
Nat ionally Scarce (B)  Hyman and Parsons  (1992)
This species is widely distributed over most of
England and Wales , but very few records have
been received from Scotland , although according
to Crowson and Crowson (1963) it used to occur
throughout the Scottish lowlands in the last
century. It is on the Irish list, but no records have
been rece ived .  L. cblorocep ha la  is found in both
wet and dry habitats , from rough , tussocky
vegetation or open grassland to woodland
(usually near water). It can be swept from
vegetation in the evenings.  L. chloro cep ba la is  a
spring/ summer breeder, whose larvae are
ectoparasitic on pupae of  Chtysolina  species
(Lindroth 1954) and possibly other
Chrysomelidae . The develop ment is extremely
rap id , so that adu lts can occur at almost any time
of year. It occurs over most of Eu ro p e exc ept at
the far north and south .
Map 3 19
Ma s or eus w eu er b aM  (Gyile n hal, 18 13)
Nat ional ly Scarce  (A) Hyrnan and Parsons  ( 1992)
This very local species occurs mainly on the coast ,
be ing found in san dy or gravelly sites such as dunes
and shingle from the Humb er to Cornwall, but
absent from Wales , Scotland and Ireland . It also
occu rs in land on d ry heaths in Norfolk, whe re it
shelters under  Calluna . M. wenerballi is  wing-
dimorphic, although usually brachypterous, and
breeds in the autu mn . It is found in much of north
and western Europe, and around the Mediterranean .
Iz % a 4
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Map 321
Leb ia cn a m ino r  (Lin naeus , 17 58)
RDB I Shirt (1987), Hyman and Parsons (1992)
Th is species is now known only from a few sites in
southern England and Ireland , although it used to
extend in to south Scotland (Fowler 1887) .
Localities from which recent records have been
rece ived include east Cornwall and East Sussex in
England, and Co. Clare (MacKechnie Jarvis 1972)
and Co. Fermanagh in Ireland . It has been found in
dr y meadows, and the likely larval host is the
chrysomelid Galeruca ta naceti (Linnaeus) .
L. crux m in or is macropterous, probably summer-
breeding, and has a very wide distribution from
western Europe to Japan .
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Map 322
Lebia cy a nocep b ala  (Lin naeu s, 17 58)
RDB I Hyman and Parsons ( 1992)
BA P (1995)
This species is rarer even than the last, with only
one recent record , from Thursley Common, Surrey,
in 1997. Previou sly the most recent record was
from Chip stead , also in Surrey, in 1951. Older
records extend north to the Isle of Man (Fowler
1887 ; Britten 194 3) b u t n o t to Ireland .
L. cy anocep hala occurs on open , dry sites on sand
or gravel, and is usually found amongst p lants such
as  Compositae . Biological details are no t known , but
it  is  distributed across central and so uthern Europe .
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Map 324
Demetr ia s imp erial's (Ge rm ar , 18 24 )
Nat ionally Sca rce (B) Hyrnan and Parso ns  ( 1992)
This spe cies used to be more or less confmed to the
East Anglian fens and Thames marshes, living
among tall plants such as rushes (Ju ncus spp .) ,
growing in water. In the last 30 years, however, its
range has expanded considerab ly, and it is now
recorded throughout much of south-east England , in
reed beds and floo d litte r. It is absent from Wales ,
Scotland and Ireland. D .  imper ialis is a
macropterous , spring-breeding species, found across
cen tral Europe and North Africa; it is also increasing
in Belgium. 4
Map 323
Demetr ta s a tr icap i llus (Lin na eus , 17 58 )
This genus is so metimes referred to as  Risopbilusin
earlier works. D .  a tricap illus is a very common
species in the south and east of England , bu t
more local and usually coastal in northern
England and Wales . It is also local in Ireland , bu t
abse nt from Scotland . It occurs on dry, open
grassland, waste ground , coastal dunes and arab le
fields, and can often be found overwin tering in
grass ruscor ks . In cereal fi elds it is a valuable
preda tor on aphids, climbing the vegetation at
night to feed . The species fl ies readily, and is a
spring breeder. It occurs throughout Euro pe
except the north .
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Map 325
D emetr ios monostig ma Sam ouelle , 1819
Nat ional ly Scarce ( B) Hyman and Parsons (1992)
This primarily southern species occu rs locally
around the coast from Yorksh ire to Wales , though
it may also occu r inland . It is not recorded from
either Scotlan d or Ireland . It lives amongst plant
litte r, both on dunes an d in other wet habitats
such as fen s . The species is a brachyp terous,
sp ring bree der, occu rring acro ss mo st of Europe.
It was formerly know n as D . un ip uncta tus
(Ge rmar) .
•
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Map 326
D r omi us ne tts (Fabriclus,  1787)
• • •
Although this species is widespread and not
uncommon ove r most of Britain, it  is  no t know n
from Ireland . It is one of a group of arbore al
species, found in bo th coniferous and deciduous
woodland, living on trees during the sp ring and
su mmer whe n it breeds , and overwintering at the
base of tree trunks. It is full-winged , and occurs
across Europe except the far south . A two-spotted
form,  bima cu la tus  Dejean , occu rs with the
normal, unico loured form.
Map 328
Dr o m ius line a r is (Oliv ier , 17 95)
This species is widely distributed in Britain , bu t is
usually coastal in the north . There are only a
few , scattered Irish records. It lives in dry,
tussocky grasslands and on coastal dunes.
D . linea ris probably breeds throughout the year,
and can be found by sweeping at night, when the
beetles climb vegetation to feed . Larvae have been
found within the dry, dead stems of cock's-foot
(Da cry lis g lom erata) (Luff 1966) . This species is
usually brachyp terous, but winged individuals have
occasionally been found both in Britain and on the
Continent . It occurs across central and western
regions of Europe.
Map 327
Drom fu s a ng u mu s Br ul e, 1834
This is a more localised sp ecies than the related
D. ag ilis and D mericliona 4 found mainly in the
east from the Scottish Highlands to the south coast
of England. There is a single Welsh record but it is
absent from Ireland. D. a ng ustus is usually
associated with pines , and possibly other conifers .
The species is summer-breed ing (although adults
may be found throughout the year), and has a
rather limited continental distribu tion centred on
France , Germany and adjacent coun tries .
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Map 329
D r o m iu s lo ng icep s  De je an , 18 26
RDB2  Shirt (1987)
Nat io nally Scarce  (A) Hyman and Parsons ( 1992)
This is a very local species, restricted to a few sites
in the east of England from Yorkshire to south
Essex, although there are subfossil records from
Somerset (Duf 1993) . It is ab sent from Wales ,
Scotland and Ireland . It occurs in fens, marshes and
reed be ds , and also on the coast under tu fts of
ve getation . D . long icep s is a full-winged , sp ring
breeder, although the larvae have been found
w ithin th e stems of rushes in win ter . It is a central
European species whose range is possibly
exp anding.
TR .
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Map 330
 us m e la no cep h atus De jea n , 18 2 5
A common species of dry grassland and dunes, its
distribution is very similar to that of D . linea ris, with
which it often co-exists . D . m ela nocep halus is
mo re local in the north than D . lin ea ris, however,
with on ly scatte red Scottish records . It is apparently
widespread in Ireland . The species is a winged ,
spring breeder, found in central and western
Europe , but absent in the east except around the
Mediterranean .
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Map 332
D r o nd us no ta tus  Steph e ns , 18 27
This primarily coastal species, often known as
D . n tg riventris Thomson , is loca lly common over
much of Britain, especially the eastern coasts of
northern England and Scotland , and the south of
East Anglia . It is widesp read in Ireland. It occurs
in dune vegetation where , in less exposed areas,
it may co-exist with D. mela nocep halus and
D . lin earis. 13 . nota tus is usually brachyp terous, but
winged specimens sometimes occur. It is found
throughout Europe except the far north and east .
Map 33 1
D r o m ius ine r td i o na li s  Dejea n , 18 2 5
This arboreal species is widespread in Eng land and
Wales , where it is found mostly on deciduous trees .
There are recen t records from the east and north of
Ireland , but the re are few recent Scottish records .
The b imaculate form is d iscus Puel.
D. merid iona lis is winged, summer-breeding , and
has a strongly western European distribution .
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Map 333
D r omi us quadr imacula tus (LI nnaeus, 1758)
This arboreal, predatory species is common and
w idespread throughout Britain and mu ch of
Ireland . It is found mainly on deciduous trees,
but also sometimes on co nifers, overwinte ring at
the base of the tree trunks . D . quadrim acula tus
is summer-breeding and macropterous, occu rring
th roughout Europe .
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40 . •• •1. 6 D romius quad r tnotatus (Zen lcer l n Panzer ,Iry 6
 1800)
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. This arboreal species is , usually (but notr 84 exclusively) found on conifers . Although widely
a •
•
a i d . • 16.  % distribu ted , it is general y less common than
• c`  • al• • 1 • D . qua d rim a cu latus, with very few Irish records .
_
The species is a full-winged , summer breeder,
o si o
• • o l which overwinters under flakes of bark near the
•I • •  r • bases of tree trunks. It is found throughout most of
Europe . Lindroth (1986) refers to it as sp ilotus
(ll iger).
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Map 336
D r o m iu s s ig ma (Ro s s i, 17 9 0 )
RDB2 Shirt (1987)
Nat ionally Scarce (A ) Hyman and Parsons (1992)
BAP (1995) 
Th is is a ver y local sp ecie s found in w et hab itats
such as m arshes, fens an d flooded gravel pits .
Rece nt reco rds are mostly from central an d eastern
Englan d , but older records show that th is species
was once more wide ly distributed in East Anglia ,
and as far north as Cumberlan d (Fow ler 1887) . It is
absent from Wales, Sco tland and Irelan d . The
sp ecies is probab ly sp ring-breed ing , and wing -
dimorp hic, alth ough only brachypterous specimens
have been found in Brita in . Its range ex tends over
most of Europe .
Map 335
D r o m i us g u m ir is ig na tu s D e je an ,  18 25
RDB3 Shirt ( 1987)
RDB I Hyman and Parsons (1992)
BA P (1995)
This is by far th e rares t of the fou r-sp otted , arbo rea l
D rom ius specie s, with only scattered records from
south and central England and eastern Scotland . It
does not occur in Ire land . It is found on deciduous
trees and shrubs, an d among twigs an d dea d wood
on the grou nd . It is full-winge d, and probably a
sp ring/ summe r bree der , o ccurring in central and
southern Europe .
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Map 337
D ro m iu s vectens is Ry e ,  187 2
RDB3 Hyman and Parsons ( 1992)
This rare sp ecies is fou nd along the south coast of
England , from Kent to Cornwall, where it occurs on
partly vegetated dr y sand or shingle . It is absent
from Wales , Scotland and Ireland . The species is
brachyp terous , probably spring-breeding, and on
the Continent is apparently restricted to the north
and west of France .
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Map 338
M icroles te s Fr:a un ts (Sturm , 1827)
This species, one of the smallest British carabids , is
common in the sou th and east of England , bu t is not
recorded north of Yorkshire. In Wales, it is a local,
coastal species, and it is absent from Ireland. It lives
in dry soils with some litter , oft en with shade from
vegetatio n. M . ma u rus breeds in the spring, and
probably canno t fl y as the wings are only
mo derately develop ed . Its range extends over
most of Europe, although it is absent from much of
Scandinavia. The genus was formerly referred to as
Blechn ts.
0Map 340
Metab le tu sf or ea tus (Fo urcro y , 17 8 5)
•
This is a common and widespread species in
England which , like many other south ern and
eastern species, becomes increas ingly confined to
the coasts in the north and west. Its range
extends as far as Scotland in the north, and to
Ireland . It is foun d in dry, sandy heaths and
grassland , coastal dunes, and sometimes on arab le
land and in gardens. On the Continent, the genus
is oft en referred to as Sy ntom us. This beetle is
diurnal, sp ring-bre ed ing, and does no t fl y. It is
found over most of Europe excep t the far north .
Map 339
M icro tes tes m inutulu s ( Goe ze ,  17 7 7)
Th is recent intro duction to Britain was rus t found in
Suf olk in 1976, although it went u nrecogn ised until
another spe cimen was col ected and correctly
ide ntified from Essex in 1995 (Eversha m & Col ier
1997) . It has since been found in several scattered
coastal localities in the sou th-east of England , usually
in coastal litter . The likely existence of this species
in Britain was postulated by Lindroth (1972) . Like
M. ma urus  it is sp ring-breeding , but unlike tha t
species it is winged and can presu mably fl y. It also
has a more widespread European distribution.
2Th -c lec
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M ap 34 1
M eta ble tu s o bs cu rog u tta tu s (Duftschni ld, 1812)
Th is species is re str icted to th e south of England an d
Wales , w ith most re co rds co m ing from th e eas t of its
range . It is not found in Ire lan d . It inhab its m oss an d
litter on heavy so ils an d in da mp situatio ns . Although
it is norm ally macu late , there is a p lain form , atratus
Dejean . M . obscu rog uttatus is M I-w inged and
p robab ly sp ring-breeding , with a southe rn European
d istribu tion . It p robab ly re aches its nor thern lim it in
Britain .
I .
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Map 342
Metable tus tru nc a tellu s (Lin n aeus , 17 61)
An eastern specie s , reco rded from the Isle of May in
Sco tland southw ards to southern England it is
mostly ab sent from th e south co ast. The 19th
ce ntury Sco ttish re cord from Cramo nd was
co nside re d erro neous by Fow ler (1887) . There
are a few , co astal We lsh record s, an d two Irish
records from Du blin (Speigh t et al. 1982) . It
occu rs on open ground, but is less xerop hilous
th an M. f oveatus , being fou nd in fi elds , open
w oodland and grassland . M. tru ncatellus is wing-
dimorphic, sp ring-breeding , an d occu rs over most
of Europe .
•Map 344
Cy mi ndis ax illa r is (Fab ric iu s , 17 9 4)
Nat ionally Scarce  (A)  Hyman and Parsons  (1992)
A local species, found in south ern and eastern
England north to the Humb er, most recent records
come from the Breckland region of East Anglia.
There is a single old record from south Wales, but
none from Scotland or Ireland . It lives in dry, ope n
habitats such as calcareous grassland , sandy heaths
and shingle banks. The species is a winged , spring
breeder, found across sou thern Europe and North
Africa. It is at its northern limit in Britain .
Map 343
Lionycbus quad ri llum ( D uftsch m id , 18 12)
RDB3  Shirt  (1987),  Hyman and Parsons  ( 1992)
BA P (1995)
This very local species has been found from south-
west England northwards to Yorkshire , but recent
records are al from the south-west, East Anglia and
especially Wales (Fowles 1989; Fowles & Boyce
1992). There are no Irish records . L. quadri ll um
lives in shingle and sand near water, bo th by rivers
and on the coast. It is a ful -winged, spring breeder,
found in central Europe, and is known to be
spreading in Scand inavia.
Qi f
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Map 345
Cy m ineli s ma c u la r is  Fisch er vo n Wald h e im ,
1821
RD B  I Hyman and Parso ns (1992)
This species was origina l y identified from a stone
curlew (B u rh in us oed icnem us) pellet collected near
Icklingham in the Suf olk Breckland in 1980
(Hammo nd 1982) . Since then , an earlier example
has come to light , col ected in 1966 at Barton Mills
(also in Breckland) , and discovered by Williams
(1984) . It has now also been taken near Thetford
(Hyman & Parsons 1992) . On the Continent this is a
wing-dimorphic, autum n-breeding species, inhabiting
sunny and open sandy grassland . It has a northern
and eastern distribution , being recorded just once in
France .
r6"
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Map 34 6
Cy mb utis vap o r a r io ru m  (Lin n aeus , 17 58 )
Nationally Scarce ( B) Hyman and Parsons (1992)
In contrast to its congeners, C. vap ora rioru m is a
northern , boreo-montane species, found in Scotland ,
northern England and north Wales. In the last
century it was know n from Cannock Chase ,
Staf ordshire (Fow ler 1887), and there is a subfossil
record from Somerset (Duff 1993). Only three
records (all p re-1970) have been received from
Ireland . It occurs in Sp hagn u m bogs and wet peat
moorland , bu t also on more sandy soils in areas of
high rainfall. C vap orarioru m is wing-dimorphic ,
and probably sum mer-breeding . In Europe it is
found across the north to the Arctic, and in
mountainous regions in the south .
Map 348
D ryp ta d enta ta ( Ro s si, 17 9 0)
•
RD B I Shirt (1987), Hyman and Parsons (1992)
This species is known  onl y  from the south coast of
England , from Kent (although not this century) to
Dorset. The only recent records are from the Isle of
Wight and Dorset , where it occurs in stable,
vegetated coastal sand or silt near freshwater
seepages. D. den ta ta is winged , and probably
breeds in the sp ring . It occurs in southern an d
western Europe (but not Ireland) , and is at its
northern limit in Britain.
6 Map 347
Polisticbus  co nne x us ( Fo urc ro y , 17 8 5)
4
RDB2 Shirt ( 1987), Hyman and Parsons (1992)
This rare species (formerly know n as Poly stich u s
vitta tus Brune) occurs in southern and eastern
England , usually on or near the coast, but is absent
from Wales , Scotland and Ireland Its typical habitat
is the base of clif s near water, where it lives in
underclif rubble, but it has  also  been taken on clay
by rivers, at the roots of trees (Donisthorpe 1939)
and in damp patches on sandy heaths , includ ing
recently on Wimb ledon Common (Henderson
1991) . P. con nex us is full-winged , and has been
caught in light traps. It probably bree ds in the
spring/ summer, and has a southern and western
European range.
' 3
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Map 349
Br a ch inu s cr ep ita ns ( Li n n a e u s , 17 5 8 )
Nat ionally Scarce (B) Hyman and Parsons (1992)
This species, the 'Bombardier beetle', occurs across
southern England and into south Wales, most recent
records being coastal. Although there are many old
inland records, more recent ones are confined to the
Cotswolds and Northamptonshire limestone, and the
boulder clay of Fluntingdonshire. B. crep itans  was
removed from the Irish list by Speight  et al.  (1982).
Its typical inland habitats are calcareous grassland,
chalk quarries and amble field margins; on the coast
it  is  found on undercliffs, sea walls and under
shingle. B . crep tansbreeds in the summer, its
larvae being ectoparasitic on the pupae of other
beetles, including Hydrophilidae, Staphylinidae and
possibly other Carabidae. The species  is  winged,
and fl ies readily It is found across central and
southern Europe, and in North Africa. The generic
name is sometimes mis-spelt  Brachy nus .
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INDEX  in a lp habetical order of gen us
Index 19 1
192 Index
Bem bid ion fl u via tile
Bem bid ion f u m iga tu m
Bem bid ion g enei
Bem bid ion gen icu la tu m
Bem bid ion g iltri p es
Bem bid ion g u ttu la
Bem bid ion ha rp a loides
Bern bid ion h u m era le
Bern bid ion iricolor
Bem bid ion la mp ros
Bem bid ion la tera le
Bem biclion Utorale
Bem bid ion littora le a uct. se e B . tetra colum
Bem bid ion lu na tu rn
Bern bid ion lu n u la tu m
Bern bid ion m a n nerbeim i
Bern bid ion tna rit im u m
Bem bid ion m in im u m
Bem bicli on m on ticola
Bem bid ion n ig ricorn e
Bem bid ion n ig nap iceu m
Bem bid ion n itid u lu rn
Bem bid ion n orma n n u m
Bem bid ion obtiq u u m
Bern bid ion obtusu m
Bern bid ion oc tom a cu la tu m
Bem bid ion p allid tp en ne  124 69
Bem bid ion p ras in u rn
 125 70
Bem bid ion p rop era ns
 126 70
Bern bid ion p u n ctu la tu m  127 7 1
Bem bid ion qua d rig u tta tu m  (F .) se e  B .qua d rim a cu la tu m
Bem bid ion quad rigu tta tu m  (O livier)
see  B . qua d np ustu la tu m
Bern bid ion qua d rigu tta tu m se nsu  Illiger see  B . gene i
Bernbid ion qua d rima cu la tu rn  128 7 1
Bem bicl ion qua d np us tu la tu m  129 72
Benzbid ion qu in q uestria tu rn  130 72
Bem bid ion red ten ba cberi  Dan ie l see  B . ge n icula tu rn
Bem bid ion np a riu m a u ct .  see  B . lu n u latu m
Bem bid ion ruf escens  (G ue rin -Meneville) se e  B . ha rp alo id es
Bem bid ion rup estre a u ct. se e B . bn ix ellense
Bem bid ion sa xa tile
 131 73
Bem bid ion sch u epp eli
 132 73
Bem bid ion se rn ip u n cta tu m  133 74
Bem bid ion step hens i
 134 74
Bem biclion sto rno ides
 135 75
Bernbiclio n stu rm i  (Pan zer) se e  B . oc toma cula tu m
Bernbid ion testaceu rn 136 75
Bernbid ion tetra co lu m
 137 76
Bem bid ion tibia le
 138 76
Bem bid ion  u n ico/or Ch au do ir see  B . m an n erbei tn i
Bern bid ion ustu la tu rn a u ct.  se e  B . tetra colu m
Bem bid ion va riu rn
 139 77
Bern bid ion velox  Erich so n se e  B . p rop e ran s
Bernbid ion vite ns
 140 77
Blecb ru s se e M icrolestes
Bletb isa ntu ltip u n cta ta
 42 29
Bra cb in us crep ita ns
 349 182
Bra cteo n  see  Bernb id ion
Bra dy cellus ca u casic us  (Chaudo ir) se e  B . colla ris
Bra dy cellu s co lla ris
 283 149
Bra dy cellus csik ii
 284 149
B rady cellus d istin ctus
 285 150
B rady cellus d istin c tus (se ns u  Fow le r) see  B . sh a rp i
B rady cellus ha m a lin us
 286 150
B rady cellus rufi collis
 287 151
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99 57  Brady cellus sha rp i
 288 151
100 57  Bradycellus sirnilis  (Dejean) see  B . ruf tcollis
101 58  B radycellus venbas ci
 289 152
102 58  Broscus cep halotes
 6 1 38
103 59  Cala thus a m big uus 174 94
104 59  Cala thus c in ctus
 175 95
105 60  Calathus a steloid es  (Pan zer) see  C. f us ctp es
106 60  Cala tbus erra tus
 176 95
107 6 1  Calathus ery th rod en ts  Gaut ier see  C. c in ctus
108 6 1  Calathus f lamp es  (D uftschm id) se e C  erratus
109 62  Cala thus f usc ip es
 177 96
110 62  Calathus f uscus  F. see  C. a m bigu us
Cala tbus luctu osus  La tre ille see C  j uso p es
111 63 Calathus rnela nocep ba lus  178a ,b 96
112 63 Calathus m icrop terus  179 97
113 64 Calathus m onis
 180 97
114 64  Calathu s p iceus
 18 1 98
115 65  Calatbus rotu nd icolli s  Dejean see  C. p ice us
n 6 65 Callistus lu na tus  316 165
117 66 Calosom a inq u isito r  19 17
118 66  Calosorna sy cop ha n ta
 20 17
119 67  Ca rabus a rcens is a uc t.  see C  a m ensis
120 67  Cara bus a m ens & 9 12
12 1 68  Cara bu s ca ten u latus a uct.  see  C. p roble ma ticus
122 68  Cara bus cla tra tus
 10
123 69  Cara bus g labra tus
 11
Cara bus g ran ula tus
 12
Ca ra  bus in trica tus 13
Cara bus
 14
Cara bus n em ora lis
 15
Ca rabus n iten s 16
Ca rabus p roblema ticus
 17
Ca rabus viola ceus
 18
Chlae n ius holosericeu s  (F.) see  C. tri stis
Chlae n ius n ig ricorn is 312 163
Cb/aen ius n itid u/us
 313 164
Cblaen ius scb ra nki  (Du ftschmid) se e C  n itid ulu s
Cblaen ius tris tis 314 164
Cblaen ius vest itus
 315 165
Cb rysobra cteo n  see  Bem bidion
Cic indela ca mp estris
 2 9
Cic indela gen na n ica
 3 9
Cic indela hy brid a
 4 10
Cicindela m a ritim a
 5 10
Cicindela sy lva t ica
 6 11
Cillen us  se e  Bem bid ion
Clivina colla ti s
 59 37
Clivina j ossor
 60 38
Cu n on otus se e  A ma ra
Cy chrus ca ra boid es
 8 12
Cy chrus rastratus  L. se e  C ca raboides
Cy m ind is ax illaris 344 179
Cy m ind is m acula ris
 345 180
Cy m ind is vap ora rioru m  346 180
Demetrias atricap illus
 323 169
Demetrios imp erialis
 324 169
Demetrias m onos tig ma
 325 170
Demetrias u n ip u ncta tus  (Germa r) se e  D .  mon ostig ma
D icb eirotricb us g us tavi  279 147
D icbeiro tricb u s obsoletus  280 147
D ich eirotrich us p u besce ns  (Payku ll) see  D . g us tavi
D m m ius ag ilis
 326 170
D rom ius a ng ustus
D rom ius linea ris
D rom ius long icep s
D rom ius mela n ocep ha lus
13
13
14
14
15
15
16
16
17
327 171
328 171
329 172
330 172
Index 193
194  Index
Pa n ag a eus crux m aj or
 311 162
Pa n ag a eus qu a d rip us tu la tus  Sturm se e  P. btp us tu la tus
Pa trob us ass im iln
 63 39
Pa trob u s a trn ruf us
 64 40
Pa trob us ex ca va tu s  (P aykull) see  P . a tnatu j us
Pa trob u s sep ten tr ion is
 65 40
Pelop b ila bo rea lis
 27 21
Pertg on a n tg ricep s
 20 1 112
Perilep tu s a reola tu s 66 41
Platy d en ts tuj icollis
 185 100
Platy n us  see  Ag on u m
Poecilu s  see  Pte rosticb us
Pogon us cba lceus
 147 8 1
Pogon us littora lis
 148 8 1
Pogon us lu riclip en n iy
 149 8 2
Pol ist icb us con nex us
 347 18 1
Polysticb us vitta tus  Bra e see  P. con n ex us
Pristony ch us  se e  La em osten us
Pseuclop bo n us  se e  Ha rp a lus
Pterost icb us a d strictus 151 83
Pte rosticb us a etb iop s
 152 83
Pte rost icb us a ng us ta tus
 153 84
Pte ros tic b us a ntb racin us
 154 84
Pterost ich us a terr im us
 155 8 5
Pterost ich us ca et u lesce ns a u ct .  se e  P . vets icolor
Pte rosticb us cren a tus  (D u kschmid) see  P . ve rn a lly
Pterost ic h us crista tus
 156 85
Pte rosticb us cup reus
 157 86
Pte rasticb us d iligen s
 158 86
Pte rosticb us d im iclia tus  (O livie r) se e  P . kugela n n i
Pterost icb us g racilis
 159 87
Pte rosti cb u s in a eq u a lis  (Marsham ) se e  P . long icollis
Pteros ticb us k ugela n n i
 160 87
Pte rost icb u s lep id us
 161 88
Pte nast icb us long icollis
 162 88
Pterost ic b us m a cer
 163 89
Pterost icb us ma d id us
 164 89
Pte nast icb us m ela n a riu s
 165 90
Pte ros ti cb us  min or 166 90
Pte rosticb us n iger
 167 91
Pte rost icb us n ig rita  agg . 168 9 1
Pte rosti ch u s oblong op u n cta tu s 169 92
Pte rostich us p ic im a n us a u ct.  se e  P . m ace r
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Pterostich us quad nf oveolatus  Letzn er se e  P . a ng us ta tus
Pterostich us stren u u s
 170 92
Pterosticb us  verna lis 171 93
Pterost icb us vers icolor
 172 93
Ptenasticb us vitreus  (Dejean) se e  P. a ds trictus
Pterosticb u s vu lga ris a uc t.  see  P. mela na rius
Risop b ilus  see  Dem etrias
Scy balicus oblong iusculus
 278 146
Sp bod rus leu cop b tba lm us
 182 98
Ste nolop h u s m ix tus
 290 152
Stenolop b us skrimsb ira nus
Stenolop b us teu ton us
Stenolop h u s vesp ertin us  (Panzer) see  S. m
Stom is p u m ica tus
Sy ntom us  see  Metabletus
Sy n ucbus n iva lis
Sy n ucb us viva lis  ( linge r) se e  S. n iva lis
Tachys bis tria tus
Tachy s ed m on ds i
Tachys m ic ros
Tachys p a rvu lus
Tachys p iceu s  Edm onds see  T. ed m ond si
Ta chys sc utella ris
Ta cbys wa lkeria n us
Tap bria  see  Sy n ucb us
Th alassop b ilus long icorn is
Trecboblem us  see  Trechus
Trecbus d iscus
Trecbus j u lvus
Trechus lap id asus  Dawson see  T. A lm s
Trechus m icros
Trechu s m in utus  (F.) see  T. qua d ris tria tus
Trechus obtus us
Trechus q ua d ristria tus
Trecbus rivu la ris
Trecbus ru bens
Trecbus seca lis
Trecbus su bnota tus
Tricbocellus cogna tus
Trichocellus p lacidus
Za bni s g ibbu s  (F.) se e Z  tene brioid es
Za bn ts tenebrio ides
291 153
292 153
ita us
150 82
186 100
141 78
142 78
143 79
144 79
145 80
146 80
69 42
70 43
7 1 43
72 44
73 44
74 45
75 45
76 46
77 46
78 47
28 1 148
282 148
241 128
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